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INTRODUCTION 

User Guide P 

This User Guide is intended for forest resource planners, fisheries biologists, hydrologists, ecologists, 
or anyone involved with water resource management on the Tongass National Forest. It describes a 
stream classification system based on mapped stream reaches called channel types. Since channel type 
mapping 1s a principal tool for managing aquatic and riparian resources of the Tongass National Forest, 
it 1s important that everyone involved with water and fisheries management in Southeast Alaska be 
familiar with this stream classification system. 

The purpose of this User Guide is to provide users with sufficient information to understand the 
characteristics of each channel type and to know what should be considered when planning activities 
that may affect water and fisheries resources associated with each one. Channel types are being used 
for planning, implementing, and monitoring forest land management activities on the entire Tongass 
National Forest. In addition, most state and Native Corporation Land in Southeast Alaska has been 
mapped. Preliminary channel type mapping and stream inventory work is currently underway on the 
Chugach Forest in south central Alaska. 

What Are Channel Types? 
Components of the Alaska Region Channel Type Classification System are defined within the context 
of nine basic fluvial process groups. These process groups describe the interrelationship between 
watershed runoff, landform relief, geology, and glacial or tidal influences on fluvial erosion and 
deposition processes. 

Individual channel type classification units within each process group are defined by physical attributes, 
such as channel gradient, channel pattern, stream bank incision and containment, and riparian plant 
community composition. Channel types are a means of distinguishing the various parts of a stream 
system. They allow us to define the characteristics of the channel and to predict, with a high degree of 
accuracy, probable responses to natural and human influences. However, channel types cannot be 
managed as isolated segments. Stream reach in one part of a watershed can be affected by activities 
taking place in a different part of the watershed, either upstream, downstream, or on adjacent land areas. 
Channel types help define the parts of a drainage basin and, as such, are tools intended to complement 
a holistic watershed management approach. It is important to remember this concept when using this 
guide. 

Applications 
The Channel Type Clasification System was developed with water resource management needs in mind. 
Propagation of anadromous fisheries is the major beneficial use of water resources in Southeast Alaska. 
Channel type inventories provide key information on fish habitat utilization, fish habitat capability, and 
fisheries enhancement options in survey area watersheds. Channel types also provide information on 
suitable stream crossing locations and design criteria for road drainage structures. Channel types are 
used to evaluate potential sediment delivery and retention for cumulative watershed effects analysis. 
Information on sport fishing potential and boat access is also included in the channel type descriptions. 

The channel type mapping process involves three major steps. Initial mapping units are defined through 
interpretation of 1:15840 (4 in. = 1 mi) aerial photographs. Field verification of channel type mapping 
units, using low level air reconnaissance and on-the-ground spot checks is the next step. Finally, photo 
mapping is transferred to mylar topographic base maps (usually 2 in. = 1 mi scale) and then digitized, 
for incorporation into the ArcInfo, Geographic Information System (GIS). A corollary stream inventory 
data base that includes channel morphology data, fish habitat data, and information on riparian plant 
community composition also resides at the Watershed and Fisheries Staff Group in the Chatham, Stikine, 
and Ketchikan Area Forest Supervisor’s Offices. 
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Channel type mapping of State and Native Lands is currently on hard copy base maps. These maps and 

field verification data are maintained by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Commercial Fisheries 

Division, in Juneau. 

Things To Be Aware Of 
The information contained in this user guide is intentionally brief. The purpose is to give a picture of 

channel type characteristics and management concerns. Anyone seeking additional information should 
consult area hydrologists or fisheries biologists, as well as the sources listed in the References. Every 

attempt has been made to simplify technical terms to make this guide useful to a variety of people. 

However, since not all technical terms can be simplified, a glossary is provided. 

The information provided in this user guide refers to typical channel type conditions, and is intended to 
summarize those conditions that most frequently represent the range of channel type characteristics found 
throughout Southeast Alaska. Although channel type characteristics are relatively consistent, a degree 
of variability is inherent in these map units. Therefore, caution should be used in relying solely upon 
this information for site-specific project decisions. An individual channel type is not necessarily invalid 
if actual stream characteristics, such as channel width, are outside the range of values reported in this 
user guide. Site-specific channel characteristics and management interpretations should be verified in 
the field, as necessary, for project planning. 

Channel type mapping should play a prominent role in setting priorities for any field verification. Not 
all streams are mapped in the Channel Type Inventory. These unmapped streams are predominantly 
very small ( 1 meter wide), mountainslope, wetland, and flood plain drainage features. This mapping 
limitation is due to the scale of aerial photography used and because vegetation canopy obscures most 
small streams. In general, these unmapped streams have little management significance. Exceptions are 
unmapped flood plain and wetland drainages that often have important seasonal fish habitat. Users should 
refer to soils or landtype mapping unit descriptions for information on the distribution and frequency of 
the unmapped streams in a given geographic area. Where apparent mapping discrepancies occur, users 
are requested to consult with Area Hydrologists or Fisheries Biologists. 

The channel type information contained in this user guide is the result of many years of development, 
modification, and validation. Nevertheless, the Channel Type Classification System will continue to 
evolve as new applications are developed and as additional resource data is compiled. The Tongass 
National Forest Supervisor’s Offices, in a coordinated effort, will issue updates to this user guide 
whenever the need arises. 

II 
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This User Guide contains brief information for each of the 38 channel types currently mapped on the 
Tongass National Forest. There is a separate section, consisting of three parts, TITLE, PHYSICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS, and MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS, for each channel type. Data 
used to describe the channel structure, riparian vegetation, and aquatic habitat has been obtained from 
channel typing verification and stream inventories conducted on watersheds throughout Southeast Alaska. 

TITLE 

Each section begins with the naming convention which includes the channel type name and the process 
group name. The channel mapping symbol is commonly used as the shorthand name for a given channel 
type. 

Process Group Name. Various channels bear the signatures of the processes that formed them. Channels 
formed and maintained by the same or similar fluvial processes are grouped for taxonomic purposes. 
Process groups reflect the long term interaction of geology, landform, climate, and riparian vegetation. 
Process groups characterize the basic interrelationships between the runoff, sediment transport, and 
vegetation patterns along stream banks. Forest Plan Management guidelines and practices developed for 
each process group will consistently address the various management concerns for distinct channel types. 

Channel Type Name. Within each process group are a number of channel types which further define 
differences and describe individual channels. Channel type names are similar to species in a biologic 
taxonomy or to Series in a soils taxonomy. Channel types have less variable characteristics than the 
process group level of the hierarchy. This allows for more site-specific analysis and prescriptions for 
project level plans. Some channel types may have one or more phases, or common variants, which 
influence management interpretations. These are similar to biological varieties of species. 

Mapping Symbol. Mapping symbols are assigned to each channel type and are often used as a shorthand 
means of identification. The mapping symbol legend is connotative so that the user can easily identify 
the process group and the general relationship between channel types in each one. The first two alpha 
characters are an abbreviation for the process group name (e.g. FP = Flood Plain Process Group). The 
first digit represents a distinct channel type unit. The channel type numbering sequence is designed to 
identify key physical criteria that help distinguish channel types within a given process group. For 
example, FP1 channel types have low stream gradient and fine bed substrate, whereas FP4 channel types 
have higher gradient and large substrate relative to other channel types in this particular process group. 
This connotative legend was recently developed, therefore, the old mapping symbol is placed in 
parentheses to assist those who have worked with the system prior to 1991. 

Immediately beneath the channel type name(s) given at the beginning of each section is a figure that aids 
in understanding the process group and channel type being discussed. This block diagram illustrates 
typically associated landform and channel type morphology. 

Ill 
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The Physical Characteristics section presents quantitative data for and qualitative descriptions of each 

channel type. 

Geographic Setting. This subsection is a short description of landforms commonly associated with the 

channel type. It describes the typical size of the drainage basin and discusses features unique to the 

channel. Mapping symbols of similar channel types are listed. 

Immediately following the Geographic Setting description are two figures. The first is a cross-sectional 

profile of the channel and its adjacent sideslopes. The second is an actual in-stream photo. Both represent 

average characteristics for the given channel type in Southeast Alaska. 

Similar Channel Types. This is a list of channel type map units that have similar mapping criteria and 

differentia to the channel type being described. 

Channel Structure. Quantitative geomorphic data from the Tongass National Forest Channel Type 
Database is included here. Mean values and percentages are calculated for all surveyed channels in the 
database. (See Chapter 20 of the R-10 Soil and Water Conservation Handbook [FSH 2509.22] for detailed 

explanation of data collection methodologies.) 

Composite Channel Cross-Section. Channel cross-section schematics are based on a compilation of 
channel and sideslope profiles. Key morphologic characteristics shown in the diagram are mean values. 
The symbols in the diagram are defined as follows: ID =Channel Incision Depth, Wbf= Width Bankfull, 
Bfs=Bankfull Water Surface, SS=Sideslope Angle. 

Gradient. Gradient refers to the slope of the water surface profile. It is usually measured using a 
clinometer and stadia rod over two riffle-pool sequences. 

Incision Depth . Incision depth is the vertical distance between the first major slope break above bankfull 
stage and the channel bottom at the thalweg. It is measured using a visual estimate verified by a transect 
of the sideslope perpendicular to the stream. 

Bankfull Channel Width. Bankfull width is the distance from bank to bank when the stream stage is 
considered to be "bankfull" or at the most active channel forming stage (may be considered to be a two 
year flood event). Bankfull width is generally measured using a surveyor’s tape strung across a channel 
perpendicular to its banks. 

Substrate. Substrate refers to the surface stream bed material composing the channel bottom and lower 
banks. It is measured using an ocular, boot-tip transect. The dominant size classes for each channel type 
are presented. 

Bank Composition. Bank composition refers to the dominant stream bank material. Three bank 
composition categories are used - alluvium, bedrock, and mixed. Alluvial channel banks are composed 
of unconsolidated, fluvial, sediment particles with very infrequent bedrock occurrence (less than 2% 
bedrock along the channel segment). Bedrock channels have extensive bedrock outcropping along stream 
banks and stream bed (bedrocks occur along more than 15% of the stream segment). Mixed implies a 
combination of unconsolidated particles and bedrock material, where bedrock occurrences are consistent 
but not extensive (2-15% of the stream segment). Bank composition is determined from field surveys 
along a sample channel type segment. 

Sideslope Length and Sideslope Angle. The landform immediately adjacent to the channel is 
characterized by sideslope length and angle measurements. These landform values are measured along 
the slope distance in the field using a clinometer and hip-chain along a 61 meter (200 feet) transect 
perpendicular to a representative portion of sample channel type. These parameters are not described 
for some flood plain and low relief riparian landforms. 

IV 
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Channel Pattern. The channel pattern is described as single, multiple, braided, or some combination 
of these categories. Channel sinuosity may also be described. Channel pattern is determined from aerial 
photography and verified in the field. 

ae Size. When appropriate, a range of the basin sizes associated with sample stream segments is 
isted. 

Riparian Vegetation. Immediately preceding this subsection is a table showing the distribution of plant 
associations along the channel type within about 61 meters (slope) of the channel. These plant associations 
were inventoried in the same location as the sideslope profile transects. Data represents a weighted mean 
of canopy cover for each plant association occurring along the transect. The text and a table summarize 
the dominant plant association series and nonforested plant communities in the 61 meter riparian zone. 
The location of the most common plant communities with respect to the channel edge is also discussed. 
Note that these percentages reflect Tongass-wide data and may not reflect riparian plant communities 
representative of your local area. 

Plant Association Series. This is a listing of major Forest plant series defined by the R-10 Plant 
Association Classification. 

Channel Type Phases. This subsection provides a listing of phases that have been accepted for use with 
channel types on the Tongass National Forest. Phases may be considered variants or subspecies within 
the channel type, and are identified by the addition of a lower case letter immediately following the 
numeric digit of the channel type mapping symbol (e.g. FP2f). They are defined where taxon class limits 
are too wide for needed interpretations, or where some feature, such as adjacent riparian plant community 
structure, has significance for management. For further discussion on phases, refer to the appropriate 
section of Chapter 20 of the R-10 Soil and Water Conservation Handbook (FSH 2509.22). 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

This section presents quantitative data for and qualitative descriptions of channel type characteristics 
that are pertinent to aquatic and riparian resource management. Channel type data and interpretations 
for various land management planning activities are summarized in this section, which is divided into 
three subsections, Hydrologic Function, Aquatic Habitat Capability, and Riparian Management 
Considerations. 

Hydrologic Function. The hydrologic function of a channel refers to its typical flow characteristics 
(average as well as range), and, therefore, its ability to function in sediment routing. This discussion 
provides a qualitative assessment of whether a channel type best serves the erosion, transport, or 
deposition (storage) phase of sediment transport in a stream network. Relative stream energy or power 
describes the bedload transport capability of a channel type. It also includes relevant discussion on 
sediment sources, and the role of large woody debris on channel structure. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability. This subsection contains a summary of key stream inventory data relevant 
to fish habitat capability, including available spawning area (ASA), available rearing area (ARA), and 
large woody debris (LWD) volume. A tabular summary of qualitative ratings for spawning and rearing 
habitat capability for key (Management Indicator Species - MIS) fish species is also listed. These ratings 
(LOW, MODERATE, HIGH) are based on a combination of habitat inventory data, fish population 
sampling, and the professional judgement of fisheries biologists and hydrologists having extensive 
knowledge of Southeast Alaska stream habitat and fisheries. A rating of NEGLIGIBLE (NEG) is used 

when the species of concern is not likely to utilize the channel type for spawning or rearing habitat. 
These ratings are meant to portray a very general picture of the potential quality of fish habitat associated 
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with a given channel type. The narrative following this table further describes various habitat 

characteristics, including spawning habitat distribution, the type and distribution of large woody debris 

habitat, pool characteristics, overwintering habitat, stream bank cover, and other important habitat 

features that are typical for that channel type. (Refer to FSH [FSH 2609.24 and FSH 2509.22] for more 

detailed discussion on aquatic habitat capability.) 

Riparian Management Considerations. This subsection presents management concerns for instream 

and near-stream management activities, as well as a consideration of riparian management opportunities. 

Management Concerns presents a rating (LOW, MODERATE, or HIGH) of the sensitivity of channel 

types to timber harvest and road building activities. A LOW sensitivity rating indicates a low probability 

that special mitigation measures for management activities are necessary to meet water quality and fish 

habitat protection objectives. MODERATE sensitivity indicates that some management limitations are 
associated with the channel type. Site specific mitigation measures may need to be considered. HIGH 
sensitivity indicates that site specific management prescriptions to protect water quality, fisheries, and 
riparian resources are usually needed. (N/A for not applicable is used when the particular concern does 
not apply.) Six general categories of concerns for management are considered. These include Large 
Woody Debris, Sediment Retention, Stream Bank Sensitivity, Sideslope Sensitivity, Flood Plain 

Protection, and Culvert Fish Passage. 

Large Woody Debris. This concern deals with the need to provide long-term sources of large wood 
critical for maintaining stream channel structure and habitat diversity. The size, quantity, and distribution 
of natural large woody debris are primary factors considered in this rating. 

Sediment Retention. This is a key water quality concern related to the potential for retention of fine 
sediments (sand particles or smaller) in spawning beds. Relative stream power is the primary factor 
considered in this rating. 

Stream Bank Sensitivity. Stream bank sensitivity rates the potential for management disturbance 
associated with timber harvest or road crossings to contribute to accelerated stream bank erosion. Natural 
stream bank composition and channel stability factors are considered in this rating. 

Sideslope Sensitivity. This rating deals with the potential for mass wasting erosion and sediment delivery 
resulting from disturbance of sideslopes associated with well contained channel types. Natural sideslope 
length and angle, and natural mass wasting potential are the primary factors considered. 

Flood Plain Protection. This rating deals with the concern for maintaining riparian flood plain and 
wetland functions and long-term stability. Riparian habitat extent and diversity are the principal factors 
considered. 

Culvert/Fish Passage. Fish passage concerns relate to the requirement that unrestricted migration of 
juvenile and adult salmonids be maintained through crossing structures on Value Class I streams. Stream 
class, peak stream discharge, stream gradient, debris and bedload transport potential are factors 
considered in rating culvert passage concerns for a given channel type. 

BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (BMPs) 

A narrative elaborating principal riparian management concerns follows this rating table. Key Best 
Management Practices (BMPs) designed to protect water quality and beneficial uses, such as fisheries, 
wetland, and riparian habitats, are also referenced in this subsection (see Chapter 10 of FSH 2509.22). 
The BMPs referred to in this discussion are meant to provide guidance for development of site-specific 
riparian management prescriptions. However, this listing of pertinent BMPs should not be considered 
all inclusive, as additional BMPs will most likely need to be incorporated into individual management 
prescriptions. 

VI 
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Typical Stream Value Class. The typical stream value classes are also listed in this subsection. Stream 
class for a specific stream map unit should be adjusted based on site specific criteria when available. 

Stream class for each channel type is indicated as Class I, II or Il, depending on the fish use of the 
streams. These define AHMUs (Aquatic Habitat Management Units) in the Aquatic Habitat Management 
Handbook, FSH 2609.24. These stream classifications are defined as follows: 

Class I: Streams with anadromous (fish ascending from oceans to breed in fresh water) or 
adfluvial (fish ascending from fresh water lakes to breed in streams) lake and stream habitat. 

Also included are the habitat upstream from migration barriers known to be reasonable 
enhancement opportunities for anadromous fish and habitat with high value resident sport fish 
populations. 

Class II: Streams with resident fish populations and generally steep (often 6-15 percent) gradient 
(can also include streams from 0-5 percent gradient where no anadromous fish occur). These 
populations have limited sport fisheries values. These streams generally occur upstream of 
migration barriers or are steep gradient streams with other habitat features that preclude 
anadromous fish use. 

Class III: Streams with no fish populations but which have potential water quality influence on 
the downstream aquatic habitat. 

Riparian Management Opportunities. This section discusses recreational sport fishing potential and 
various other enhancement opportunities. 

Sport Fish Potential. Rates the relative potential (LOW, MODERATE, HIGH) for developing or 
enhancing a sport fishery on the typical channel type. 

Enhancement Opportunities. Lists several habitat enhancement opportunities that may be feasible on 
a site-specific basis for a given channel type. Enhancement opportunities considered include large wood 
placement, fry stocking upstream of removed fish barriers, development of off-channel spawning beds, 
and introduction of beavers to improve rearing habitat. 
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CHAPTER 1 ESTUARINE PROCESS GROUP 

ESTUARINE PROCESS GROUP 

This process group includes ES1 (silt substrate), ES2 
(narrow, sand substrate), ES3 (narrow, cobble sub- 
strate), ES4 (large estuary), and ES8 (glacial out- 
wash) estuarine channel types. These are all 
intertidal streams and are directly influenced by tidal 
inundation. Stream stage fluctuations, channel mor- 
phology, sediment transport, and water chemistry 
are all characteristics that are influenced, to some 
degree, by saltwater inundation in these stream 
segments. Estuarine channels are associated with 
saltwater marshes, meadows, mudflats, and gravel 
deltas that are all predominantly depositional envi- 
ronments. The size of associated riparian areas 
encompasses the entire estuarine wetland system. 



ESTUARINE PROCESS GROUP 

SILT SUBSTRATE ESTUARINE CHANNEL OR SLOUGH 

Channel Mapping Symbol: ES1 (Formerly E4) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: The ES1 is normally associated 
with salt chucks, shallow embayments along coastal 
forelands, and large glacial river deltas. 

Similar Channel Types: ES2 

Channel Structure 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, ES1 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

Stream Gradients... ..25....../ 0020. 0-0.5%, mean = 0.5% 

Incision Deptihttememn. sci... 04s. 0-4 m (13 ft), mean = 3 m (10 ft) 
Bankfull Width: Seegeesscee coe <20 m (66 ft), mean = 8 m (27 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: rs oeee- ee Silt/clay to sand 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Silt and sand 
Sideslope Length; .?..2...---.- Not significant, flat landforms associated 
Sideslope Angle! ; ©...-..+- teers. Not significant 
Channel! Pattern:...:: <0. ceer sae Single, sinuous 
Drainage Basin Area:.............. Variable 



CHAPTER 1 3 ESTUARINE PROCESS GROUP 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: ES1 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant community is dominated by nonforested plant communities, 
and the Sitka spruce-cottonwood plant associations are of some significance. Nonforest vegetation 
consists of estuarine forbs and grasses. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

Nontorest®.1 50st ck Oe Ce ae 76% 

Sitka Spruce-Cottonwood................0000 13% 

SILKAES DEUCE sete ectee, tee nn Oe, cee tee 11% 

Channel Type Phases: N/A 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: ES1 streams are depositional channels. Stream energy is very low due to nearly 
flat gradients. Glide flow is the dominant velocity type. Water flow and depth is strongly influenced by 
the tidal stage. Substrate consists mainly of sand and silt. Suspended, glacial silt load is high in those 
channels associated with glacial outwash systems. Bank sloughing may be extensive along meander 
bends. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris .................++. N/A 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... N/A 

Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Avg = 67% for 13 sites 



ESTUARINE PROCESS GROUP 

Indicator Species Ratings 

MIS ASA ARA 

Cohoeii.s..s seen eee ees NEG HIGH 

Pink yio5t) esos eee ee NEG NEG 

GhuUM 3 250.5 NEG LOW 

Sockeye wx tatters NEG LOW 

Chinookt. 8. 2s. ae eee NEG NEG 

Dolly Varden... Seiimpn cess. NEG NEG 

Steelhead aes ee NEG NEG 

These channels are always accessible to anadromous species. Very little, if any, spawning occurs in 

these slough channels as 98% of the substrate is very fine gravel, sand, silt, clay, and muck. ARA is 

high, with 45% of the active water in pools having a mean depth of 0.52 meters (1.7 feet). Despite the 

high rearing potential, these channels are generally under-utilized. High densities of coho juveniles 

utilize rearing habitat during summer months. Sockeye salmon may use the slough (still water) for 

rearing where tidal influences are minimal. Chum salmon may temporarily remain here before migrating 

seaward. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Barge Woody Debris .27i72...ssccrs. sees LOW 

Sedimenti RetenutOn mee... te es ere HIGH 

Stream Bank Sensitivity .e.-.-r eee MOD 

Sideslope Sensitivity cer eee N/A 

Flood Plain Protection.................c0e0: LOW 

Culvert\Fish Passave.2 2. se.csus. scenes HIGH 

ES1 channels are associated with extensive mudflat embayments and sediment retention is very high. 
Control of road drainage (BMP 14.9), erosion control, revegetation, and maintenance (BMPs 13.11- 
13.13) should be emphasized. 

Stream bank erosion risk is moderate. Although stream banks are composed of relatively cohesive silt 
and clay size sediments, they are subject to undermining by strong tidal ebb and flood currents. Channel 
protection (BMP 13.16) and bridge and culvert design (BMP 14.17) are important measures to consider 
to reduce stream bank erosion. Culvert installations on upland segments of ES1 channels should be 
designed to provide unrestricted upstream migration for juvenile salmonids (BMPs 14.14, 14.17). 

These are classified as Value Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is required 
along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). Control of inchannel operations 
is an important riparian management concern (BMP 14.14). 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sport Fish Potentialiis-2-e.c-- eso LOW 

Enhancement Opportunities .......... N/A 
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Estuarine Process Group 



ESTUARINE PROCESS GROUP 

NARROW SMALL SUBSTRATE ESTUARINE CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: ES2 (Formerly E3) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: ES2 streams occur exclusively 
within estuary landforms, usually draining a small 
to moderate size watershed. These channels are most 
commonly found in drainages along outer coastal 
beaches. 

Similar Channel Types: ES3 

Channel Structure 

60 ft 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, ES2 

20 

20 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

Streany Gradient::.o20-.e.- eee e eee <or = 1%, mean = 1% 

Incision Depths as. eevee. eee <3 m, mean = 2 m 66.5 ft) 
Ban ctill Width: . 6.2..us.ercc tase <10 m (33 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Sand to gravel 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Alluvium (sand) 
SideslopesLengttte re esas ee Not significant, flat landform associated 
SideslopetAnple: se ceccemetes Not significant 
Ghannel Patternits- ce eree eee Single, sinuous 
Drainage Basin Area:.............. <25.9 km? (<10 mi’) 



CHAPTER 1 ESTUARINE PROCESS GROUP 
a LAR UR SS SS EEO

 eee 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant commu- 
nity is dominated by nonforested plant communi- 
ties. The western hemlock/blueberry plant associ- 
ations are also significant. Nonforested plant com- 
munities consist of estuarine forbs and grasses. 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: ES2 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

Nonforestcofen seven eee roses 48% 

Western. Hemlockeeyenees 3-3-3. cerca ees 15% 

Western Hemlock-Red Cedar ................ 13% 

SItKA:S DIUCC ene a ters eects cst 12% 

Channel Type Phases: N/A 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: ES2 streams are predomi- 

nantly depositional channels. Stream energy is very 

low for these channels. Substrate material consists 

mainly of gravels and sand. Bank erosion is influ- 

enced more by ocean erosion processes than by 

stream discharge events. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris ...... <500 ft°/1000 linear ft Mae 
Available Spawning Area (ASA).. Insufficient data 

Available Rearing Area (ARA).... Insufficient data 

Indicator Species Ratings 

MS ee ASA ARD 

CohoOrcess rece eee eens HIGH HIGH 

Pink? oo ees ccect artes. HIGH HIGH 

Chi rege scenes HIGH LOW 

SOCKEVO recs eeceeenees so sesct NEG NEG 

Chin0ok fever eens rere NEG NEG 

Dolly Varden .........-.s++++ MOD MOD 

Steelhead. so. re ore nero tee oe NEG NEG 

These channels are always accessible to anadromous species. ASA is high and seems to be limited 

primarily by fine sediment content. Pink and chum salmon frequently, and Dolly Varden char 

occasionally, spawn in ES2 channels. Coho salmon and Dolly Varden char will move into ES2 channels 

from upstream areas during summer and will rear until fall. Pink and chum salmon fry may also 

temporarily inhabit the ES2 channel before migrating seaward. Overwintering habitat is minimal (mean 

pool depth of 0.02 meters [0.6 feet). 



ESTUARINE PROCESS GROUP 
aren renee ee nn Sad et ttc te 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

EargesWOodysDeptiSe 1.7... eee LOW 

SCdIMEent RetenuiOngan eect eeeeese tre eas HIGH 

Stream Bank Sensitivity .................0.. HIGH 
Sideslope Sensitivity vocsv.-sus<s1s-sseey ea N/A 

Flood Plain Protection Need .............. MOD 

Culvert Fish Passape mess c-seressceertee MOD 

The ES2 channel type is associated with low relief coastal landforms, therefore, sediment retention is 
rated high. 

Stream banks are composed of sand and fine gravel, and are, therefore, highly sensitive to erosion. 
Beach erosion processes often have a dominant influence on these outer coastal estuarine streams. Stream 
channel protection (BMP 13.16), construction in riparian areas (BMP 14.13), and bridge/culvert design 
(BMP 14.17) should be emphasized. 

Culvert installations in the upland segments of ES2 channels should be designed to provide unrestricted 
passage for juvenile salmonids (BMP 14.17). 

These are classified as Value Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is required 
along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). Control of inchannel operations 
is an important riparian management concern for these streams (BMP 14.14). 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sport Fish Potential.................... LOW 

Enhancement Opportunities .......... N/A 
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ESTUARINE PROCESS GROUP 

NARROW LARGE SUBSTRATE ESTUARINE CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: ES3 (Formerly E2) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: ES3 streams occur in small 
estuaries, usually less than 100 acres in size. These 
streams are most commonly associated with small, 
high relief drainage basins that empty into inland 
Straits and inlets. 

Similar Channel Types: ES2 

Channel Structure 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, ES3 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

Stream <sradientiae. cre eon eee 0-3%, mean = 1% 
Incision Depthites s.-tersee et tee ee <3 m (10 ft), mean = 2 m (6.5 ft) 
Banktull Width: sesso. cesses cs <10 m (33 ft) at upstream end 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Fine gravel to small boulder 

Stream Bank Composition: ....... Alluvium (occasional bedrock outcrops) 
Sidesiope Wenothie. 0 t Not significant, flat landform associated 
SideslopetAngle: eames tse .c- 7 Not significant 
@hannelsPattert secs. cena aoe Single, linear 
Drainage Basin Area:............-- <25.9 km? (<10 mi2) 
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CHAPTER 1 ESTUARINE PROCESS GROUP 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: ES3 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant community is dominated by nonforested plant communities, 
which consist of estuarine forbs and grasses. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

INONTOreSt eer. corre ee ae tes 15% 

Sitka: Spruce 500.0; Mina sees Re Ae ou ee 13% 

W.Hemlock-Alaska Cedar..................6. 8% 

Channel Type Phases: N/A 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: ES3 streams are predominantly depositional channels. Stream energy is low, 
although relatively, it is the highest of the estuarine process group. Moderate gradient contained channels 
often directly precede the ES3 in the watershed network. Moderate loads of coarse and fine gravel may 
be delivered to the ES3 during large flow events. Channel banks are relatively stable and produce only 
minor inputs of sediment from erosion processes (bank undercutting and sloughing). Tidal processes 
also affect deposition and erosion in these channels. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris ........0...cesceee0s < 500 ft°/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Insufficient data 
Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Insufficient data 
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ESTUARINE PROCESS GROUP a 

Indicator Species Ratings 

MIS eee Ase ARE 

Coho..2.0.. 21... 0. eee eee MOD LOW 

Pink ii. 0. 0.3.55. eee eee LOW LOW 

Chum 225... oss seeeeenenereees LOW LOW 

SOCKEYe ......... sereneeeeenrese NEG NEG 

Chinook... 2..4.2. see ee NEG NEG 

Dolly  Varden?ie?.2e.e 20s MOD MOD 

Steelhead ......cgeeemee seers NEG NEG 

These channels are frequently accessible to anadromous species. Pink and chum salmon generally spawn 

in other channel types and occasionally use ES3 segments. Use is increased where larger patches of 
gravel accumulate near small boulders and bedrock outcrops. Coho may migrate downstream to rear 
in pools (12% of active water), and pink and chum may temporarily stay in these channels during their 
seaward migration. Dolly Varden char may spawn and rear in ES3 channels in moderate densities. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Targe Woody. DeDiUs ccnsce stot erie LOW 

SCGUTENE RECCUGONMimen rest mre. sennacee MOD 

Stream Bank Sensitivity .................06 MOD 

Sideslope SENSItLViLy case e we ees ae N/A 

Flood Plain Protection Need .............. MOD 

CulvertibishvPassacet, tse es cast nee HIGH 

Sediment retention is rated moderate for ES3 channels. These channels are found on high energy beaches 
often in association with streams making a rapid transition from high energy mountainslope channel 
types. Fine sediments are readily flushed from the ES3 channel during flood or storm events. 

Stream banks are composed of coarse gravel or cobble size alluvium. Therefore ES3 channels are only 
moderately susceptible to stream bank erosion. 

Flood plain protection need is moderate. Estuarine habitat capability is limited in the ES3 riparian area 
due to higher energy streamflows and higher beach erosion rates. 

It is important to consider upstream anadromous fish migration in these streams (BMPs 14.4, 14.17). 

These are classified as Value Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is required 
along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). Control of inchannel operations 
is an important riparian management concern (BMP 14.14). 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sport bish Potentials, ;..stcsms- ee LOW 

Enhancement Opportunities .......... N/A 
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Estuarine Process Group 
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ESTUARINE PROCESS GROUP 

LARGE ESTUARINE CHANNEL 
Channel Mapping Symbol: ES4 (Formerly E1) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: The ES4 channels are asso- 
ciated with estuarine deltas of moderate to large 
drainage basins of inland bays and inlets. 

Similar Channel Types: ES3, FP4 

Channel Structure 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, ES4 

40 — 

20 ee 

0 a a a ec ae cf ER, POE es ce Paci cs 

20 ft - 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

StreameGradient? ce es eee < or = 2%, mean = 1% 
Incision; Depths. t ee <5 m (16.5 ft) 

BAnKIULL WiC eee eee ee > 10 m (33 ft), mean at upstream end = 23 m (75.9 ft) 
Dominant Suostrate a. ..c-e nee Gravel to cobble 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Alluvium 

Sideslope: Lengths. n. se ern Not significant, flat estuarine landform associated 
Sideslope Anglemr...,7--.sest eee Not significant 

(hannelsPattern sees. eee eee Single to multiple channel, normally single at the apex of the fan 
with channel branching at the terminus. 

Drainage Basin Area:.............. 25.9-78 km? (10-30 mi’) 
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CHAPTER 1 ESTUARINE PROCESS GROUP 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: ES4 

Riparian Vegetation: The ES4 nonforest riparian plant communities are dominated by grass and sedge 
communities. The Sitka spruce series and the western hemlock series are also significant beach fringe 
communities. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

ES4 ES41 ES4d 

INOOLOLES feats eet nnn settee cnc ter cence cokes 59% = «—--- --- 

DILL DU CC seen te een tae ee tines oe 23% ~ --- --- 

WVESTCEHEMIOCKire. ce cetera mates, oct ies: 14% --- --- 

Channel Type Phases: 

LJ] ES41 - LARGE SUBSTRATE PHASE have larger material, cobble/small boulder size range. 
Available spawning habitat is somewhat less than is typical for this channel type. 

L] ES4d - SAND DUNE PHASE are incised beach or sand dune channels found in coastal foreland 
areas. They are differentiated by the amount of glacial influence. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: The ES4 streams are depositional channels subject to tidal influences. Stream 
energy is low due to wide, low gradient channels. Gravel and sand bars tend to be stable bed features, 
except during extreme flow events. Large woody debris can significantly influence channel structure. 
Debris accumulations are important in forming pool habitat in ES4 channels. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris ..........s:ccscseesees 1200 £t?/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Avg = 22% for 11 sites 
Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Avg = 7% for 10 sites 
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ESTUARINE PROCESS GROUP 

Indicator Species Ratings 

MIS ee eer RS 

Coho 2.25.5. 0.5 eee HIGH LOW 

Pink... 3.2.2.0: «. eee HIGH HIGH 

Chum .<.........ceneee eee HIGH HIGH 

SOCKeye......:..cemense sere NEG NEG 

Chinook .: 2... cage eee NEG NEG 

Dolly Varden. . 2yesen sees MOD MOD 

Steelhead... .. .aemmencemmeeeees NEG NEG 

These channels are always accessible to anadromous species. Generally, high quality substrate provides 

high available spawning area (ASA 22%). Spawning pink and chum salmon will frequent ES4 channels 
in high densities. Although pool development is minimal (3% of water surface area), rearing coho 
salmon will move downstream from the mainstem in the summer to rear here (ARA 7%). Pink and 
chum salmon fry may temporarily remain in the ES4 system prior to moving seaward. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Parge Woody: Devise are ctrt eee MOD 

Sediment Retention@ esr. 2 ences te HIGH 

Stream batik SENSIUVILY +. te. eee eet ree HIGH 

SIGES|OPE SCNSILIVItY ea aeee eee cre N/A 

Flood Plain Protection Need .............. HIGH 

@ulvertsFish Passage. ee ee eee eee ee N/A 

Sediment deposition is a dominant process in estuarine deltas, therefore, sediment retention in ES4 
channels is high. These channels are very sensitive to intrusion of fine sediments into spawning beds. 
The effect of cumulative sediment impacts from upstream watershed disturbance is a major management 
concern. Erosion control (BMPs 13.11-13.13), control of road drainage (BMP 14.9), and road 
maintenance (BMPs 14.20, 14.21) are mitigation measures that should be emphasized in areas near these 
streams. 

Stream bank sensitivity is high due to high amounts of fine unconsolidated alluvium in ES4 stream banks. 
Bank erosion can be a significant source of fine sediment in these channels. Channel protection (BMP 
13.16) and bridge design and implementation (BMP 14.17) should be emphasized. 

Protection of estuarine wetland and flood plain habitat (BMPs 12.6, 13.15, 14.13) is an important 
management consideration for ES4 channels and associated riparian areas. These intertidal wetlands 
provide extremely important habitat for waterfowl, furbearers, and a wide variety of aquatic species. 

These are classified as Value Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is required 
along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). Control of inchannel operations 
is an important riparian management concern for these streams (BMP 14.14). 



CHAPTER 1 ESTUARINE PROCESS GROUP 

LANDSCAPE PHOTO: ES4 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

SportelishPotentialemurs..cree: HIGH 

Enhancement Opportunities .......... Large Wood Placement 

ES4 channel segments have excellent sport fishing opportunities. Foot access is good from the beach 
and also from small boats at high tide. Primary species of interest are Dolly Varden char, coho, and 
pink salmon. 

Large woody debris fish enhancement projects may be options in ES4 channels. These structures can 
be used to improve cover and available pool habitat for adult spawners and rearing juvenile fish. 
Structures must be designed and anchored to withstand extreme tides. 
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ESTUARINE PROCESS GROUP 

BROAD BRAIDED GLACIAL OUTWASH ESTUARINE CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: ES8 (Formerly ES) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: ES8 streams are associated 
with large glacial river deltas. These watersheds 
typically have greater than 15 percent of their 
drainage area covered by active glaciers and snow- 
fields. 

Similar Channel Types: GO3 

Channel Structure 

Stream Gradient2-..ese ee 0.5-1.5% 

Incision Depth: Seve t eee <2 m (6.5 ft) 
Banktull Width s2eceeeees eee Variable, normally very wide, braided delta 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Sand to coarse gravel 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Glacial alluvium 
Sideslope Length:i..-<..s2e.0+--s3 Not significant, broad flat landform 
Sideslope ANG lest eeaeeee eee ee Not significant 
hatinel Patern seem eee nete ee Highly braided 
Drainage Basin Area:.............. >51.8 km? (20 mi’) 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian areas immediately adjacent to these channels generally are un- 
vegetated sand and gravel outwash and extensive tidal mudflats. Salt tolerant grasses and sedges dominate 
the more stable terraces away from the active deposition zone. 

Channel Type Phases: N/A 

LANDSCAPE PHOTO: ES8 
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CHAPTER 1 ESTUARINE PROCESS GROUP 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: ES8 channels are depositional streams. GO3 channels immediately precede the 
ES8, and, consequently, characteristics such as braided channels and excessive sediment loads are very 
similar. ES8 substrate material ranges from small cobble to glacial silt, and suspended silt loads are 
high. Tidal influences may affect stream flow and river stage a great distance upstream from saltwater. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 
Parge Woody Debris #17..0: tee N/A 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... N/A 

Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... N/A 

Indicator Species Ratings 

Mise eee ASAS  ARA 

COhO Pe errs erent NEG NEG 

Pinko ener erent te NEG NEG 

Chum Fe eric teers NEG NEG 

SOCKEYC secrets noes eee NEG MOD 

Chinook... er. eee NEG NEG 

Dolly Vardenviteee®...2.:..:>+ NEG NEG 

Steelhead Sreence: erat, ace NEG NEG 

ES8 channels are always accessible to anadromous species. Out migrants and returning adults of all 
anadromous species may make frequent use of these channels for staging prior to in or out migration. 
Sockeye use channel margins and slough habitat for summer rearing. 

Spawning habitat is negligible. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Large Woody Debrist. i. 2.2.5..-0.60% LOW 

Sediment: Retention:.-2......----.s.7* HIGH 

Stream Bank Sensitivity............... HIGH 

Sideslope Sensitivity o:.-1--.--.-ss-.. N/A 

Flood Plain Protection................. HIGH 

Culvert Fish Passage: "%...-.. sscseer: HIGH 

These channels are located at the terminus of large glacial rivers, therefore, sediment deposition is 
extremely high. 

Stream bank sensitivity is rated high due to fine textured bank materials and highly variable flood flows. 
Channel protection (BMP 13.16) and bridge/culvert design (BMP 14.17) are important considerations. 
Lateral channel migration is extremely active in most ES8 channel types. 

Riparian areas adjacent to ES8 segments often have extensive tidal marshes. Protection of these wetland 
values is an important management concern. 

These are classified as Value Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is required 
along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). Control of inchannel operations 
is an important riparian management concern for these streams (BMP 14.14). 
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ESTUARINE PROCESS GROUP 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sport bishi Potentials... eee LOW 

Enhancement Opportunities .......... N/A 
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CHAPTER 2 PALUSTRINE PROCESS GROUP 

PALUSTRINE PROCESS GROUP 

This process group includes PA1 - PAS palustrine 
or wetland channel types. Channels within this pro- 
cess group are very low gradient (<1%) streams 
associated with low relief landforms and wetland 
drainage networks. Water movement is slow and 
sediment transport is low. These channel types typ- 
ically act as traps and storage areas for fine organic 
and inorganic sediments. Channel banks are gener- 
ally stable and flood plain depositional features, such 
as gravel bars, are absent. Riparian area size is 
highly variable, but may encompass very large wet- 
lands. 
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PALUSTRINE PROCESS GROUP 

NARROW PLACID FLOW CHANNEL 
Channel Mapping Symbol: PA1 (Formerly L1) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: PA1 streams often occur in 
association with muskeg bogs on low relief land- 
forms. Channel pattern may be highly sinuous. 
These streams are commonly associated with ponds 
and small lakes. 

Similar Channel Types: PA3, MC1.4 

Channel Structure 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, PA1 

20 

20 | 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

Stream Gradient: ..-sesseeueeee nee <2%, mean = 1.0% 
Incision Depth; Wz3-2.... seeeeecees < or = 2m (6.5 ft), mean = 1 m (3.3 ft) 
Bankfull -Width:....cswus...se memes <10 m (33 ft), mean = 4.6 m (15 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Organic silt to very fine gravel 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Alluvium and/or organic mat 

Sidesiope Length tiv tees Not significant, palustrine area associated with this channel 
SideslopetAngles nc. essen Not significant, very flat landforms associated 
@hannelsPatternseenm eerste see Single, sinuous 
Dramage Atea:wa. se cee ere <5.2 km’ (<2 mi’) 
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CHAPTER 2 PALUSTRINE PROCESS GROUP 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: PAI 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant communities in the PA1 channel type are dominated by 
nonforested sedge, sphagnum, and sweet gale bog plant communities. The western hemlock series, 
mountain hemlock/blueberry series, and shore pine series share dominance in the PA1v phase, with 
nonforested plant communities being of some significance. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 
PA1 PAlv 

Nonforest)2s:ceet see nee oan, oe 72% 16% 

Shoré:Pine 72ers een cree ene 9% 24% 

Western Hemlock@eareree. sce eee 1 Toume 2276 

Sitka Spruce: . ameter te eta occa 6% 12% 

M.Hemlock/Blueberryce:...:-.....-..--- 0 --- 23% 

Channel Type Phases: 

CL] PAiv - SCRUB FOREST PHASE: Riparian vegetation interspersed with patches of muskeg or 
shrub (Sitka alder and shore pine) plant communities. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: PA1 channels are sediment storage channels. Stream energy is low, therefore, 
organic silt, sand, and very fine gravel size sediments are retained in PA1 reaches. Streamflow in these 
channels is somewhat influenced by runoff from extensive muskeg bogs. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Wood Debris..........::cssceeeee < 500 ft?/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Insufficient data 

Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Insufficient data 
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PALUSTRINE PROCESS GROUP $$ 

Indicator Species Ratings 

MIS. AS Ae AAS 

CohO....0<. ..5 Speer LOW HIGH 

PI, . .ic0s0s ssc MO eee NEG NEG 

CHUM... .'ss0 age tease cree eee NEG NEG 

SOCKCye...<. c.c.aetee eee LOW MOD 

Chinook? &<:coee eee NEG NEG 

Dolly Varden: /Secensee eee LOW HIGH 

Steelhead. 22... ener NEG NEG 

These channels are moderately accessible to anadromous fish. ASA is low because of the extremely 

fine substrate (7% fine gravel, 24% sand, and 69% silt and organic muck). Coho salmon and Dolly 
Varden char will spawn in patches of gravel and sand. Sockeye salmon will spawn in sand and muck 
where upwelling groundwater provides adequate an supply of dissolved oxygen to the redds. Coho 
salmon and Dolly Varden char frequently, and sockeye occasionally, rear in these channels. Large 
amounts of deep (mean depth = 0.7 meters [2.3 feet]), pooled water (51% of active water), in conjunction 
with cover from overhanging stream bank vegetation, provide high ARA. These channels probably 
provide little overwintering habitat unless flowing from a lake source or a spring fed tributary. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

BarserwWoody Deprist...eceereees ete et: LOW 

SedimentRetention’;-...-eme verse eee HIGH 

Stream Bank Sensitivity .................... LOW 

Sideslope Sensitivity ..................0s000 N/A 

Flood Plain Protection Need .............. MOD 

Gulvert bish Passage. eerste een MOD 

Sediment retention is very high in these palustrine channels. However, lack of spawning habitat generally 
makes these channels less sensitive to sedimentation impacts than flood plain channels. 

Stream banks are composed of dense organic root mats that are resistant to erosion. However, bank 
degradation can occur from heavy foot traffic (BMP 16.7). 

Fish access is often a concern in PAI channel segments. Culverts laid at stream grade should not be 
barriers to juvenile fish passage (BMP 14.17). 

Management prescriptions should emphasize wetland protection and control of potential erosion sources 
(BMPs 13.15, 13.11-13.13). 

These are classified as Value Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is required 
along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). Control of inchannel operations 
is an important riparian management concern for these streams (BMP 14.14). 
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CHAPTER 2 INE PROCESS GROUP 

LANDSCAPE PHOTO: PA2 
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PALUSTRINE PROCESS GROUP — oo 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant communities are dominated by nonforested sedge and 

sphagnum bog communities and the shore pine/crowberry plant association. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

Nonforest ...;c2¢c0 ccs ee ee 40% 

Shore Pine .. Q32es es eee 24% 

Sitka: Spruce: teeseeen-cc--2. seen cements 20% 

Western Hemlock-Red Cedar ................ 13% 

Channel Type Phases: N/A 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: PA2 channels are sediment storage sinks consisting of glide flow extensions from 
valley bottom lakes, or wide, low velocity glides associated with wetlands. Palustrine areas are normally 
associated with PA2 channels, therefore, the substrate contains a large percentage of organic silt. Due 
to flat gradients, stream energy is very low. Little stream bank erosion occurs during high flow events 
due to the flow attenuation capacity of the associated lakes or wetlands. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris ............ssece+ee0e. 2700 ft?/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Insufficient data 
Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Insufficient data 

Indicator Species Ratings 

NS eee eer) IN 

Coho Salmon Sgycceeseereeees LOW HIGH 

Pink Salmon; Mey sees NEG NEG 

Chum: Salmoniyev.er NEG NEG 

Sockeye Salmon .4............ MOD MOD 

Chinook Salmon............... NEG NEG 

Dolly, Varden\Ghate- ss... LOW HIGH 

Steelhead ...:. aresscseaeeeees NEG NEG 

These channels are frequently accessible to anadromous species. Available spawning area (ASA) is low 
due to placid water flow and predominantly gravel, sand, and silt/muck substrate. Coho and Dolly 
Varden will spawn in scattered pockets of gravel and sand. In addition, sockeye will spawn on a sand 
and muck bottom, however, most spawning takes place in areas of upwelling groundwater, which tends 
to offset the substrate deficiencies. Much of the PA2 channel consists of deep pools (mean pool depth 
= 0.9 meters [3.0 feet]). The addition of large woody debris cover yields a system that is virtually all 
rearing area. Coho, sockeye, and Dolly Varden frequently take advantage of this prime habitat. These 
channels provide extensive overwintering habitat due to temperature moderation from lake water sources 
and shallow groundwater aquifers. 
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CHAPTER 2 PALUSTRINE PROCESS GROUP 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Large Woody DebniSst-et ee MOD 

Sediment Retentions. ase esas HIGH 
Stream Bank Sensitivity .................... LOW 
Sideslope Sensitivity. ee N/A 

Flood Plain Protection Need .............. MOD 

Gulvert/Fish Passapers.+.. senate LOW 

Large woody debris sources are highly variable in PA2 channels. Most large woody debris recruitment 
occurs from beaver activity or large wood that floats in from upstream reaches or lake shores. Retention 
time of large woody debris in these channels is high. Accumulations of large woody debris provide 
added cover and protection for rearing fish. 

Sediment retention is very high in these channels. Due to naturally high concentrations of fines in PA2 
channels, it is difficult to assess cumulative effects of sediment from upstream activities. 

Stream banks are composed of organic soils held together by dense root mats that are resistant to erosion 
by the low velocity stream flows. Disturbances to stream bank vegetation (heavy foot traffic) may break 
down channel banks making them susceptible to sloughing (BMP 16.7). 

These channels are associated with important wetland/flood plain complexes that function to moderate 
runoff, store sediment, and bank nutrients. Protection of wetland functions and values is an important 
management consideration for these streams (BMPs 12.4-12.6, 13.15). 

These are classified as Value Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is required 
along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). Control of inchannel operations 
is an important riparian management concern for these streams (BMP 14.14). 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

SDOL EIS POL idl armas ree ceaeeas ie MODERATE 

Enhancement Opportunities .......... Beaver Introduction, Fry Stocking, Large Wood Placement 

Sport fishing opportunities are often good in PA2 channels, with the best fishing generally being 
associated with lake inlets and outlets. Species of primary interest are Dolly Varden, cutthroat, and 
sockeye. Small boat access, particularly from lakes, is usually good. 

Encouragement of beaver colonization or the addition of large woody debris can significantly enhance 
rearing habitat associated with PA2 channels. 
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PALUSTRINE PROCESS GROUP 

SHALLOW GROUNDWATER FED SLOUGH 

Channel Mapping Symbol: PA3 (Formerly L4) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: PA3 streams are located on 
low relief glacial outwash flood plains. These chan- 
nels typically occupy relic glacial braided channels 
and are recharged by clear groundwater flow. 

Similar Channel Types: PA1, PA4 

Channel Structure 

60 ft 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, PA3 

20 ft 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

Stream! Gradient: .. ss see sete 0.0-1%, mean = 1% 

Incision-Depthie oe wes eee < or = 4m (13 ft), mean = 2.5 m (8 ft) 
BanktullsWidthcve see seseeecs eee Variable, mean = 12 m (39 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Silt to fine gravel 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Alluvium 
Sideslope; Len otha... .eneee tere Not significant 

Sideslope Angle: mer..t mi... Not significant* 
ChannelePattern:teny.--s ter etree Single to braided 
Drainage Alea: ee eee Variable 

*In glacial outwash areas the PA3 may be proximal to moraine deposits. In these cases a mean 
sideslope length equals 46 m (150 ft) and mean sideslope angle equals 27 degrees. 
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CHAPTER 2 PALUSTRINE PROCESS GROUP 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: PA3 

% 

fe ae ae) 
ie JTS ah 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant communities are dominated by the Sitka spruce series, and the 
western hemlock series. Nonforested plant communities, which are predominantly willow or bog 
communities, commonly occur as a fringe along stream banks. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

ILK AES DLUCC aeeten a ntteeme acer trayne au see ert ac 46% 

INONTOTCS tener ea ea ees 44% 

WestermHemlock®. 205 278.007, Oe: 10% 

Channel Type Phases: N/A 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: PA3 streams tend to store fine sediment due to low stream energy and, normally, 
low peak flows. During high flow periods the PA3 may be inundated by water heavily laden with silt 
from adjacent glacial outwash channels. Base stream flow in these channels is maintained by groundwater 
recharge. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

LargeswWoody Debrisagt zanna: ors: 0 < 500 ft?/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Insufficient data 
Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Insufficient data 
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PALUSTRINE PROCESS GROUP SS 

Indicator Species Ratings 

MS ee Nee ARA 
COhO..002 2.003. eee oe LOW HIGH 

Pink... .. cscs: ceeenereeeene eee NEG NEG 

Chum naehjic fomemeeereeeceees NEG NEG 

SOCKG ye. 7 ieee eee res MOD HIGH 

Chinook 327... :eeccneee ere LOW MOD 

Dolly Varden. -<2te...2...00se LOW MOD 

Steelhead ......: arate cesses NEG NEG 

PA3 channels are only moderately accessible to anadromous species because of seasonally low flows 

and possible physical isolation. Substrate consists of 20% gravel and 75% fine gravel, sand, and 
silt/muck. ASA is generally low, but what is available may be used by coho salmon, chinook salmon, 
and Dolly Varden char. Sockeye salmon will spawn in these channels more frequently, especially where 
there is active upwelling of groundwater. All of the above species, especially coho and sockeye salmon, 
find PA3s favorable for rearing. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

WargerWoody, Debris a0. 21 teen LOW 

SedimentsRetenon seer ers ee ees. HIGH 

SireamaBank-Sensitivity scence ess eeer ed MOD 

Sideslope: SenSitIVily «nse eee eee N/A 

Flood Plain Protection..................000. HIGH 

GulVertibish:PasSave.c. cen eae eee N/A 

PA3 stream segments are found on flood plains or glacial outwash plains and thus have relatively high 
sediment retention. Accelerated sediment deposition caused by riparian or upstream disturbances can 
adversely affect spawning gravel quality in PA3 channel types. Important spawning beds are generally 
associated with zones of upwelling ground water in PA3 stream segments. Control of sediment sources 
should be a management emphasis (BMPs 13.11-13.13, 14.14). 

Stream banks are generally composed of fine textured, unconsolidated alluvium which is sensitive to 
physical disturbance (BMPs 13.16, 14.13, 14.17). 

Flood plain protection is an important management concern for PA3 channel types. These streams are 
associated with extensive wetland/flood plain complexes. PA3 channels help to buffer flows from 
extreme floods, store sediment and nutrients, and provide important fish habitat. Protection of these 
functions and values should be a principal management goal (BMPs 13.8, 13.15, 12.4, 12.6, 14.13). 

These are classified as Value Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is required 
along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). 
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CHAPTER 2 PALUSTRINE PROCESS GROUP 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sport Fish Potential..-................- LOW 
Enhancement Opportunities .......... Spawning Channels 

Provided that rearing areas are not at carrying capacity, production can be increased by constructing 
spawning channels in areas adjacent to PA3 channels. An abundance of alluvial gravels and upwelling 
groundwater are key features of PA3 channels that generally make them suited to development of 
spawning channels. 
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PALUSTRINE PROCESS GROUP 

FLOOD PLAIN BACKWATER SLOUGH 
Channel Mapping Symbol: PA4 (Formerly L5) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: Glacial outwash flood plains 
and river terrace lowlands adjacent to active flood 
plains are associated with the PA4 channel. 

Similar Channel Types: PA2, PAS 

Channel Structure 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, PA4 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

Streams Gradicnt:@-es erator 0.0-1%, mean = 1% 
Incision: Depth: eases. eee es <4 m (13 ft), mean = 3 m (10 ft) 
BankrulleWadth ee cece eer < or = 30 m (99 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Silt to fine gravel 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Alluvium or organic mat 
Sideslope Lengthvt anaes. Not significant 
SIGESIOPeFANPIC:2. 2-2. eee tee ce Not significant 
Channel Pattern i, 2c.-.sedses easter. Single, low velocity flow 
Drainave:Arcaeen se ree Variable 
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CHAPTER 2 PALUSTRINE PROCESS GROUP 
INCHANNEL PHOTO: PA4 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant community is dominated by nonforested plant communities, 
with the Sitka spruce series also being of significance. Nonforested plant communities are dominated 
by willow, Sitka alder, salmonberry, and devil’s club shrub communities. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

INORIOLES eee cee rete ee ae te en 80% 

Sitka SDUMCe eee Sy epee BUN ete rne 16% 

Sitka Spruce-Cottonwood........ Daa 4% 

Channel Type Phases: N/A 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: PA4 channels store sediment. Flow velocity is very sluggish and is controlled 
by backwater from main river channels. Fine silt sediment composes the bed substrate. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris ............. vssseeeeee <500 £t7/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... N/A 
Available Rearing Area (ARA)....... ....Avg = 91% for 11 sites 
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PALUSTRINE PROCESS GROUP 

Indicator Species Ratings 

MIS ASA ARA 

COonOmevac rece tact antes epee LOW HIGH 

Binkserercs shar een oie eee NEG NEG 

Chum... meen eens NEG NEG 

SOCKCY6\.. <2. samen ar errr cers LOW HIGH 

Chinooky..ccteesae were NEG LOW 

Dolly Vardenteomgs ec LOW LOW 

Steelhead *), oes eae. eee NEG NEG 

PA4 channels are often accessible to anadromous species, but occasionally may be physically isolated 
from a stream network. Their slough-like characteristics render spawning capability insignificant, 
although coho, sockeye salmon, and Dolly Varden may have some success in isolated patches of gravel. 
Coho and sockeye salmon will frequently rear in these channels. Chinook salmon may also rear here 
temporarily, if accessible from large mainstem channels. Overwintering habitat can be significant if 
groundwater inflow is present. Pool area is 66 percent of the channel with an average mean depth of 
.61 meters (2.0 feet). 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Tange: W OOdy DCDiMS ic serace ee te LOW 

Sediment Retention <.....:.-...cmetaeeat: HIGH 

Stream Bank SenSitivity..1-...c.sec0..----. MOD 

Sideslope Sensitivity smc ste cn ene ee N/A 

Flood Plain Protection Need .............. HIGH 

CulvertsFish:Passaves trie, treet nee ae N/A 

Sediment retention in PA4 slough channels is high. These channels may also function as longer term 
sediment sinks when cut off from the main flood plain side channels. Increased sedimentation will likely 
have minor effects on spawning capability in PA4 channels, due to a lack of usable spawning gravels. 

Stream banks are moderately sensitive to disturbance due to a high percentage of fine unconsolidated 
alluvium (BMP 12.7). 

These channels are often associated with extensive flood plain/wetland complexes. PA4 channel types 
and adjacent riparian areas function as sediment and nutrient sinks, and are important buffers against 
extreme flood flows. Protection of these values and functions should be a primary management emphasis 
(BMPs 12.4, 12.6, 13.8, 13.15, 14.13). 

These are classified as Value Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is required 
along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). Control of inchannel operations 
is an important riparian management concern for these streams (BMP 14.14). 
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CHAPTER 2 PALUSTRINE PROCESS GROUP 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sport Fish Potentialy==" eee LOW 

Enhancement Opportunities .......... Spawning Channels 

Provided that the rearing habitat is not at its carrying capacity, construction of spawning channels adjacent 
to PA4 channels may increase fish production. Flood plain gravels and near surface groundwater are 
key features often associated with PA4 channels, making them potentially suitable for spawning channel 
projects. 
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PALUSTRINE PROCESS GROUP 

BEAVER DAM/POND CHANNEL 
Channel Mapping Symbol: PA5 (Formerly L3) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: PAS streams are found on 
valley bottom flood plains and low relief landforms. 
The PA5 channel type is characterized by a series 
of beaver impoundments. 

Similar Channel Types: PA2, PA4 

Channel Structure 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, PAS 

20 

10 ft 

100 ft 3 100 ft 

Stream)Gradientia, ores eee eee 0-1%, mean = 1% 

IncisionyDepth:eeer-soae-e eases < or = 2 m (6.5 ft), mean = 1 m @G.3 ft) 
Banktull’ Widths, 2... 2 eteegeees ea Variable, normally >10 m (33 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Organic silt to sand 

Stream Bank Composition: ....... Organic material 
Sideslonesicen ge Ul. wm ents terete N/A 
Sideslope ANSlew. |. sc mses sans N/A 
Channel Patter eee tees en cece ees Ponded area, glide flow 
Drainage Arca: antc.n cere <25.9 km” (<10 mi’) 
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CHAPTER 2 PALUSTRINE PROCESS GROUP 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: PA5 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian area is dominated by nonforested plant communities, with the Sitka 
spruce series and shore pine series also being significant. The nonforested plant communities are 
dominated by sedge and sphagnum bog communities. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

INONFOTESteteer- cqeetie meres ots eek ees 31% 

Sitka DS PLUCCaeet te ees eres oe Syne cas 20% 

ShoreyPine# asses gern ate ne. cole 17% 

Mixed Conifersar yet. 2 ae 13% 

Western Hemlock-Red Cedar................ 8% 

Channel Type Phases: N/A 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: The PA5 channel is a sediment sink. Silt, sand, and fine gravel sediment particles 
are effectively trapped by these channel reaches. Typically the PAS channels occur when valley flood 
plain channels (FP3, FP4) or palustrine glide channels (PA1) are worked by beavers. Flood peaks tend 
to be attenuated by these stream reaches. Substantial sediment loads may be delivered to downstream 
reaches in the wake of a beaver dam burst. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris .........cccccsseeesees < 500 ft?/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... N/A 

Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Insufficient data 
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PALUSTRINE PROCESS GROUP $$ 

Indicator Species Ratings 

MISS = 2 ee ee ere ey 
Coho... 0s. eee eee eae NEG HIGH 

Pink}. .i2sc+ Meee se eee NEG NEG 

Chum Seeeev.. eee eee NEG NEG 

SOCKCYC.. 1... ee eee LOW HIGH 

Chimook.... c..- svemites seer NEG NEG 

Dolly: Varden Seeeweren eee NEG HIGH 

Steelhead 3... 2. ee eee NEG NEG 

These channels are moderately accessible to anadromous species. Spawning is limited by the sand, silt 

and organic muck content of the substrate. Sockeye salmon do spawn near areas of groundwater 

upwelling. PAS channels provide good rearing habitat for coho, sockeye salmon, and Dolly Varden 
char. Good overwintering habitat is provided in the deep (mean depth = 0.55 meters [1.8 feet]) pools 

(78% of active water). 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Barge "Woody. Debris terres cet cee nr LOW 

SCOLNCHUIRCLON LON sere er even connecter, HIGH 

Stream Bank Sensitivity ..................6. LOW 

SIGESIOPE SCNSILIVILy eee eee N/A 

Flood) Plain’ Protection 2.. ...c07 eee eee MOD 

@ulverisvish Passavets.. tae eee ee N/A 

The woody debris associated with beaver dam complexes provides extensive areas of cover for juvenile 
fish. In addition, these beaver dam complexes greatly increase production of invertebrates, upon which 
the juvenile fish feed. 

Sediment retention is very high in PA5 beaver pond channels. These channels can buffer downstream 
sediment transport. Sedimentation behind beaver ponds gradually reduces available rearing habitat in 
these channels. 

These channels are associated with important wetland/flood plain complexes. The PAS channel stores 
sediment and nutrients, and buffers flows from extreme runoff events. Protection of wetlands functions 
and values is an important management consideration in PAS channel types (BMPs 12.4-12.6, 
13.8,13.15, 14.13). 

These are classified as Value Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is required 
along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). 
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CHAPTER 2 PALUSTRINE PROCESS GROUP 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

SDOLL Fish Potentialeesse eee ee. HIGH 

Enhancement Opportunities .......... Beaver Introduction, Fry Stocking 

PAS channels provide good sport fishing opportunities especially when these channels are tributary to 
large flood plain rivers. Primary species of interest include Dolly Varden char and cutthroat trout. 

Provided that they are not at carrying capacity, PAS channels can be stocked with fry to increase 
production. Beaver populations should be managed to maintain optimum fish rearing capability and 
sufficient food source for beaver. 
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PALUSTRINE PROCESS GROUP 

Palustrine Process Group 
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CHAPTER 3 FLOOD PLAIN PROCESS GROUP 

FLOOD PLAIN PROCESS GROUP 

This process group includes FP1 (uplifted beach), 
FP2 (uplifted estuary) foreland channel types, and 
FP3-FPS (narrow to wide) flood plain channel 
types. These are low gradient (<2%) channels 
where alluvial deposition is prevalent. These are 
generally lowland and valley bottom streams and 
rivers. High stream flows are not commonly con- 
tained within the active channel banks and some 
degree of flood plain development is evident. In 
larger stream and river systems the riparian area 
width from the main channel banks can extend well 
beyond 30.5 meters (100 feet) from stream banks. 
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FLOOD PLAIN PROCESS GROUP CHAPTER 3 

UPLIFTED BEACH CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: FP1 (Formerly C4) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: FP1 streams occur on near 
shore areas of glacial forelands. These channels 
tend to flow parallel to the coastline and occupy 
depressions between relic beach dune deposits. 
These streams are found in lower reaches of drain- 
age systems, upland from current estuaries or shore- 
lines. 

Similar Channel Types: FP4.6, FP5.6 

Channel Structure 

60 ft 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, FP1 

| ID=8ft 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

Stream Gradiént....... eee ee <1%, mean = 0.5% 

Incision Depth: ta... ... eee < or = 3 m (10 ft), mean = 2.5 m (8 ft) 
Bankfull Width?........0..-...0 > 12 m (40 ft), mean = 17 m (57 ft) 
Dominant Substrate:22.2.--se...- Silt, sand and fine gravel 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Fine alluvium 

SiceslopeLenginieacrve ter Not significant, flat landform associated 
SideslOperANPlGm ewe eer ree Not significant 
@hanneljPattern gens: a. Single, sinuous 
Drainage Basin Area:.............. 26-52 km” (10-20 mi’) 
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CHAPTER 3 FLOOD PLAIN PROCESS GROUP 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: FPIf 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: FPis 
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FLOOD PLAIN PROCESS GROUP CHAPTER 3 

Riparian Vegetation: The dominant riparian plant associations for the FP1 channel type are distin- 
guished by two phases, FP1f and FP1s. The FP1f riparian vegetation is predominantly Sitka spruce/salm- 
onberry plant association, with a significant component of nonforest plant communities. The FP1s 
riparian vegetation is predominantly nonforested plant communities composed of Sitka alder, willow, 
and meadow communities. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

FPIf FPls 

Sitka Spruce fecccse, ee eee eee ee 83% 19% 

Nonforest...::22:ee teen ee ee ee 17% 81% 

Channel Type Phases: 

L] FPif - FORESTED PHASE has a dominant Sitka spruce riparian vegetation component, 
however, willow/alder shrub species predominate along the channel margins. This vegetation 
pattern limits potential large woody debris recruitment to these streams. 

LJ FPis - SHRUB PHASE has extensive willow/alder shrub communities in the riparian zone. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: These are depositional channels that tend to retain a high proportion of fine 
sediments. FP1 streams are low energy due to very low stream gradient and poor flow containment. 
Only fine organic and silt particle fractions tend to flush through these systems during high flow events. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris ..............eece00e- < 100 ft?/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Insufficient data 
Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Insufficient data 

Indicator Species Ratings 

MIS eee eee ASAD ARAL 

Coho)... <..:0: Seer eee eee LOW HIGH 

Pinko. is vas ds Paces eee eee NEG NEG 

Chum ../s....0. ees seeeeemenrees NEG NEG 

SOCKeye....... Seeeeeeree: eee LOW LOW 

Chinook ..::. eer eee NEG NEG 

Dolly Vardenigr-s es LOW MOD 

DICCIICAC 5. ws terete sea e ete NEG NEG 

FPI channels are always accessible to anadromous species. Substrates are generally too fine to allow 
significant spawning success, though some spawning habitat is available. Rearing habitat is considerable 
and may get moderate use by coho salmon and Dolly Varden char, especially when in association with 
streamside vegetation cover, and occasional use by sockeye. These channels have potential for providing 
overwintering habitat for coho. 
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CHAPTER 3 FLOOD PLAIN PROCESS GROUP 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Large Woody Debris ..5....2.s..<..0000050> MOD 

Sediment Retengion =, = ements HIGH 

Stream Bank Sensitivity.................... HIGH 

Sideslope Sensitivitye-..-9es een ere N/A 

Flood Plain Protection Needs ............. MOD 

Culvert Fish Passage/2.-5. suse ieee LOW 

Large wood is generally not a major habitat component in FP1 channels due to the nature of vegetation 
succession in the settings where these channels occur. Most vegetation adjacent to FP1 channel types 
are composed of meadow or shrub species in relic dune depressions, while spruce stands occupy former 
dune crests. Infrequently, spruce stands border FP1 stream banks. Input of large woody debris can 
provide important pool habitat and cover for rearing fish in these cases. 

Sediment retention is a concern in these streams. Riparian management emphasis should be placed on 
erosion control practices (BMPs 12.17, 14.13, 14.9, 13.11-13.13). 

Stream bank sensitivity is high due to the predominance of sand banks. Shrub and meadow root mats 
are very important for maintaining stream bank structure. Protection of stream bank integrity is an 
important riparian management consideration (BMPs 12.7, 13.16, 14.17). 

Protection of high value wetlands commonly associated with FP1 riparian areas is a primary management 
concern (BMPs 12.4-12.6, 13.15). 

These are classified as Value Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is required 
along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). Control of inchannel operations 
is also an important riparian management concern (BMP 14.14). 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

SportiFishsPotentialscrsna.. oe -c.cee. 2-0 HIGH 

Enhancement Opportunities ............... Large Wood Placement, Spawning Channels 

These channels offer excellent sport fish potential. Access by foot from the beach or by small boat is 
generally good. Deep pools at meanders and reaches influenced by tidal backwater provide the best 
angling opportunities. 

Where suitable material exists in proximity to the channel, placement of large woody debris can be used 
to increase cover and rearing area for juvenile fish. FP1 channel segments have limited spawning habitat 
due to sandy substrate. Upland tributaries with groundwater recharge and gravel substrate may be 
suitable for spawning channel projects. 
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FORELAND UPLIFTED ESTUARINE CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: FP2 (Formerly C6 and B8) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: The FP2 stream is found on 
uplifted estuaries, prevalent in recently deglaciated 
forelands and large mainland river deltas. 

Similar Channel Types: FP1, ES4 

Channel Structure 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, FP2 

20 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

StreambGradiente s.r teae tee <1%, mean = 0.5% 
Incision Depthars: Fonte oe... <6 m (20 ft), mean = 4 m (13 ft) 
Bankfullgwidth:?. 2aeec.e.csee eee Variable, mean = 18 m (60 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Silt to fine gravel 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Silt 
Sideslope: Length: 225.072. -c +s eee <5 m (16.5 ft), mean = 3 m (10 ft) 
SideslopesAnglemverrccer-ctec see Mean = 34% (19 degrees) 
ChannelPattermnir.. s...0-. soe cece Single, sinuous 
Drainage Basin Area:.............. 26-52 km?” (10-20 mi’) 
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INCHANNEL PHOTO: FP2s 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant associations for FP2 stream are distinguished by two phases, 
FP2f and FP2s. Nonforest plant communities commonly found in riparian areas associated with both 
phases include sedge, sphagnum, and sweet gale bog communities. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

FP2f FP2s 

Sitkaps PruCes sae. seer ee erst tees 50% 30% 

Nonforest ......... Pre snes 50% 70% 

Channel Type Phases: 

L] FP2f - FORESTED PHASE riparian vegetation has co-dominant spruce and nonforest plant 
communities. Inchannel large woody debris recruitment is a significant factor influencing fish 
rearing capability in some channel reaches. 

LJ FP2s - NONFOREST PHASE riparian vegetation is dominantly shrub and muskeg bog plant 
communities. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: FP2 channels have low stream energy due to very low channel gradient and a 
lack of flow containment. The high silt content of the FP2 stream bed and banks, and the proximity to 
glacial outwash channels, result in a characteristically high, suspended sediment load. Significant 
amounts of inchannel fine sediment storage can occur in pools and sand bars. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris .............ce000000 < 1000 ft?/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA).........Insufficient data 

Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Insufficient data 
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Indicator Species Ratings 

MSS ee een 
Coho. ..500 3 epee eee LOW MOD 

Pink:.5: 22.000 jaceeeeeeeee eee NEG NEG 

Chun... so0sc carers te coer NEG NEG 

SOCKEVE....cc.tereane eee eanee LOW LOW 

Chinook y,.. 2.85 1a. eee NEG NEG 

Dolly, Varden aan ear LOW MOD 

Steelhead |. -.-aeeeemeeeeaeee NEG NEG 

FP2 channels are always accessible to anadromous species. Substrates are composed predominantly of 

sand and silt (88%) which limits spawning capability for salmonid species. These channels provide 

some rearing potential, with moderate use by coho salmon and Dolly Varden char, and occasional use 
by sockeye salmon. FP2 channels may provide some overwintering habitat, especially when large woody 
debris is present, however, large woody debris recruitment is low in these streams. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

LargesWoodysDebris ;siateesacees enw eee LOW 

Sediment Retention :\. Fieve. tes. ity-. ea: HIGH 

Stream Bank Sensitivity .................... HIGH 

Sidéslope: Sensitivity cncesnocest tesserae N/A 

Flood: Plain Protection yes saa. MOD 

Culvert: FishePassaver. 2). tar ee MOD 

Large wood influence on channel morphology and fish habitat is generally low for this channel type due 
to the geographic setting. These channels are found on uplifted coastal embayments that are dominated 
by muskeg vegetation types. 

Sediment retention is naturally high for gravel and sand size material, however, sediment inputs generally 
have limited effects on habitat in FP2 channels, due to little available spawning habitat. 

Stream banks are composed of relatively cohesive silt particles. This material has relatively low bearing 
strength and is susceptible to earth flow type failures if physically disturbed. This can create problems 
for bridge design and installation of road crossings (BMPs 13.16, 14.2, 14.3, 14.17). 

Protection of important wetland values and functions is an important management consideration for FP2 
riparian areas (BMPs 12.4-12.6, 13.15). 

These are classified as Value Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is required 
along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). 
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Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sport Fish Potentiales..)...-.. HIGH 

Enhancement Opportunities .......... Large Wood Placement, Spawning Channels 

These channels are generally accessible by small boat. Primary sport species are coho salmon and Dolly 
Varden char. Banks with overhanging shrubs and deep meander bend pools offer the best angling 
opportunities. 

Where local sources of large wood are available, insertion of wood habitat structures can improve cover 
and pool habitat in FP2 channels. FP2 channel segments are typically spawning limited. Opportunities 
to develop spawning channels in upland tributary channels, having gravel substrate and ample 
groundwater recharge, can be explored, provided that existing rearing habitat is not already at its carrying 
capacity. 
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NARROW LOW GRADIENT FLOOD PLAIN CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: FP3 (Formerly B1) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: FP3 streams are located in the 
valley bottoms and may also occur within flat low- 
lands or low elevation drainage divides. Frequently, 
FP3 streams lie adjacent to the toe of footslopes or 
hillslopes, adjacent to main trunk, valley bottom 
channels. The flood plain of large, low gradient 
alluvial channels (FP4 or FP5) may be dissected by 
FP3 streams. Where FP3 streams occur parallel to 
footslopes or in valley bottom locations, they are 
typically fed by high gradient streams. In small 
drainage basins, HC3 or MM1 channels may di- 
rectly precede a FP3 stream. Less frequently, FP3 
streams are situated on mountainslope benches. 

Similar Channel Types: MM1, AF1 

Channel Structure 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, FP3 

| D=5f 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

S{tediinradientaers ss s.ce este < or = 2%, mean = 1% 
TCISIONS EDU secre emcee ee < or = 2 m (6.5 ft), mean = 1.5 m (5 ft) 
Bankfull Widthiix, vers c esse ac seace <10 m (33 ft), mean = 6 m (20 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Sand to small rubble 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Sand to coarse gravel 

Sideslope: Leng liars. asecceeesr nace: Not significant, flat flood plain landform adjacent 
SideslopesAnglen er... cee Not significant 
@hannelsPattern eevee cree eas Single to multiple channels, sinuous 
Drainage Basin Area:.............. 2.59-13 km? (1-5 mi?) 
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INCHANNEL PHOTO: FP3 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant associations for FP3 and FP3f are dominated by the Sitka 
spruce series and the western hemlock series. Salmonberry and alder shrub communities are the principal 
nonforest riparian plant communities, which are dominant in the FP3m and FP3s channel type phases. 
Willow shrub and sedge/sphagnum bog communities are the primary nonforest riparian communities in 
the FP3m phase. Sitka alder and willow shrub communities are the predominant riparian vegetation 
associated with the FP3s phase. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 
FP3 FP3m FP3f  FP3s 

SItKqSDLUCG Ceram tee Mtg reir rected 36% ~~ ~—--- 82% 3% 

Western: Hemlockiersesseme ricci tere ee 23% = --- wos oo 

IMIXCCGC ONlllciaee coer a steene ne tenes cree cs 16% ~=~—--- --- --- 

SNOTESPING 3 ost aces ots a ahha te cneas --- 11% --- --- 

W.Hemlock/Red Cedar ................c0c0008 11% 14% --- --- 

NOnforest ee AN elec ccs ete ie cct eee TREE IS % 17% 90% 

Channel Type Phases: 

[J FP3a - VOLCANIC ASH PHASE is primarily restricted to Kruzof Island. Stream bank 
composition is influenced by poorly consolidated volcanic ash and breccias. Stream bank and 
sideslope sensitivity may be higher than is typical for this channel type. 

(J FP3m - MUSKEG VEGETATION/GRAVEL SUBSTRATE PHASE is characterized by mus- 
keg/scrub forest riparian vegetation. Fish spawning and rearing habitat capabilities may be lower 
than is typical for this channel type. 

O FP3f - FORELAND OUTWASH FORESTED PHASE is influenced significantly by groundwa- 
ter influx from shallow alluvial aquifers. Fish habitat capability may be higher than is typical 
for this channel type due to temperature moderation by groundwater. 
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C1) FP3s - FORELAND OUTWASH SHRUB PHASE is significantly influenced by groundwater 

inflow. Rearing habitat capability may be less than FP3f (FORELAND OUTWASH FOR- 

ESTED PHASE) due to a lack of large woody debris input, and, as a consequence, less pool 

structure and cover habitat. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: FP3 channels function as sediment deposition systems. Sediment routed from 

high and moderate gradient sediment transport channels is temporarily stored in this channel and on the 

adjacent flood plain. Sand and fine gravel deposits in point bars and pools are dominant streambed 

features. Sensitive stream banks, constantly affected by constructive and erosive forces, also contribute 

to the sediment load in FP3 channels. Large woody debris accumulations are frequent and retain 

significant volumes of fine sediment. Stream power is low, allowing for massive mobilization of 

sediment only during peak flow events. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris ............00-.s0000+ 4000 ft?/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Avg = 21% for 53 sites 
Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Avg = 49% for 53 sites 

Indicator Species Ratings 

MIS Sas san eee AS AS wel ARA 

Cohotir sce eehRie. fe. ene HIGH HIGH 

Pink@reeeretses tet rerte eres MOD NEG 

(CUTineerr: teeeer sere ee tes MOD NEG 

SOCKEVGsete se ent ae eres HIGH NEG 

GChinOOktiicsrccsctree tte LOW LOW 

DollyV ardethvice.---2s.ee HIGH HIGH 

Sfeelhcad S22 eae. sce ctor MOD HIGH 

These channels are frequently accessible to anadromous species. Coarse and fine gravels compose 49% 
of the substrate, therefore, ASA is high (30%). These channels receive moderate to high spawning use 
by all anadromous species, with the exception of chinook salmon. Resident fish in lakes also use adjacent 
FP3 channels for spawning. When located next to accessible lakes, these channels provide excellent 
spawning habitat for sockeye salmon, steelhead, or sea-run cutthroat trout. FP3 channels have a large 
amount (51%) of ARA and are used extensively by coho, Dolly Varden, and steelhead. Thirty-seven 
percent of the active water in pools has an average depth of 0.31 meters (1.02 feet), which provides 
good overwintering habitat. Woody debris and beaver dams enhance these pools as overwintering areas. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

[arge Woody Debris fiy.2: 28). 2... a>. HIGH 

SecimenteRetention meets: sco. cers sere eee HIGH 

Stream Bank Sensitivity .................065 MOD 

Sideslope Sensitivity 3.27... ae N/A 

Flood Plain Protection.................c0e0 MOD 

nivert Fis Passage. 22... 22s. sees eveus eek MOD 
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Large woody debris has a significant influence on FP3 channel structure by increasing the frequency 
and size of pool structures. Large woody debris helps form scour pools. The cover provided by large 
woody debris greatly improves rearing habitat. 

Sediment retention in FP3 channel segments is high. These channel are often associated with a large 
flood plain complex and may be influenced by flooding of adjacent mainstem rivers. Increased sediment 
loading in these channels or in upstream channels could adversely impact spawning gravels. Riparian 
management should emphasize measures that reduce the potential for erosion and stream bank disturbance 
(BMPs 13.11-13.13, 13.16, 14.9-14.11). 

Stream banks are composed of coarse to fine textured alluvium, which, due to low stream flow volume 
and relatively low stream power, are only moderately sensitive to disturbance. 

Generally, flood plains for FP3 channels are narrow. However, the channels are often associated with 
large mainstem river flood plain complexes. 

Concern for providing fish access through culvert structures in FP3 channel types is moderate. 
Improperly installed or poorly designed culverts can restrict juvenile and adult fish passage by creating 
velocity barriers or bed scour at culvert outlets (BMP 14.17). Control of inchannel operations is an 
important riparian management concern for these streams (BMP 14.14). 

These are typically classified as Value Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is 
required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sports bishsPotentialt a a.c. 2. cee. se exudes ees LOW 

Enhancement Opportunities ............... Large Wood Placement, Beaver Introduction 

Generally, FP3 channel types offer excellent opportunities to improve available rearing habitat through 
placement of large woody debris. Enhancement efforts can focus on overwintering habitats. These 
channels also contain habitat which is characteristically preferred by beaver. Encouragement of beaver 
colonization can greatly expand fish rearing potential in FP3 streams. 
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LOW GRADIENT FLOOD PLAIN CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: FP4 (Formerly C1) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: FP4 channels are mainstem 
streams in broad valley bottoms that generally have 
extensive flood plains. Alluvial fans, dissected foot- 
Slopes, and hillslope and lowland landforms may 
directly abut FP4 flood plains. FP4 channels are 
typically sinuous, with extensive gravel bars, multi- 
ple channelways, and alluvial terraces. These chan- 
nels are typically at the lower end of the stream and, 
therefore, have large drainage basins. 

Similar Channel Types: FP3, FP5 

Channel Structure 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, FP4 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

StreamGradientie.v- cer. ce ee <2%, mean = 1% 
Incision; Depth c.ccs eae asc. tee < or = 2m (6.5 ft), mean = 1 m @G ft) 
Bankfull,Widthiyssceee. © eee 10-20 m (33-66 ft), mean = 15 m (49 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Sand to cobble 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Alluvium 

Sideslope Length and Angle:.....Associated with a flat flood plain landform 
GhanneltPattern te -c1.c.n-2ee sae: Single to multiple channels, sinuous 
Drainage Basin Area:.............. 13-39 km” (5-15 mi‘) 
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INCHANNEL PHOTO: FP4 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant communities for the FP4 channel type and the FP41 phase are 
dominated by the Sitka spruce series and the western hemlock series. Common nonforest shrub 
communities include salmonberry, red alder, Sitka alder, devil’s club, and willow. The nonforested 
communities are of most significance in the FP4f and FP4s phases. The shore pine/crowberry plant 
association is significant in the FP4m phase. The predominant nonforest plant community in this phase 
is sedge/sphagnum. Sitka alder, salmonberry, and willow shrub communities are the dominant riparian 
plant communities for these phases. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 
FP4 FP41 FP4m FP4f- FP4s 

Sitka SDINCCR etter es ae ee: 51% 44% 14% 35% 3% 

WV CSET EHC INIOCKe eas tins eta ns cctinaecen op Dafoe 21% 7% 9% woe 

Noriforestist: aiiever ds etes eetuereeess a tan 13: %ing 18% 23:1,% 42% 97% 

MixediConiféra sage fete 71% 4% 5% --- --- 

SHOPETE etre er creer ner et eects ree rvs <a --- --- 24% --- --- 

Sitka Spruce-Cottonwo0d..............sseee0 --- --- --- 14% --- 

Channel Type Phases: 

LJ FP4a - VOLCANIC ASH PHASE is limited geographically to drainage basins heavily affected 
by geologically recent volcanic deposits. Stream bank and substrate composition is predomi- 
nantly scoria and ash particles deposited by multiple volcanic eruptions. 

[1 FP41 - LARGE SUBSTRATE PHASE has greater stream power than a typical FP4 channel, thus 
functioning as a more efficient sediment transporter. Substrate usually is somewhat larger, and 
large woody debris has less influence on channel dynamics. 

(J FP4m - MUSKEG PHASE is typified by low gradient, muskeg or meadow channels. However, 
significant fine gravel, sand, and silt deposition and transport occur in this phase, making these 
channels more similar to the Flood Plain Process Group versus those channels categorized in the 
Palustrine Process Group. 
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C1 FP4f- FORELAND, OUTWASH, FORESTED PHASE includes alluvial flood plain channels 
that are set apart by predominant groundwater recharge. This phase is restricted to coastal 

foreland landforms with early successional Sitka spruce riparian stands. 

() FP4s - FORELAND, OUTWASH, SHRUB PHASE includes foreland groundwater streams with 

shrub or muskeg riparian vegetation. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: FP4 channels are characterized by temporary fine sediment storage associated 

with deposition in pools and point bars, and on flood plains. Bank erosion and bank building processes 

are continually at work resulting in very dynamic and diverse channel morphology. Channel gradient 

is low and flow containment is poor resulting in relatively low stream power. Sand and fine gravel 

constitute a large percentage of the substrate material. Large woody debris is also a major component 

influencing sediment entrapment and channel morphology. Stored sediments are mobilized and 

transported downstream during high flow events. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris .........sseceeseeeee 9000 ft?/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Avg = 24% for 62 sites 
Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Avg = 35% for 62 sites 

Indicator Species Ratings 

NOUS a a le OT Nea VEN 

CONG iene: entre eres HIGH HIGH 

Bink get teeter ete eee HIGH NEG 

COU eee arn ne cee HIGH NEG 

SOCKCVORsn. 2 acess ee eee HIGH NEG 

Ghin0okss..2:..: aa ae MOD MOD 

DollyaV arden. i... see. ee HIGH HIGH 

Steethead scrscess:. sna e HIGH HIGH 

Rearing area is high (35%) in FP4 channels, due in part to large accumulations of woody debris. The 
majority of large wood pieces are in the 45.7-101.6 centimeter (18-40 inch) diameter classes and are 
distributed uniformly throughout the length of the stream. Winter habitat can be significant in side 
channel pools and where woody debris creates deep pools and low stream velocity. Woody debris and 
associated pool habitat is very important to both rearing juvenile and migrant adult salmonids. Undercut 
alluvial banks and root mats from riparian forest vegetation also provides rearing habitat. Rearing habitat 
diversity is enhanced by the frequent occurrence of sloughs, beaver ponds, and very small groundwater 
tributaries associated with FP4 channels. 

Available spawning area is very high for FP4 channels because of the gravel to cobble size substrate. 
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Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Large; WoodyeDebise. 2. 5.7 ae HIGH 

Sediment Retention’-=-5.0.12.--) 0-5. HIGH 

Stream) Bank Sensitivity eeer sees HIGH 

Sideslope Sensitivity*.....0"....scs5.s.: N/A 
Flood Plant Protections. ewer HIGH 

Gulvert/FishiPassavey mee... 10. HIGH 

Large wood accumulations are important factors in shaping FP4 channel morphology. Inchannel woody 
debris volume is usually high and distributed throughout most forested FP4 channel segments. Flood 
flows are capable of redistributing debris to a limited extent in these channels. Most stable woody debris 
is in the 45.7-76.2 centimeter (18-30 inch) diameter class and 15.2-30.4 meters (50-100 feet) length 

category. Maintenance of fish habitat capability is very dependent on continuous input of large, stable 
woody debris over time (BMP 12.6). 

These low gradient depositional channels are sensitive to sediment introduction from headwater areas, 
and retention of fine gravel and sand size sediment is high. Therefore, these channels are susceptible 
to cumulative sediment impacts on fish habitat. Stream banks are composed of fine alluvium and are 
susceptible to erosion. Removal or disturbance of stream bank vegetation and root mats can result in 
accelerated bank erosion and breakdown of undercut bank habitat. Riparian management prescriptions 
should emphasize erosion control (BMPs 13.11-13.13, 14.9, 14.11, 14.13), stream bank protection 
(BMPs 13.16 and 14.17), and control of inchannel operations (BMP 14.14). 

These channels are generally associated with extensive and complex riparian areas that include such 
features as sloughs, side channels, beaver pond complexes, and small spring fed tributary channels. 
Riparian area protection (BMPs 12.4, 12.6, 13.15, 14.13) is very important for maintaining water quality 
and rearing habitat associated with FP4 channels. 

Stream crossings for FP4 channels are normally bridges. Culvert installation on small flood plain 
tributary channels (often not mapped) must provide for upstream juvenile fish passage (BMP 14.17). 

These are typically classified as Value Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is 
required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sport EisnwPotenGal.--.--...2:---s.s. HIGH 

Enhancement Opportunities .......... Large Wood Placement, Fry Stocking, and Spawning Channels 

These channels offer excellent sport fish opportunities, primarily Dolly Varden, coho salmon, pink 
salmon, and steelhead trout. Deep pools along meander bends and associated with large log jams offer 
the best angling. Access by small boat to the channel itself is limited due to low water levels in the 
summer and numerous log jam obstructions. 

A variety of enhancement opportunities exist for FP4 channels. Large woody debris projects could be 
evaluated where rearing habitat is limited. Fry stocking could be done when downstream fish barriers 

have been eliminated or laddered. Construction of flood plain spawning channels is a potential 

enhancement opportunity where shallow groundwater sources are present. 
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WIDE LOW GRADIENT FLOOD PLAIN CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: FP5 (Formerly C3) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: FPS channels are usually 
found in broad valley bottoms of large to very large 
watersheds. Normally, these channels have exten- 
sive valley flood plains and river terraces. Smooth 
meander bends, numerous overflow side channels, 
extensive gravel bars, and large clumps of log jams 
are characteristic of this channel type. 

Similar Channel Types: FP4, LC1, ES4 

Channel Structure 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, FP5 

+> 

Wbf= 108 ft 

GhanneliGradientiees see e rents <2%, mean = 1% 
Incision Deptiises-seeesr sete eee < or = 3 m (10 ft), mean = 2 m (6:5 ft) 
Banktfullewidth:.79.9-.22-00 >20 m (66 ft), mean = 38 m (108 ft) 
Dominant?SubpstratG;¢-.. 6. <3. soe Sand to cobble 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Alluvium 

Sideslope Lenothicens sat ceee Not significant, flat, flood plain landform associated 
Sideslope Angle:s. 2770-5. mneicess Not significant 

CGhanneli Pattern:szeneeres eee. Single to multiple channels, sinuous 
Drainage Basin Area:.............. 39-78 km?” (15-30 mi’) 
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INCHANNEL PHOTO: FP5 

x a gay 

Riparian Vegetation: The FPS riparian communities are dominated by the Sitka spruce series, the 
western hemlock series, and nonforested communities. The most common nonforested communities are 
Sitka alder, willow, and salmonberry shrub communities. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

FP5 FP51 FP5b FP5m FP5f ~~ FP5s 

SUKAgS DLUCC ce eere ramen rae n ees tere sssss rete 49% 38% 37% 28% 56% 15% 

NOnforest#e se Metrrerr rs ee 23% 54% 6% 44% 37% 719% 

WESTETII HEI LOC Kanes tne. cee trees ce 23% = --- 41% 5% 6% --- 

W.Hemlock-Red Cedar ...................0008 --- 3% 13% --- --- noe 

Mixed Conifer. assem rice irs. eteet sos aks 2% 3% 3% 8% --- --- 

Sitka Spruce-Cottonwood ..............ceceees --- --- --- 2% --- 4% 

ed Mi Cheeni sae Ae See --- --- --- 13% --- --- 

Channel Type Phases: 

L] FPS51 - LARGE SUBSTRATE PHASE has greater stream power than the typical FP5 and is a 
more efficient sediment transport system. Substrate has a larger mean diameter than in the typical 
FP5 channel. 

LJ FP5m - MUSKEG PHASE includes riparian vegetation consisting of muskeg and meadow 
interspersed with individual trees and some forest. This is an alluvial channel with significantly 
greater sediment transport than Palustrine Process Group channels that often have similar riparian 
plant communities. 

CL) FP5f - FORELAND OUTWASH FORESTED PHASE are alluvial channels that are strongly 
influenced by groundwater recharge from shallow aquifers. This phase is restricted to coastal 
foreland landforms. Sitka spruce communities dominate the riparian vegetation. 

CL) FP5s - FORELAND OUTWASH SHRUB PHASE are groundwater fed, coastal foreland 
channels, with predominantly nonforested riparian plant communities. 
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[1] FPSb - BEDROCK INFLUENCE PHASE have mixed bank control associated with occasional 

bedrock outcrops. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: The FP5 channels function as sediment deposition systems. Low gradient, poor 

flow containment, and fine sized substrate are indicative of low stream power. Substrate consists mainly 

of sand to small cobble size particles. Short term storage of fine sediment is characteristic of FP5 

channels. These fine sediment deposits are typically mobilized during high flow events. Small side 

channels dissecting the FPS flood plain are a common feature. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris ...........ssecceeee0ee 4000 ft?/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Avg = 27% for 56 sites 
Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Avg = 29% for 56 sites 

Indicator Species Ratings 

MS ae A heer 

Coho .....2......;. 2 eee HIGH HIGH 

Binke te fo fatwa eee HIGH NEG 

Cs Nil ese mnREE acme, HIGH NEG 

SOCKEVC! ates csuc ements HIGH NEG 

(SNINOGKEe py es ata eet HIGH HIGH 

Dollyay arden’... weer HIGH HIGH 

Stecihead Gece scotia mene HIGH HIGH 

FPS5 channels are heavily used by spawning chinook, chum, and pink salmon, and steelhead trout because 
of the abundance of high quality spawning gravels. These channels get only moderate use by spawning 
coho salmon which prefer smaller channels. All freshwater rearing species make frequent use of these 
channels because rearing habitat is readily available, primarily in association with side channels, 
off-channel pools, and stream segments having large woody debris accumulations. Overwintering 
habitat in these channels is provided in off-channel slough areas and pools associated with large woody 
debris. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

dE PCa OOUYLDCDIIS cree any ae eae HIGH 

SedimentsRetention#:.-....2- eee HIGH 

Stream Bank Sensitivity .................64 HIGH 

SIGESIOME SCNSIUVICY. oaacsocste eeaeee ees N/A 

Fiood Plain Protections. -2.20.- cee sere HIGH 

Culvert) Pish\Passave <2. er ee eee N/A 
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CHAPTER 3 FLOOD PLAIN PROCESS GROUP 

Maintaining future sources of woody debris is an important consideration in FP5 channels. Natural 
large woody debris volumes are moderately high, but, generally, inchannel wood accumulations are less 
Stable than in smaller FP4 channels due to higher flood flows in FP5 channel types. 

Retention of fine sediment (sand, gravel) is often high in FPS channels, therefore, these channels may 
be sensitive to cumulative sediment inputs from headwater sources. Excessive sediment loads can 
degrade spawning gravel quality and, in extreme cases, can disrupt sediment transport equilibrium and 
channel stability. Removal or disturbance of stream bank vegetation can accelerate bank erosion and the 
subsequent loss of undercut bank rearing habitat. Riparian management should emphasize stream bank 
protection and erosion control measures to minimize potential sediment sources (BMPs 13.11-13.13, 
13.16, 14.9-14.11). 

Flood plain protection is a very important management consideration for FP5 channels because of 
off-channel features which contribute to juvenile fish rearing habitat (BMPs 12.4, 12.6, 13.8, 14.13). 
These off-channel flood plain features include small spring fed tributaries, sloughs, beaver pond 
complexes, and side channels. 

The location and design of stream crossing structures is an important consideration due to the large size 
and natural instability of the channels and associated flood plains (BMPs 14.2, 14.3, 14.17, 14.14). 
Large multi-span bridges are often required to cross these channels. Roadways traversing flood plain 
tributaries must provide for juvenile fish migration through culverts. 

These are classified as Value Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is required 
along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). Control of inchannel operations 
is an important riparian management concern for these streams (BMP 14.14). 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sport Fish Potential’. -..:.. cesses eee HIGH 

Enhancement Opportunities ............... Large Wood Placement, Fry Stocking, Spawning Channels 

The FP5 channels can offer excellent sport fish opportunities where easy beach access exists. Species 
of primary interest include Dolly Varden char, steelhead and cutthroat trout, and coho, pink, and chinook 
salmon. Small boat access into these channels can be good depending on the amount and distribution 
of large debris jams. Angling is best in deep meander pools and along undercut banks. 

A variety of fish habitat enhancement opportunities exists in FP5 channels. Large wood may be limiting 
along FP5 reaches. Addition of large wood along channel margins can be successful if the structures 
are well anchored to the stream bank. Fry stocking programs can be implemented to take advantage of 
under utilized rearing habitat. Spawning channel construction is a potential enhancement option where 
adequate groundwater upwelling is present. 
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FLOOD PLAIN PROCESS GROUP CHAPTER 3 

LANDSCAPE PHOTO: FP5S 
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CHAPTER 4 GLACIAL OUTWASH PROCESS GROUP 

GLACIAL OUTWASH PROCESS GROUP 

This process group includes GO1 (glacial side channel), GO2 (large meandering), GO3 (large braided), 
GO4 (moderate width), and GOS (cirque channel) glacial outwash channel types. These are generally 
valley or lowland streams, with the exception of high elevation, cirque basin channel types (GOS). 
Mountain glacier meltwater is the source of runoff to these streams. Consequently, these streams carry 

extremely high sediment loads and turbid water. Glacial outwash channel types are alluvial channels 
with stream gradients usually less than three percent. Riparian areas are wide and may extend for more 
than a thousand meters in large braided outwash plain river systems. 
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GLACIAL OUTWASH PROCESS GROUP 

GLACIAL OUTWASH FLOOD PLAIN SIDE CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: GO1 (Formerly D8) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: The GO1 channel type is usu- 
ally situated within the broad, glacial valley or fore- 
land landform. The GO1 channel is a side channel 
that bisects the glacial river terrace and is connected 
to the main GO2 or GO3 river. 

Similar Channel Types: GO2, PA4 

Channel Structure 

60 ft 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, GO1 

40 

20 

0 

au Se im aa] 
100 ft 0 100 ft 

Stream Gradientee- ee 0-1%, mean = 1% 
IncisionsDepthie saves ce ee ee, 0-4 m (13 ft) 

BankfullsWidthiesercs. ss 0-0: 0e ee 10-200 m (33-660 ft), mean = 26 m (86 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Sand to coarse gravel 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Silt, sand, gravel alluvium 
Sideslone; Lengths c.ceeete ae Not significant, except in glacial moraine deposits 
Sidesiope Angle? a 2.. sess. sseeen a: Not significant, except in glacial moraine deposits 
Channel Patterns... nese Single to multiple channels, sinuous 
Drainage Basin Area:.............. N/A 
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CHAPTER 4 GLACIAL OUTWASH PROCESS GROUP 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: GO1 

LANDSCAPE PHOTO: GO1 
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GLACIAL OUTWASH PROCESS GROUP ee 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant community is dominated by nonforested Sitka alder, willow, 

and cottonwood plant communities. The Sitka spruce series is also a significant riparian vegetation 

component. The nonforested plant communities occur adjacent to the stream 78 percent of the time. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

Nonforest sv. % \ Bremeenceee eee eee 73% 

Sitka’S pruce 2.7, eee eee eames ane 20% 

Sitka Spruce-Cottonwood ..............+2e000s 7% 

Channel Type Phases: N/A 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: GO1 channels function as both sediment transport and storage systems. Low 

gradient, contained channels with high flow volumes have moderate stream energy. Sloughing of the 

fine textured stream banks can be acommon occurrence. GO1 inlets and outlets are normally connected 

to larger glacial outwash channels (GO3), therefore, stream velocity and stream stage are controlled by 

the mainstem river. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debustier:e.5, a... Insufficient data 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Insufficient data 
Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Insufficient data 

Indicator Species Ratings 

MIS ASA ARA 

CON mers certs tra eee MOD HIGH 

Pinker, eed eet ee ae nee NEG NEG 

Chums. tasc.. eeeeen emer oa MOD NEG 

SOCKEYC 20.22. eee ees MOD MOD 

Chinook.....i.: Sve eee MOD MOD 

Dolly Varden:2ttee sess: LOW LOW 

Steelhead’... eee NEG NEG 

These channels are associated with the GO3 large glacial riverine systems and are generally accessible 
to anadromous fish. ASA decreases and ARA increases as the GO1 channel departs from the mainstem 
glacial channel. Flow velocities decrease and the number of side channel pools increase (30% of active 
water with a mean depth of 0.61 meters [1.2 feet] downstream from the GO1 junction with the main 
channel. Chinook and chum salmon will spawn in moderate densities where stream velocity and substrate 
are adequate, and in areas where groundwater upwelling occurs. Chinook salmon juveniles will 
frequently rear in these channels, and rearing coho will occasionally use stream bank habitat with shrub 
cover. Sockeye salmon will spawn and rear where side channel pools are large or backwater sloughs 
are nearby. Dolly Varden char will also occasionally spawn and rear in GO1 channels. 
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CHAPTER 4 GLACIAL OUTWASH PROCESS GROUP 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Targe Woody Debris=..-........ ase MOD 

SedimentiRetenuonm sss eee LOW 

Stream Bank Sensitivity .................00. HIGH 

Sideslope SEnsitivityaere sss tater ee N/A 

Flood Plain Protection.................2608 HIGH 

Culvert Fish: Passage sues.2 steep eee HIGH 

Although natural sources of inchannel large woody debris are generally low in GO1 side channels, stable 
debris accumulations are key habitat features for rearing chinook salmon and, to some extent, coho. 

Stream banks are commonly composed of fine (sands and silt), loosely consolidated alluvium. Riparian 
shrub and forest vegetation is a very important factor for maintaining stream bank stability in GO1 
channels. Maintenance of stream bank sensitivity is an important management concern (BMPs 12.7, 
13.16). 

These streams are usually one component of very extensive glacial flood plain complexes. Adjacent 
sloughs, small tributaries, beaver ponds, and wetlands are important fish and wildlife habitats. Protection 
of these flood plain and wetland values is a primary management concern (BMPs 12.4-12.6, 13.8, 13.15, 
14.13). 

GO1 channel types provide refuge habitat for juvenile salmonids. Therefore, maintenance of unrestricted 
upstream migration through drainage structures is a key management concern (BMP 14.17). 

These are classified as Value Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is required 
along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sport Fish Potential.................... LOW 

Enhancement Opportunities .......... Beaver Introduction 

Encourage and manage beaver colonization to maximize fish rearing capability. 
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GLACIAL OUTWASH PROCESS GROUP 

LARGE MEANDERING GLACIAL OUTWASH CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: GO2 (Formerly D4) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: The GO2 streams occur in 
middle to lower valley positions in large drainage 
basins. Valleys are U-shaped, with large, discon- 
tinuous flood terraces adjacent to GO2 streams. 
Flood plains are the typical adjacent landform in 
broad valley bottom areas, but inclusions of lowland 
and hill landforms can occur. These channels are 
often found at the outlet of glacial lakes. 

Similar Channel Types: GO3, GO4 

Channel Structure 

60 ft 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, GO2 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

Stream :‘Gradient:47 28... ene <3%, mean = 2% 
Iicision Depth: "nse aaee eee < or = 4m (13 ft), mean = 2 m 66:5 ft) 
Banktull Widthiicess- corsets. 2. em Variable, mean = 42 m (140 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Coarse gravel to small boulder 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Alluvium 
Sideslope enethitc ssc Not significant. Exception may be where GO2 channels cut through 

remnant glacial moraine deposits. 
Sideslope*Anglese-t.0es tee Not significant 

Channel:Patternsiess-e ne eee: Single, sinuous 
Drainave Basin Ateawe er >51.8 km” (20 mi’) 
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CHAPTER 4 GLACIAL OUTWASH PROCESS GROUP 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: GO2 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant community is dominated by nonforested Sitka alder, willow, 
and salmonberry plant communities, which occur adjacent to the stream 64 percent of the time. Mountain 
hemlock series and Sitka spruce-cottonwood series are the predominant forest communities. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

INONOLESt te tesa eee ee eos eri eees 57% 

MountainsHemlocksen at cee ope fears - 11% 

Sitka Spruce-Cottonwood.............sceeeees 11% 

SitkasS prices, ites. cee eee eee ee 10% 

Western Hemlock. tees. stasis cere: 8% 

Channel Type Phases: N/A 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: GO2 streams are transport channels that carry high sediment loads. They are 
more sediment transport oriented than other channel types in the Glacial Outwash Process Group. These 
are moderate energy streams due to flow containment and a mean gradient of two percent. Large woody 
debris accumulations are moderately frequent features that help to retain bedload sediment. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris .........c00ceseeees 3500 ft?/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Insufficient data 
Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Insufficient data 
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GLACIAL OUTWASH PROCESS GROUP ae 

Indicator Species Ratings 

MIS) eee ee ASA SARA 

Coho. ....cc0s. eee LOW LOW 

PINK .ccees cele cc see dees NEG NEG 

Chum 2. ci.5$i jan ee eee MOD NEG 

Sockeyec....2: eee ee MOD LOW 

Chinook 3...0. 2. Seer MOD MOD 

Dolly Varden: <a LOW LOW 

Steelhead ).:...... sae seers NEG NEG 

These channels are usually accessible to anadromous species. Because the substrate consists of larger 

material (20% gravel, 52% rubble, 18% boulders), ASA is generally low. Spawning chinook and chum 

salmon use these channels in moderate amounts, as do sockeye salmon when lakes or side sloughs are 

present in the drainage. Rearing chinook salmon and Dolly Varden char make use of the minimal ARA 

(3%) consisting of pools (3% of active water) having a mean depth of 0.24 meters (0.8 feet). Because 

of the shallowness of pools, these channels probably do provide critical overwintering habitat. Coho 

salmon rear in clear water, off-channel, and side channel areas that flow into GO2 channels. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Lear pew OOdysDeDLIS wa acne ee eae MOD 

SEGHNCOLRCLCN OU sites ece tree. LOW 

Stream Bank Sensitivity. c..s,01.cssc.+.s 0s MOD 

Sideslope Sensitivity ares iewtes se tae LOW 

Flood Plain Protection Need .............. MOD 

Culvertepish® Passave a... cere eee eee: N/A 

The influence of large woody debris on channel stability and fish productivity in GO2 channel types is 
moderate. Stable in-channel debris generally consists of trees anchored to stream banks or large debris 
jams at meanders. Most of the limited rearing habitat is keyed to this large woody debris. Maintenance 
of large woody debris is therefore a key riparian management concern (BMP 12.6). 

Stream banks in GO2 channels are moderately susceptible to erosion. They are composed of un- 
consolidated alluvium, therefore, the banks are easily undermined by high velocity currents. These 
channel stability concerns should be considered when locating and designing stream crossings (BMPs 
14.2, 14.3). Bridge abutments can accelerate bank erosion when GO2 channels are constricted (BMP 
14.17). Riparian vegetation is integral in maintaining bank stability and the protection of sensitive 
alluvial soils in GO2 channels (BMP 13.8). 

Riparian areas associated with GO2 channel segments are generally less than 61 meters (200 feet) wide. 
Flood plain side channels and sloughs, though infrequent, are often very important fish rearing areas. 
Management activities should maintain flood plain values and functions (BMPs 12.6, 13.15, 14.13). 

These are classified as Value Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is required 
along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). 
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CHAPTER 4 GLACIAL OUTWASH PROCESS GROUP 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sport Fish Potentialzwe--.-- LOW 

Enhancement Opportunities ............... Beaver Introduction 

Encourage introduction and management of beaver populations to increase rearing habitat associated 
with side channels and sloughs. 
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GLACIAL OUTWASH PROCESS GROUP 

LARGE BRAIDED GLACIAL OUTWASH CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: GO3 (Formerly D5) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: GO3 channels occur in very, 
large, glacial drainage basins. They are located in 
broad, glacial valley bottoms or on outwash plains. 
Large flood plains occur adjacent to these channels. 

Similar Channel Types: GO4, ESS 

Channel Structure 

60 ft ~ 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, GO3 

40 — 

= Wbf= 215 ft 0 - ID= 6.5 ft 

0 weet pad LE co en eee mega we eve Sec sca ve saa lp Se no ate eS ee eagle ect ess mrateig oe eae 

Bfs 
10 ft i | 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

Stream Gradien(y.see eee <3%, mean = 2% 
Incision, Depth: ees.ccces ee. < or = 2m (6:5 ft) 

Banktulls Widths: ......:.<:+-:s-a 60-300 m (200 ft to > 1000 ft), mean = 65 m (215 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Coarse gravel to large cobble 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Alluvium 

SIGESIOPe LCNPUl2 7. eerste ee Not significant, flat flood plain landform 
Sideslope, Anglewwe- ae eee Not significant 
@hanneliPattern: 222) ce eeeer cs Braided, very wide 
Drainage Basin Area:.............. > 51.8 km” (>20 mi’) 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant communities are dominated by nonforested Sitka alder and 
willow shrub communities and the Sitka spruce-cottonwood/alder plant association. The nonforested 
communities occur immediately adjacent to the stream 73 percent of the time. 
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CHAPTER 4 GLACIAL OUTWASH PROCESS GROUP 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: GO3 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

INONIO! CSleerrag cer tet nie eters, goad ose 71% 

Sitka Spruce-Cottonwood................c008- 16% 

DILKAISOLUCG te aetras Teens rattan fax 71% 

IMOUNCAII LEI OC Keene ter ee ere ee 6% 

Channel Type Phases: N/A 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: The GO3 channels function as sediment deposition systems. These low gradient, 
uncontained channels have low stream energy. GO3 channels have extremely large sediment loads, 
resulting in a braided channel network and extensive flood plain. Peak flow events occur during the 
summer melt period and during the early fall rainy season. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris ..........000cess0000 900 ft?/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Insufficient data 
Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Insufficient data 
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GLACIAL OUTWASH PROCESS GROUP ee 

Indicator Species 

Coho is....05 20s. cseteeeee eens MOD MOD 

PINK «vs 0c.sc0es soe LOW NEG 

Chums sc7: cee MOD NEG 

Sockeyets 27: ose ee MOD MOD 

Chinook®”, ....:semeesee eee MOD MOD 

Dolly: V arden oe ssae nee a LOW LOW 

Steelhead ......... seen eee NEG NEG 

GO3 channels are usually accessible to anadromous species. Typically, they provide migration routes 

to salmon spawning areas in clear water tributaries. Chinook, chum, and sockeye salmon use spawning 

habitat in portions of the main channel. Spawning capability is limited by fine sediment in gravel 

spawning beds. Sockeye and chum salmon tend to select gravels where upwelling groundwater is 

present. Primarily sockeye and chinook utilize rearing areas associated with sloughs, sidechannel pools, 

and stream bank habitat. Coho and Dolly Varden char rear in low numbers in these channels. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

LATE CAV OOGY.DCDIIS s.052 eee ee MOD 

DECMENTRCteH ON sca tetera eer LOW 

Siream Bank Sensitwvityeees..522 een e HIGH 

Sideslope SCNSILIVICY cate e ese ean N/A 

Flood Plain Protection Need .............. HIGH 

GulvertshishtPassave nr ncces ee oe N/A 

Large wood accumulations have moderate influence on instream habitat in GO3 channel types. Most 
stable wood accumulations are located along channel margins, sloughs, or side channels. Pool and bank 
cover associated with large woody debris is particularly important for rearing chinook and sockeye 
salmon. 

Stream banks are naturally susceptible to erosion. Flood flows are poorly contained. Channel 
aggradation and scour processes are very active due to the extremely large sediment loads. Riparian 
management should emphasize stream bank protection (BMPs 13.16, 14.13, 14.17). Main stem stream 
crossings are generally not feasible. 

Flood plain protection is a primary management concern for GO3 riparian areas (BMPs 12.6, 13.8, 
13.15). Side channels, sloughs and adjacent wetland are typically very extensive. The numerous 
tributary streams and beaver ponds on GO3 outwash plains are extremely important for fish rearing and 
spawning. Riparian vegetation is an important factor mitigating potentially destructive flood flows. 

Roads constructed across flood plain tributaries must allow unrestricted fish migration from main stem 
channels (BMP 14.17). 

These are classified as Value Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is required 
along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). 
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CHAPTER 4 GLACIAL OUTWASH PROCESS GROUP 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sport Fish Potentialeeese ss... LOW 

Enhancement Opportunities ............... Spawning Channels and Large Wood Placement 

Sport fishing is limited due to poor accessibility and turbid waters. 

Spawning channel sites can often be located adjacent to GO3 channels. Sources of spawning gravel and 
shallow ground water are common. Provisions for protecting spawning channel installations from major 
flooding events should be incorporated into project plans. 

Large wood structures can be utilized to improve limited inchannel rearing habitat. However, local 
sources of suitable large wood pieces are often lacking. 
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GLACIAL OUTWASH PROCESS GROUP 

MODERATE WIDTH GLACIAL CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: GO4 (Formerly D3) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: The GO4 channel type occurs 
in the mid to upper valley position in glacial water- 
sheds. Adjacent flood terrace areas are primarily 
composed of glacial outwash or till. Large valley 
glaciers and snowfields occur upstream of the GO4 
channel type. Snow avalanche cones and subalpine 
mountainslopes typically occur adjacent to GO4 
channels. 

Similar Channel Types: GO2, GOS 

Channel Structure 

60 ft 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, GO4 

40 

ID= 10 ft 

we = ‘0 

20 Wbf= 103 ft SS Cae 

Bfs 

0 eh en ca en aR AE a aa a a at a ae RE rte Sa 

10 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

Stream Gradients. eet se 2-6%, mean = 4% 
Incision: Depths -t--seeseee < or = 4m (13 ft), mean = 3 m (10 ft) 
Bankfull Width:.................008 Variable, mean = 31 m (103 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Coarse gravel to small boulder 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Alluvium or mixed 
Sideslope; Leng tien. -aacmer ee Variable length 
SideslopeAngle:e 2-2. .-1.:--.--- Mean = 14% (8 degrees) 
ChannelsPattern steers Single or multiple 

Drainage Basin Area:............-- 13-52 km? (5-20 mi?) 
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—_—CHAPTER4 CCC GLACIAL OUTWASH PROCESS GROUP __ 
INCHANNEL PHOTO: GO4 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant community is dominated by nonforested alder and willow shrub 
plant communities. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

INONLOTESt see eter et ce cree 171% 

SK ARS OTICG Sey te aes 7% 

Mountain Hemlock#ec..:..6.20tt. es eet 6% 

Mixed \Conitere cre sae tee kate ees 5% 

Sitka Spruce-Cottonwo0d...............ee00 5% 

Channel Type Phases: N/A 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: GO4 channels are moderate energy streams that transport large sediment loads. 
Moderate gradient and large size substrate material are indicative of moderate stream power. Some 
inchannel retention of fine gravels and sand may occur. Bedload transport is predominantly coarse gravel 
and cobble particle fractions. Peak flows occur in the spring/summer melt period and in the early fall. 
A high suspended glacial silt load is also characteristic of GO4 channels. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris ...........0.ceece000e < 500 ft?/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Avg = 5% for 12 sites 
Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Avg = 5% for 12 sites 
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GLACIAL OUTWASH PROCESS GROUP 

Indicator Species Ratings 

MIS ASA ARA 

Coho..c... 2.25. eee en LOW LOW 

Pink’: o..00c+50.0eeeeenemc eee? NEG NEG 

Ghum:.. 4hosc Seer eeenoeeeee LOW NEG 

SOCKEYE:. c,d rs aero nee LOW NEG 

Chinook 2.22.50; cee es LOW LOW 

Dolly Varden. are aes MOD MOD 

Steelhead 2... seers NEG NEG 

Downstream barriers frequently make GO4 channels inaccessible to anadromous species. Typically, 

they get little use from spawning salmon. Rearing coho and chinook juveniles also infrequently use the 

available rearing area. Dolly Varden char may spawn in the rubble (39%) and gravel (19%) substrate, 

and rear in side channel pools, and the occasional pool associated with large woody debris. These 

channels provide little overwintering habitat. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

War ge a OOd ya CULIS eaten ts cee eee heer LOW 

Sediment Retentiony.. .2., cscs eee MOD 

Stream Bank Sensitivity .................... MOD 

SideslOpe SENSILIVILY. wees ee ee LOW 

Flood Plain Protection Need .............. MOD 

Gulvert FishsPassaven ene eee LOW 

Retention of fine gravel and sand is moderate to low. Moderate gradients contribute to good flushing 
of fine bedload sediments. 

Stream bank sensitivity is moderate for GO4 channel segments. Bank composition is dominantly poorly 
sorted alluvium that is readily eroded by high velocity flows. High sediment loads in GO4 channels 
result in naturally high rates of channel aggradation and scouring. 

Flood plain riparian vegetation contributes greatly to channel stability and reduces channel erosion during 
flood events. Riparian management should emphasize protection of sensitive channels (BMPs 13.16, 
14.17) and alluvial soils (BMPs 12.6, 13.8). 

These are classified as Value Class I or II streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is required 
along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sport nish Potential’. es... ses seseee eee LOW 

Enhancement Opportunities ............... Large Wood Placement and Spawning Channels 

There may be limited opportunities for developing spawning channels adjacent to GO4 channels. In 
addition, if sources of large wood are available, large wood structures can be used to improve limited 
rearing habitat. 
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CHAPTER 4 GLACIAL OUTWASH PROCESS GROUP 

Glacial Outwash Process Group 
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GLACIAL OUTWASH PROCESS GROUP 

CIRQUE CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: GO5 (Formerly D1) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: GOS streams occur in alpine 
cirque basins or hanging valley floors. Runoff is 
derived from the meltwater discharge of a mountain 
glacier or perennial snow fields. Adjacent valley 
sideslopes are usually steep and avalanche prone. 

Similar Channel Types: AF8, GO4 

Channel Structure 

60 ft 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, GOS 

20 

20 ft | 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

Stream: Gradient: 221. eee eee <6%, mean = 3% 
Inciston#Depth.- ves ee < or = 2m (6.5 ft) 
Banktull*width?>...1.e0er. 22-. eee Variable, mean = 13m (43 ft) 

Dominant Substrate: ............... Broad range of substrate material, from bedrock to silt 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Alluvium or colluvium 
Sideslope Venctiiees. 1. .or ser Not significant 

SideSIODEtA DZ IC ere ee nee Not significant 
ChanriclePatei cessereaccesuesees: Single to braided, normally single at the higher gradient upper end 

and braided at the lower gradient downstream end. 
Drainage Basin Area:.............. <13 km? (<5 mi’) 
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CHAPTER 4 GLACIAL OUTWASH PROCESS GROUP 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: GO5 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant community is dominated by nonforested alpine meadow, Sitka 
alder, and willow plant communities, with mountain hemlock/cassiope as the dominant forest plant 
association. The nonforested plant associations occur along the stream 83 percent of the time. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

Nonforest -f9 er estes. dart a: 86% 

Mountain Hemlock.................ccccceee cues 12% 

Channel Type Phases: N/A 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: GOS channels have moderate stream energy and relatively large sediment loads. 
Some deposition of gravel and sand occurs at the low gradient terminus of the channel. Large clast 
substrate may result from mass wasting processes on adjacent steep mountainslopes. Poorly contained 
channel segments typically have a braided channel pattern. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Taree. Woody: Debriste,...-: tcrer ree N/A 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... N/A 

Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... N/A 
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GLACIAL OUTWASH PROCESS GROUP a 

Indicator Species Ratings 

I ASA A 

Coho. ....3..7..¢ eae eee NEG NEG 

Pinks. o.020 <2. +) ae te eee NEG NEG 

CHUM = cece sears ees NEG NEG 

SOCKCVC 2.3... coteeee nese NEG NEG 

Chinook 27.20... sce neers NEG NEG 

Dolly Varden... .vseseess eae NEG NEG 

Steelhead 2 ceceertttc.. come NEG NEG 

These channels are generally inaccessible to anadromous and resident species due to downstream 

barriers. Fish use is insignificant. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Large Woody Debrisia2:7..2)..0 se .. N/A 

Sediment Retentiongee..4-1 seme MOD 

Stream Bank Sensitivity .................... MOD 

Sideslope Sensitivity: )25.ssew nce ese LOW 

Blood ‘Plain: Protection ®iz:-.. sheer 1 ee LOW 

Culvert Fish®Passages- te se-eeee N/A 

These streams temporarily retain sediment delivered from snow avalanche and mountain glacier runoff. 

Stream banks are composed of unconsolidated colluvial and alluvial sediments. Lateral channel 
migration and stream braiding is common in GOS5 channel types. Stream channel disturbances can 
accelerate natural stream bank instability (BMPs 12.7, 14.13, 14.17). 

These are classified as Value Class III streams. 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sport Fish Potentialy::: 2s. eae 2s LOW 

Enhancement Opportunities ............... Resident Fisheries 

When these channels feed from deep cirque lakes, there may be potential to create resident cutthroat 
and grayling spawning habitat. 
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CHAPTER 5 ALLUVIAL FAN PROCESS GROUP 

ALLUVIAL FAN PROCESS GROUP 

This process group includes AF1 (moderate gradi- 
ent), AF2 (high gradient), and AF8 (glacial) alluvial 
fan/cone channel types. These are low to moderate 
gradient (<5%) stream channels that are strongly 
influenced by alluvial sediment deposition. These are 
generally tributary streams that are located on foot- 
slope landforms in a transitional area between valley 
flood plains and steep mountainslopes. Sediment de- 
position tends to create elongated islands of bare 
cobbles and gravel between a multi-branched channel 
network. Alluvial fan deposits are formed by the 
rapid change in transport capacity as the high energy 
mountainslope stream segments spill onto the valley 
bottom. Drainage channels change course fre- 
quently, resulting in a multi-branched stream net- 
work. Riparian areas commonly associated with 
these poorly contained streams are very narrow at the 
top of the fans and become wider as the fan spreads 
out. 
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ALLUVIAL FAN PROCESS GROUP 

MODERATE GRADIENT ALLUVIAL FAN CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: AF1 (Formerly B5) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: The AF1 channel type is exclu- 
sively associated with the alluvial fan landform. Nor- 
mally, this landform is positioned between steep 
mountainslopes or hillslopes and flat valley bottoms 
or lowlands. In many valleys, AF1 streams lie adjacent 
to and merge with low gradient flood plain streams 

Similar Channel Types: AF2, FP3, MM1, HC2 

Channel Structure 

60ft 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, AF1 

40 

20 

0 

20ft 
100ft 0 100ft 

Stream Gradients ..-3) ce ete 1-6%, mean = 4% 
Incision Depth:gese, 1.525 eee <2 m (6.5 ft), mean = 1 m (3.3 ft) 
Bankfulis Width; eee me ee <20 m (66 ft), mean = 6 m (21 ft) 

Dominant Substrate: ............... Fine gravel to large cobble 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Alluvium 
Sideslope Length: ...\.......-- seme Not significant, concave landform associated 
Sidéslope’Angle:.2.. eee Not significant 

Channel Pattern: ..............-.00. Single to multiple, channels spread across alluvial fan deposits 

Drainage Basin Area:.............. <5.2 km” (<2 mi’) 
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ALLUVIAL FAN PROCESS GROUP CHAPTER 5 

AF1 INCHANNEL PHOTO 

AF1 (foreground) LANDSCAPE PHOTO 
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ALLUVIAL FAN PROCESS GROUP 

Riparian Vegetation: The dominant riparian plant community is the Sitka spruce series, with Sitka 

spruce/blueberry and Sitka spruce/blueberry-devil’s club being the most common plant associations. 

Salmonberry and red alder shrubs dominate the nonforest riparian plant communities. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

Sitka Spruce av gee emesermee ten. fare meee. oe 68% 

Western Hemlock asec tees en 15% 

Nonforest..... ccs ceeeeeeae senate. ate ee 8% 

Western Hemlock-Red Cedar................ 6% 

Mixed Conifer Bases eee ee 2% 

Channel Type Phases: 

L] AF2s - SHRUB PHASE consists primarily of brush riparian vegetation. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: AF1 channels are transitional streams from high gradient mountainslope to low 
gradient, valley bottom streams. This complex stream network exhibits a wide range of sediment 
erosion, transport, and deposition processes. Bank erosion, outwash sediment deposition, and lateral 
channels are common dynamic processes. Sediment transport occurs in the high and moderate gradient 
reaches of alluvial fan channels, leaving a substrate composed of larger cobble size materials. Extensive, 
fine gravel deposits are common on the lower reaches of the AF1 streams adjacent to the valley bottom 
flood plain channels. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris .............seeceeeee- 12,000 ft?/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Avg = 7% for 14 sites 
Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Avg = 15% for 14 sites 

Indicator Species Ratings 

MIS*— Se ree SAS ARA 

Coho... - 3. eee eee eee MOD MOD 

PINK. vcaeee seco sees teen MOD NEG 

Chunmiss cee. s. ..- eee eee MOD NEG 

SOCKCVC <5. ccs eee cere MOD NEG 

Chinook es.sts eee NEG NEG 

Dollyay ardens..9ey. eee MOD MOD 

Stceihead ne. ene ee. LOW LOW 

AFI channels are frequently accessible to anadromous species. The available rearing habitat is good, 
especially where they join mainstem channels in the lower reaches of a watershed. Coho and Dolly 
Varden use the pools (17% of active water, mean depth of 0.27 meters [0.9 feet]) commonly associated 
with large woody debris accumulations. Overwintering habitat is provided in these pools and along low 
gradient channel segments near the base of the alluvial fan where upwelling groundwater moderates 
water temperature and inhibits ice formation. Spawning areas located in the lower gradient, downstream 
portions of AF1 channels are moderately used by most species of anadromous salmon and Dolly Varden. 
When located next to accessible lakes, these channels provide good spawning habitat for sockeye 
salmon. 
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CHAPTER 5 ALLUVIAL FAN PROCESS GROUP 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

EargesWoody:Debristaees). aint aces HIGH 

Sediment*Retention®.... 1 ee ee HIGH 

Streatl: Bank Sensitivity ae eee: HIGH 

Sideslope-Sensitivity 1.8 .%..-.+.s0. 40-60 N/A 

Flood Plain Protection Need.............. HIGH 

Culvert FishsPassage- sos. seeerrer.. HIGH 

Large woody debris accumulations play a significant role in the morphology and function of AF1 channels. 
These stream segments have high large woody debris volumes, due to productive spruce stands that are 
typically associated with alluvial fan landforms. This large woody debris functions as a trap for bedload 
sediments and often forms log steps that contribute significantly to the development of pools that provide 
rearing habitat for fish. Maintenance of large woody debris sources is an important riparian management 
need (BMP 12.6). 

Stream banks are naturally unstable due to fine textured alluvial bank materials. Sediment retention is high 
in some stream segments. Active bedload deposition and channel aggradation result in the formation of 
numerous side channels. Two or more main flow channels with extensive braided outwash deposits are 
common on the more active alluvial fans. Erosion control and stream bank protection should be emphasized 
for these streams (BMPs 12.7, 13.11-13.13, 13.16). 

The flood plain soils consist of shallow organic mats that are very sensitive to physical disturbance (BMP 
13.8). Alder and salmonberry quickly colonize the sensitive alluvial soils, making conifer recolonization 
difficult. 

Road crossings should be avoided at low gradient channel segments along the base of alluvial fan drainage 
systems (BMPs 14.2, 14.13). Culvert crossing in these areas may restrict upstream migration of juvenile 
salmonids (BMP 14. 17). Culverts are also very susceptible to clogging by bedload sediment and woody 
debris. Control of inchannel operations is also an important riparian management concern for these streams 
(BMP 14.14). An accelerated maintenance schedule (BMP 14.20) and special measures to stabilize road 
drainage structures should be incorporated in road crossing structure design and in the development of road 
management objectives (BMP 14.1). Bridge crossing structures at the fan apex are generally the most 
suitable stream crossing option for AF1 channels. 

These are classified as Value Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is required along 
both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). 

Riparian Management Opportunities 

Sport Fish Potentialemens..s cece '- LOW 

Enhancement Opportunities........... Large Wood Placement 

Large wood placement can be used effectively to increase availability of pool rearing habitat in stable AF1 

stream reaches, however, given the general instability of these channels, consideration must be employed 

to avoid destabilization of channels when placing large woody debris structures. 
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ALLUVIAL FAN PROCESS GROUP 

HIGH GRADIENT ALLUVIAL CONE CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: AF2 (Formerly A3) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: AF2 streams are typically situated on 
alluvial fan/cone landforms in steep sided, V-shaped valleys. 
These streams are located on transitional areas between 
mountain sideslopes and valley floors. AF2 channels are 
frequently located directly downstream from HCS and HC6 
channels. Less frequently, AF2 streams occur on sloping 
lowlands preceded by an HC3 stream. These channels have 
shallow incision, with poor flow containment. Channel pat- 
tern is single to multibranched. 

Similar Channel Types: AF1, HC2 

Channel Structure 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, AF2 

100ft 0 100ft 

Stream Gradient: ................665 >6% (at midpoint of alluvial cone), mean = 11% 
Incision Depth: 3. 0-.7ee tee eee < or = 4m (13 ft), mean = 2 m (6.5 ft) 
Banktull Width? 707-0) .c)- ae Variable, mean = 4 m (13 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Coarse gravel to small boulders 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Alluvium 

Sideslope.Lengthis.,...seestes-ere Not significant, alluvial cone landform is concave cross-section 
Sideslope Angle: .................+. Not significant 
Channel, Pattern 22.9202 seat Single to multibranched at lower end 
Drainage Basin Area:.............. 5.2 km? (<2 mi’) 
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CHAPTER 5 ALLUVIAL FAN PROCESS GROUP 

LANDSCAPE PHOTO: AF2s Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant communities 
are dominantly Sitka spruce series, with western hem- 
lock series and the nonforested communities also com- 
mon. Red alder, salmonberry, and Sitka alder shrubs _ 
dominate the nonforest riparian plant communities. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

Sitka SPrucesessv se a ee 43% 

WESTETNS Hem IOCKh mee ert eee roe 24% 

Nonforest2-04) tee eee oe ee 19% 

Mountain Hemlocke.2 3.23 4% 

Western Hemlock-Alaska Cedar ............. 4% 

Mixed: Conifers tr 4% 

Channel Type Phases: N/A 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: AF2 channels function in a 
transitional capacity for the steep, sediment transport 
oriented channels upstream and the lower gradient, 
valley bottom channels downstream. These streams 
flow over and actively rework the deposited material 
that has formed the alluvial cone landform. AF2 chan- 
nels act as rapid transport systems for material smaller 
than small cobbles. Small accumulations of fine sedi- 
ment may be stored in pools associated with large 
boulders. Large woody debris plays a critical role in 
the stability of the banks and channels. Snow avalanche 
and debris flow processes also affect AF2 stream 
courses (See AF2s phase.) 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Wood Debris .........00.ccesceeeee 5500 ft°/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA) ........ Insufficient data 
Available Rearing Area (ARA) .......... Insufficient data 

Indicator Species Ratings 

VS eee eA RA 
CONO arte csccuw err reassess a> LOW LOW 

Pinker crs ce tee ere eaters NEG NEG 

ChUM Bee ee rere ees NEG NEG 

Sockeye"e steers teeten LOW NEG 

Ghin0Ok vse cee teee seco eees NEG NEG 

Dolly pV argen eee srss. sce eee LOW MOD 

Steelhead reget ees ee: NEG NEG 
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Due to high stream flow velocities, AF2 channels are only occasionally accessible to anadromous fish 

species. When accessible, it is at the downstream end, usually adjacent to FP4 and FP5 channels, where 

the gradient is low enough to allow AF2 habitat to be used. AF2 channels contain low amounts of spawning 

and rearing habitat. Being located at the sediment/water source areas of watersheds, AF2 channels typically 

influence downstream fish habitat productivity. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Lear ep eaw OOdy DEDIIS cn tere, eaas eee MOD 

Sediment Retentiong .--ee-r eee ce ee MOD 

Stream Bank Sensitivity .................... HIGH 

SIdeSlOPESENSIIVICY 7... ces ee meeee cay nets N/A 

Flood Plain Protection Need .............. HIGH 

Gulvert Fish Passage... 2, -saeaeese see LOW 

Large woody debris has moderate influence on many AF2 channel types. Except for segments located below 
snow avalanche tracts, which contain shrub cover and minor debris loading, the large woody debris is 
integral in retarding downstream sediment transport. 

Sediment retention is moderate, consisting predominantly of coarse, cobble size, bedload sediments. 

Protection of sensitive alluvial soils should be emphasized (BMP 13.8). 

AF2 stream banks form on alluvium, therefore, they are naturally sensitive (BMPs 12.7, 13.16). 

Channel shifts are easily precipitated by log jams, removal of riparian vegetation, debris deposits from 
upstream mass wasting, and snow avalanche activity. Multiple channels are common below the apex of 
alluvial cone landforms. Location and design of stream crossing structures are primary riparian management 
concerns for AF2 streams (BMPs 14.1, 14.2; 14.17). The most stable road crossing sites are generally 
located near the apex of the alluvial cone landform. Culvert structures have a high risk of being clogged by 
bedload and woody debris on AF2 channel segments. Road maintenance and measures to stabilize road 
drainage structures should be emphasized for these streams (BMP 14.20). 

These are classified as Value Class II streams. A minimum 100 foot buffer is often required along both 
banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). 

Riparian Management Opportunities 

SportabishsPotential wee". LOW 

Enhancement Opportunities .......... N/A 
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ALLUVIAL FAN PROCESS GROUP | 

GLACIAL ALLUVIAL CONE CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: AF8 (Formerly D6) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: The AF8 occurs on alluvial cone land- 
forms in glacial drainage basins. At least 15 percent of the 
drainage area must be covered by a glacier or permanent 
snowfield to qualify as a AF8 channel. Channel gradients are 
commonly greater than six percent. Channel pattern is vari- 
able, usually singular at the apex of the cone and branching 
at the terminus. Suspended glacial silt load is high in these 
channels. 

Similar Channel Types: AF2, GOS 

Channel Structure 

60ft 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, AF8 
50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

0 a as a A 

10ft | . 
150ft 0 150ft 

Stream: Gradient'=..........00-0 0 Variable, >6%, mean = 17% 
Incision; Depth: e.te-s- < or = 2m (66.5 ft) 
Bank fullaWidthws see eee Variable, mean = 15 m (50 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Coarse gravel to small boulder 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Alluvium 
Sideslopes ene tiee ae teen te Not significant 
SIGESIOPCEA DD \Ccueereemerte eemeaeee Not significant 

GhanneltPattertie.. eee Single to multiple channel, normally single at the apex of the fan with 
channel branching at the terminus. 

Drainage Basin Area:.............. 2.6-13 km?” (1-5 mi’) 
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CHAPTER 5 ALLUVIAL FAN PROCESS GROUP 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: AF8 

AGO 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant community is dominated by nonforested Sitka alder, willow, and 
salmonberry shrub communities. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

INONIOLES (ier eee n ce coe ie ee ceca once 2 91% 

MountainsHemlock nee... ee neers. ee 3% 

Sitka: SPLuCGke, 1 awe tee Can sec eetaa ss 6: 3% 

Wester: HeEmiocki nmr tne ener see es 3% 

Channel Type Phases: 

LJ AF8s - SHRUB PHASE consists primarily of brush riparian vegetation. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: AF8 channels have high rates of sediment transport and deposition. Sediment is 
delivered to these cone or fan channels from alpine glacier runoff, mountainslope avalanche, and mass 
wasting processes. Sediment outwash lobes are deposited across the surface of the alluvial cone by a network 
of multiple branched channels. Consequently, these are very dynamic landforms. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Laree WOOdVDEDES seats tay coe oe N/A 
Available Spawning Area (ASA) ........ Insufficient data 
Available Rearing Area (ARA) .......... Insufficient data 
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Indicator Species Ratings 

MIS" ee ee ARA 

Coho on. 5s ...500 ts eee ee NEG NEG 

Pink. nc.ce oe. ont ee NEG NEG 

Ghum 32.252). eee LOW NEG 

SOCKEYe:. 2... +: cena LOW NEG 

Chinook. 7.22... resent NEG NEG 

Dolly Varden.7.. seen: LOW LOW 

Steelhead’; ..%.-.cumc emer NEG NEG 

AF8 channels are often accessible to anadromous fish, and are occasionally accessible to resident fish. The 

amount of ASA and ARA are insignificant. Substrate material is generally large, consisting of 22% gravel, 

43% rubble, and 31% boulders and bedrock. Chum salmon and Dolly Varden char may spawn where finer 

substrate is found at the base of these alluvial cones near the junction with mainstem river channels. Shallow 
groundwater aquifers associated with alluvial cones can significantly improve spawning habitat in adjacent 

mainstem streams where groundwater upwelling occurs. Where these channels feed accessible lakes, 

spawning by sockeye salmon and resident species may occur. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

LAr gerw OOd ysIDCOLIS sere coer eae wee LOW 

Sediment Ketentione +e oe te LOW 

Stream Bank SenSitivity....2..-..-..-+--+2: HIGH 

Sideslope: SEnsitivityiece se: 20es oe eee N/A 

Flood Plain Protection Need .............. HIGH 

Gulverttiish: PasSavearsers ames N/A 

Stream banks are naturally unstable in AF8 channels, and riparian vegetation plays an important role in 
stabilizing these banks, therefore, maintaining riparian vegetation integrity is an important management 
concern (BMPs 12.6, 13.16). Large sediment loads from glacial meltwater and snow avalanches cause 
extensive channel aggradation and frequent channel shifting. Consequently, bridge and culvert design, and 
road maintenance are key riparian management concerns (BMPs 14.17, 14.20). 

These are classified as Value Class II or III streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is 
occasionally required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). 

Riparian Management Opportunities 

Spokisbishebotentiala.....0.0;..teeee N/A 

Enhancement Opportunities .......... Spawning Channels 

Spawning channel sites can often be located in the vicinity of glacial alluvial cone channels where suitable 
gravel substrate and shallow groundwater aquifers often occur. Provisions for protecting spawning gravel 
installations from flooding and sediment deposition should be incorporated into project plans. 
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CHAPTER 6 LARGE CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

LARGE CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

This process group includes LC1 (low gradient) and LC2 
(moderate gradient) large contained channel types. These 
low to moderate gradient (1-3%) channels are moderately 
incised with good flow containment. Stream flow is well 
contained by adjacent landforms in this group of channel 
types. These are larger valley or lowland streams often 
having limited areas of alluvial sediment deposition within 
the confines of the upper banks. Riparian areas are dis- 
continuous (riparian zone is not always distinguishable, 
and is generally less than 46 meters [150 feet] wide). 
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LOW GRADIENT CONTAINED CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: LC1 (Formerly C2) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: LC1 channels are normally 
situated in broad valley bottoms largely composed 
of lowlands landforms. Hills and mountainslopes 
may abut one bank of the LC1 channel type. Lateral 
channel migration is generally controlled by fre- 
quent bedrock outcrops along stream banks. 

Similar Channel Types: MC1, MC2, LC2 

Channel Structure 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, LC1 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

Ghannel Gradient:3t......-.. see <2%, mean = 1% 

IncisionsDepth: cae. es eereec: <10 m (33 ft), mean = 4 m (13 ft) 
BankfullsWidth:2.. s-2--. +e > 10 m (33 ft), mean = 16 m (54 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Coarse gravel to bedrock 

Stream Bank Composition: ....... Bedrock or mixed 

Sideslope Wength tesa eee: <20 m (66 ft), mean = 10 m (33 ft) 
sideslone Anvleseee es cere ree Mean = 30% (20 degrees) 

GhannelsPatternjess 3 eee Single, linear channel, rectangular pattern 

Drainage Basin’ Atea!s..--.)...- 13-52 km? (5-20 mi’) 
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INCHANNEL PHOTO: LC1 

LANDSCAPE PHOTO: LC1 
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LARGE CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP Ji 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant communities are dominantly western hemlock series, with the 

Sitka spruce series and the mixed conifer series also being significant. The LC1g phase is dominated by 

the Sitka spruce and western hemlock-red cedar series. Nonforest riparian plant communities are 

dominated by red alder, willow, and salmonberry shrub communities. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 
LC1 LClg 

Western Hemlock oes ntact nena 43% 15% 

Mixed. Conifeteecssteecoeomn. © nee eer cee 15% 23% 

Sitka Spruce eer. een ee ee eee 12% 19% 

Western Hemlock-Red Cedar ................ 12% 31% 

Shore Pine «: eee ee ee ee eee 9% ~ --- 

Western Hemlock-Alaska Cedar............. 2% = --- 

Nonforest:. .csQaeeaee tee eet ee cree ee 4% 5% 

Mountain Hemlockveesseest sere --- 6% 

Channel Type Phases: 

L] LClg - GLIDE PHASE has consistently lower gradient stream reaches than is typical for LC1 
channels. This phase tends to occur where channel base level is controlled by a downstream 
feature such as resistant bedrock outcrops or a lake inlet or outlet. 

L] LCir - MORAINE PHASE has bank control from glacial moraine deposits. Stream substrate 
has a larger boulder component, and sideslope stability may be lower than is typical for LC1 
channels. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: LC1 channels store and transport sediment. Stream substrate is predominantly 
bedrock and larger boulder and cobble material, intermingled with pockets of gravel or cobble sized 
material. Silt, sand and fine gravels are typically flushed through LC1 channels. During high flow 
events, which are well contained by the stable upper banks, fines to cobble size materials are mobilized 
and transported downstream. Large woody debris volumes are relatively low in these channels. Where 
large woody debris accumulations do occur, significant amounts of coarse to fine gravels and sand can 
be retained. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris .........s0cseseee0e. 2000 £t7/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Avg = 6% for 25 sites 
Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Avg = 18% for 25 sites 
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CHAPTER 6 LARGE CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

Indicator Species Ratings 

Coho......0:.. eae, MOD MOD 

Pinky. Cuter ee MOD NEG 

Chum es sence eee ee MOD NEG 

SOCKEVGa enue: ee eee LOW NEG 

CHINOOK 5.4. cette: NEG NEG 

Dolly:Varden ese. HIGH HIGH 

steelhead eanrss ues ee MOD HIGH 

LC1 channels are frequently accessible to anadromous species, however, partial or complete barriers 
can occur at bedrock knickpoints. These channels are frequently used by spawning pink, chum, and 
steelhead species, and occasionally by coho. Spawning areas are limited due to the predominately large 
substrates. LC1 channels may have limited rearing potential, except in areas of large woody debris 
accumulations. Steelhead and resident Dolly Varden frequently use boulder-pool habitat in these 
channels for rearing. LC1 channels provide extensive overwintering habitat for steelhead trout. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Parge Woody Debris. 7... 0....0..:4 oe LOW 

Sediment Retention: mae. -24 2. -s-0sscnas LOW 

Stream Bank Sensitivity .................... LOW 

SideSlope Sensitivity... <<. .-em: sae ceee2- ess MOD 

Blood) Plain: Protections..-..... see N/A 

Culvert/Pish?PasSace acs. ..ey act sss. ee ses LOW 

Inchannel woody debris accumulations have limited influence on channel form and habitat capability 
due to the large degree of bedrock control. Large debris enters the channel primarily from stream 
sideslopes. High flows in these well contained channels tend to move all but the most stable wood 
accumulations downstream or push debris to channel margins. 

Stream banks are generally stable due to bedrock influence. Sideslopes can be susceptible to mass wasting 
erosion in areas with higher than average sideslope angles, or in channel segments with weathered 
bedrock, glacial till, or volcanic ash parent materials. Road construction near LC1 channels should 
emphasize maintenance of channel sideslope stability (BMPs 14.2, 14.3, 14.7, 14.8). 

These are generally classified as Value Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is 
required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). Control of inchannel 
operations is another important riparian management concern (BMP 14.14). 
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LARGE CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

SportiFish'Potentialia..2-e ees mentee MODERATE 

Enhancement Opportunities ............... Large Wood Placement and Barrier Modification 

Sport fishing opportunities are generally limited to bedrock scour pools and pools below water falls. 
Primary species of interest include steelhead, Dolly Varden, and pink salmon. 

Opportunities exist for increasing limited rearing and spawning area by anchoring large pieces of wood 
in LC1 channels. Bedrock falls and cascades can be obstructions to upstream fish migration. Barrier 
modification may also be an enhancement opportunity 
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CHAPTER 6 LARGE CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

Large Contained Process Group 
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LARGE CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP ee 

MODERATE GRADIENT CONTAINED NARROW VALLEY CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: LC2 (Formerly C5) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: LC2 streams flow through 
narrow valleys situated in the middle to lower sec- 
tions of a watershed. Hillslopes and mountainslopes 
composing the valley walls may lie directly adjacent 
to the LC2 channel. The adjacent valley floor is 
consistently narrow, with little river terrace devel- 
opment. Bedrock knickpoints, short falls, cascades, 
and boulder runs may be present. 

Similar Channel Types: MC3, LC1 

Channel Structure 

60 ft 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, LC2 

50 

40 ae Wof= 60 ft 

30 

20 

10 

0 ee  e - s E e  ey Beier eae ee _ a en Seay |. ae She 

10 ft 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

StreaniGradient. sss aes <5%, mean = 2% 
Incision Deptliste..- 0.13 smeee ete Variable, mean = 14 m (46 ft) 

Banktull-Width::........---.-. ees 10-30 m (33-99 ft), mean = 18 m (60 ft) 
Dominant’ Substrate: =...:-... 7a Coarse gravel to bedrock 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Bedrock or mixed 

Sideslope: Lengths co reeee Variable, mean = 11m (35ft) 
SideslopetAnvieaee eee Mean = 78% (38 degrees) 
ChannelPattern eer reve Single, linear 
Drainage Basin Area: ...:.:--2..-. 13-52 km? (5-20 mi 2) 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant communities are dominated by the western hemlock series, 
with western hemlock/blueberry being the most common plant association. The Sitka spruce series is 
also significant. 
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CHAPTER 6 LARGE CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: LC2 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

IWeSstcrsicinlock me: ete rare. 44% 

SitkaiSpruce seemers. pee ete eee eee een ae 29% 

Mountain emlockwer tare. he eee 9% 

Mixed'Gonitem see eee. 8% 

Western Hemlock-Alaska Cedar............. 6% 

INOMIOTES tear oe ee ee ee anes 4% 

Channel Type Phases: N/A 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: LC2 channels are sediment transport systems. Moderate gradient, well contained 
stream flow, and large clast substrate are indicative of high stream energy. Sediment inputs from upstream 
mountainslope channels are rapidly transported through these channels. Mass wasting along channel 
sideslopes is a major on-site contributor of sediment. Sediment contributions from stream banks are of 
minor significance because they are largely composed of bedrock or large rock fragments. Cobble and 
coarse gravel deposits are common substrate components around boulder clusters or large woody debris. 
Fine sediments are readily flushed through these streams. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris ..........000cc0sseeee 2500 ft?/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Avg = 11% for 10 sites 
Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Avg = 15% for 10 sites 
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LARGE CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP ee 

Indicator Species Ratings 

Coho... ; ::.cgenemeeentee cae MOD MOD 

Pinky... -:.ce eee ees LOW NEG 

Chum -)....<.:2. teenie LOW NEG 

SOCKEYC .: caer aera. LOW NEG 

Chinook. 3..i-5s eeememeeer rete LOW MOD 

Dolly \V arden#rn. see HIGH HIGH 

Steelhead 2.27 ee MOD MOD 

LC2 channels are frequently accessible to anadromous species, but often contain barriers that block 

upstream fish movement. Typically these streams get occasional use by spawning salmonids, however, 

Dolly Varden and steelhead show the most frequent use of spawning areas. These channels do have 

some good rearing areas, especially in reaches with stable large woody debris. Chinook salmon, Dolly 

Varden, and steelhead tend to favor rearing in LC2 channels more than coho due to availability of 

boulder-pool habitats. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Learge Woody Debris ..2., cetera. LOW 

Sediment: Retention mien ree LOW 

Stream Bank/Sensitivityi2.s...0-..220 8. LOW 

SIGESIOPEISCOSINVILY eter eee HIGH 

Flood Plain Protection Need .............. N/A 

Culvert rishi Passave sa. ees LOW 

Large wood accumulations have limited influence on LC2 channel morphology. Relatively high stream 
energy in LC2 channel types tends to displace inchannel debris to bank areas. Total woody debris loading 
is moderate and is composed of large diameter (45.7-76.2 cm [18-30 inch]) pieces longer than 15.2 
meters (50 feet) in length. Large wood incorporated into the stream bed can have an important function 
trapping gravel and cobble substrate used for spawning habitat. 

Stream banks in LC2 channels are relatively stable due to the high amounts of bedrock and boulders 
incorporated into them. However, channel sideslopes are steep (75%) and susceptible to mass erosion 
if disturbed by road cuts, blowdown, or timber yarding. Riparian management should emphasize 
protection of unstable sideslopes (BMPs 13.5, 13.9). 

Due to long, steep sideslopes adjacent to the channel, road crossings are generally not practical along 
LC2 channel types. Suitable crossing sites generally require multi-span bridges. Special road location 
and design (BMPs 14.2, 14.3), and slope stabilization measures (BMPs 14.7, 14.8) should be considered 
for these streams. 

These are typically classified as Value Class I or II streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer 
is required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). 
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CHAPTER 6 LARGE CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sport Bish: Potentials seen eee cect MODERATE 

Enhancement Opportunities ............... Barrier Removal 

Some sport fish opportunities usually exist near the mouth of LC2 channel segments. Anadromous fish 
can usually access the lower reaches of these streams, but barrier falls and cascades are very common 
in LC2 segments. Species of interest include steelhead and cutthroat trout, coho and pink salmon, and 
Dolly Varden char. The best angling sites are in scour pools below falls and chutes. 

Barrier removal may be an enhancement option where sufficient high quality habitat occurs above LC2 
channels and where falls are not too large or numerous to make fish ladder projects uneconomical. An 
alternative to barrier removal includes the creation or maintenance of quality resident fisheries above 
the barrier. 
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LARGE CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

Large Contained Process Group 
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CHAPTER 7 MODERATE GRADIENT MIXED CONTROL PROCESS GROUP 

MODERATE GRADIENT MIXED CONTROL PROCESS GROUP 

This process group includes MM1 (narrow) and 
MMz2 (moderate width) mixed control channel 
types. These channel types are moderate gradient 
(2-6%) streams where sediment deposition pro- 
cesses are limited. Channel banks are frequently 
composed of boulder or bedrock materials that limit 
later channel migration and flood plain development 
along many segments of these channel types. High 
flows are mostly contained within the active stream 
channel. Riparian areas seldom extend beyond 30.5 
meters (100 feet) from stream banks. 
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MODERATE GRADIENT MIXED CONTROL PROCESS GROUP 

NARROW MIXED CONTROL CHANNEL 
Channel Mapping Symbol: MM1 (Formerly B2) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: The MM1 stream is normally 
situated in the middle reaches of small drainage 
basins. Accordingly, drainage basin area is small. 
Commonly, an HC3 channel will precede an MM1 
in the basin network. The MM1 will often flow into 
an MM2 reach. MM1 streams may also occur as 
upstream tributaries to FP3 and MC2 reaches. Bank 
material is normally a mixture of alluvial and collu- 
vial deposits. Small bedrock knickpoints and short 
cascades or falls may be present. 

Similar Channel Types: MM2, AF1 

Channel Structure 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, MM1 

Stream: Gradient: ”.,.ts.,.7e2s tee 2-6%, mean = 3% 
IncisionsDepth:is9..0 1s). tee eee < or = 4m (13 ft) 
Bankfull/ Width:<..3.7.-)...... mee? < or = 10 m (33 ft), mean = 5 m (17 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Fine gravel to large rubble (cobble) 

Stream Bank Composition: ....... Mixture of alluvium and colluvium 
Sideslope eengthaeew tenon <50 m (165 ft), mean = 42 m (140 ft) 
SideslopevAnglese,..1. tee Mean = 14% (8 degrees) 

GhanneliPattern:2. a retee Linear to slightly sinuous, single channel 
Drainage Basin Area:.............. 2.6-5.2 km” (1-2 mi*) 
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CHAPTER 7 MODERATE GRADIENT MIXED CONTROL PROCESS GROUP 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: MM1 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant associations for the MM1 channel type are dominated by the 
Western hemlock series. Nonforested Sitka alder and willow shrub communities dominate the MM1s 
phase. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

MM1 MMIs 

IVY ESTEE LOI LOCK enters ecseenrne ase ar ccs. 30% =«~--- 

Ika SPLUCOe pees ent, ete eset 29% 9% 

Mixed: Coniferseemearerrss: Sern cttecr rt 14% 3% 

Nonforestseen eter ere ee ees 12% 62% 

Mountains Hemlock west cee 6% 71% 

Western Hemlock-Red Cedar ................ 6% 3% 

Shore: Pine 25.9 ee ee ec elee ee --- 9% 

Sitka Spruce-Cottonwood...............see008 --- 71% 

Channel Type Phases: 

CJ MM1s - SHRUB PHASE is typically situated in the upper valley reaches of a watershed. Snow 
avalanche slopes are proximal to this channel. Riparian vegetation consists of brush species (Sitka 
alder and willow). Rearing capability for this phase is less than is typical for this channel type 
due to a lack of rearing habitat associated with large wood. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: MM1 channels are sediment transport oriented. Sediment inputs come from 
upstream, high gradient, contained tributaries. Stream energy is moderate due to channel gradient and 
flow containment provided by stable alluvial/colluvial banks. Most fine sediment is readily transported 
through these streams to downstream reaches. Large woody debris volume is substantial, but has only 
moderate retention of sand and gravel size sediment in these reaches. 
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MODERATE GRADIENT MIXED CONTROL PROCESS GROUP oY 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris ...............s00+00++ 4000 ft?/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Avg = 11% for 68 sites 

Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Avg = 18% for 68 sites 

Indicator Species Ratings 

MIS* = ee ee eee RS 
CON0. ids. nee eee MOD MOD 

Pink?) 5.02.0. eee MOD NEG 

Chunns..20.. gee eee MOD NEG 

SOCKEYe . 0.2 semevee cere a aeer LOW NEG 

Chinook... fees ee LOW LOW 

Dolly Varden teeter HIGH HIGH 

Steelhead ..... emeameteeseaseee LOW LOW 

MMI channels are generally accessible to anadromous fish species. Downstream barriers account for 
most cases where access is restricted. Occasionally barriers occur at bedrock falls within MM1 streams. 
These channels are frequented by spawning coho, and, to a lesser degree, by pink and chum spawners. 
Use by spawning Dolly Varden char is also high. Where located next to accessible lakes, these channels 
provide moderate quality spawning habitat for sockeye salmon and steelhead trout. Rearing coho and 
Dolly Varden char frequently use these channels. Overwintering habitat is available where inchannel 
woody debris is abundant. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Large Woody Debris. -2-2)..2-0..07 MOD 

Sediment Retentionieessses wee MOD 

Stream Bank Sensitivity ............... MOD 

Sideslope Sensitivity .................. LOW 

Flood Plain Protection................. MOD 

Culvert:Pish Passavers.4.-e series ake HIGH 

Large woody debris volume is relatively high in MM1 channel types. The large woody debris plays an 
important role in trapping cobble and gravel substrate used by spawning fish, and in the formation of 
pool habitat for rearing fish. 

Stream banks are composed mostly of coarsely textured alluvial and colluvial sediments that are only 
moderately sensitive to disturbance. Stream bank vegetation does play an important role in bank 
stabilization (BMP 13.16). 

Upstream migration of fish is a major concern when planning for stream crossing structures. Moderate 
channel gradients (3% mean) make it difficult to maintain adult or juvenile salmonid passage through 
culvert structures (BMP 14.17). Control of inchannel operations is also an important riparian manage- 
ment concern for these streams (BMP 14.14). 

These are classified as Value Class I streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is required 
along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). 
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CHAPTER 7 MODERATE GRADIENT MIXED CONTROL PROCESS GROUP 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sport Fish Potential.................... LOW 

Enhancement Opportunities .......... Large Wood Placement 

Placement of large woody debris structures in MM1 channel types is a viable option for improving 
rearing habitat. Enhancement objectives should focus on creating deep pools that could provide 
overwinter rearing habitat. Creation of additional rearing area should be in proportion to the spawning 
habitat availability upstream. 
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MODERATE GRADIENT MIXED CONTROL PROCESS GROUP 

MODERATE WIDTH MIXED CONTROL CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: MM2 (Formerly B3) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: MM2 channels are normally 
found in the middle to lower portion of moderate 
size drainage basins. MM2 streams are often con- 
fined by mountainslope, footslope, and hillslope 
landforms, but they can develop a narrow flood 
plain. Bedrock knickpoints with cascades or falls 
may be present. 

Similar Channel Types: HC3, MM1, MC2 

Channel Structure 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, MM2 

20 SS = 12% 

Bankfull Width:.................000. > 10 m (33 ft), mean = 14 m (46 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Gravel to small boulder 

Stream Bank Composition: ....... Mixture of alluvium, colluvium, and bedrock 
Sideslope:lenpthane. ae Variable, mean = 14 m (45 ft) 

SIGESIOPE ANZICi seen ey eee Shallow, <20% (10 degrees), mean = 12% (7 degrees) 
GhanneljPatterntessst. 3 case Single, moderately sinuous channel 
Drainage Basin Area:.............. 5.2-13 km? (2-5 mi’) 
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CHAPTER 7 MODERATE GRADIENT MIXED CONTROL PROCESS GROUP 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: MM2 

k 
5 

he 
y 
a 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: MM2s 
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MODERATE GRADIENT MIXED CONTROL PROCESS GROUP jee 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant communities for the MM2 channel type are dominated by the 

Sitka spruce series and the western hemlock series. Nonforested Sitka alder and willow plant 

communities are dominant in the MM2m phase. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 
MM2 MM2m 

Sitka Spruce . coer, cee eee eee eee ere 48% 10% 

Western Hemlock ies. e. etree ee 26% 14% 

Nonforest’..... eteesuete ne: street or eee ee 13% 67% 

Mixed Coniferapearccmie. an tee ene tee 6% ~~ --- 

Mountain Hemlock=s--- ee eee 4% 4% 

Sitka Spruce-Cottonwood ..............ceeeeee --~ 4% 

Channel Type Phases: 

L] MM2s - SHRUB PHASE is typically adjacent to steep mountainslopes subject to extensive snow 
avalanche activity. Riparian vegetation consists mainly of disturbance vegetation, alder and 
salmonberry. Large woody debris volume is comparatively low in this phase, therefore, fish 
capability may be lower. 

L] MM2m - MUSKEG PHASE is typically associated with glacially scoured lowland landforms. 
Riparian vegetation consists of mixed conifer scrub forest and muskeg bog species. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: MM2 channels function as sediment transport systems. These channels have 
moderate stream energy. Fine sediment is rapidly moved through the MM2 channels. Large woody 
debris accumulations are extensive and help retain coarse gravels, portions of which will be mobilized 
during high flow events. Significant stream bank erosion and lateral channel migration can occur during 
high flow periods. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris .........0...c00ce0000 7000 ft?/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Avg = 12% for 33 sites 
Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Avg = 10% for 33 sites 

Indicator Species Ratings 

Coho .:...... 20. eee cone MOD LOW 

Pinker ces 0. eee eee MOD NEG 

CHUM 2.00. teenies ee ae MOD NEG 

NSOCKEYE!. 2... cseteenene tee ere LOW NEG 

Chinook ......ccmeeermertencs sc HIGH LOW 

Dolly Varden 2ives. ese HIGH HIGH 

Steelhead ..:2) fc eee HIGH MOD 
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CHAPTER 7 MODERATE GRADIENT MIXED CONTROL PROCESS GROUP 

MM2 channels are generally accessible to anadromous species, with several species of spawners using 
the moderate amounts of available spawning area (ASA). These channels have moderate amounts of 
rearing area which are used by coho, Dolly Varden char, and steelhead juveniles. Pools are relatively 
deep (mean pool depth = 0.41 meters [1.34 feet]), and are highly dependent on large woody debris. 
Overwintering habitat is primarily associated with these pools. When located next to accessible lakes, 
these channels provide good quality spawning for sockeye salmon and steelhead trout. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Large Woody Debris .................. HIGH 

Sediment Retention ts .smee MOD 

Stream Bank Sensitivity............... HIGH 

Sideslope:Sensitivity 7124). .ee4.:.-.- LOW 

Flood Plain Protection Need ......... MOD 

Culvert/Fish'Passave \. sc... sc... HIGH 

Large woody debris significantly influences channel morphology and fish habitat quality. Large wood 
volume is generally high. Large wood accumulations form pool and stream bank rearing habitat, as well 
as stabilize spawning substrate behind log steps. Maintenance of large woody debris sources is an 
important management concern (BMP 12.6). 

Banks are composed primarily of unconsolidated cobble and gravel size materials, therefore, stream 
bank sensitivity is rated high. The volume and energy of flood discharge in MM2 channels are the major 
factors affecting bank erosion. Disturbance of streamside vegetation root mats may contribute to 
accelerated channel scour and lateral channel migration (BMPs 13.16, 14.17). 

Flood plains associated with MM2 channel types are generally narrow, however, side channels and flood 
overflow channels are commonly found along MM2 reaches. Flood plain stability can be a concern in 
these uncontained channel segments (BMPs 12.6, 13.8, 14.13). 

There is a high level of concern for providing fish passage through road crossing structures (BMP 14.17). 
Bridges are generally the appropriate stream crossing structures for MM2 channels. Culvert installations 
on these streams will not generally meet anadromous fish passage requirements. In addition, heavy 
woody debris loading and bedload sediment transport in MM2 channels pose a serious risk to culvert 
and bridge maintenance (BMP 14.20). : 

These are typically Value Class I or II streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is required 
along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sporirish Potential ’-?.--..;m.--.. 2. LOW 

Enhancement Opportunities .......... Large Wood Placement 

Much of the usable fish habitat in MM2 channel segments is keyed to large woody debris. Riparian 
management should emphasize future recruitment of large woody debris. Insertion of large wood 
structures is also an enhancement option. 
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CHAPTER 8 MODERATE GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

MODERATE GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

This process group includes MC1 (narrow, shallow 
incision), MC2 (moderate width and incision), and 
MC3 (deeply incised) moderate gradient contained 
channel types. Stream flow in this process group is 
completely contained by adjacent landforms and 
upper channel banks. Stream bank and stream bed 
erosion is frequently controlled by the presence of 
bedrock outcrops. These channels are efficient sed- 
iment transport and delivery conduits. Gravel bars 
are infrequent channel features. Riparian areas are 
limited to the stream bank influence zone, generally 
less than 30.5 meters (100 feet). 
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MODERATE GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

NARROW SHALLOW CONTAINED CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: MC1 (Formerly B4) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: The MC1 is found consistently 
in glacially scoured lowland landforms. Hillslope 
landforms are often immediately adjacent to these 
streams. Less frequently, the MC1 is situated in 
middle to upper valley positions or low elevation 
drainage divides. 

Similar Channel Types: MC2, MM1 

Channel Structure 

60 ft 

50 Composite Channel Cross-Section, MC1 

40 Parad 
Wobf= 18 ft 

30 

ID= 10 ft 

20 

10 — 
ss ZO = 42% 

0 a Sgt See Se Se a eee A Sa Sa en e mr Py SRE Oy eb tee 

Bfs 

10 ft 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

Stream Gradient:-...... 2 seaeeeee 1-6%, mean = 3% 
Incision’Depth:-..-..se....-.-2 eee <4 m (13 ft), mean = 3 m (10 ft) 
Banktull Width:,.2., 22.5 9e.-- se <10 m (33 ft), mean = 6 m (18 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Cobble to bedrock 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Bedrock or mixed 

Sideslope Lenpthi.s7.-.,02.-) oe: Variable, <20 m (66 ft), mean = 14 m (45 ft) 
Sideslope Angle: .t soe Mean = 42% (25 degrees) 

ChannelPatternyeescu eer Single, linear rectangular pattern 
Drainage Basin Area:.............. 2.6-5.2 km? (1-2 mi‘) 
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CHAPTER 8 MODERATE GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: MC1 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant communities are dominated by the mixed conifer series, with 
significant components of nonforested plant communities, shore pine series, and western hemlock series. 
The nonforested component is predominantly muskeg bog communities. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

Mixed Conietie sc 2. Settee oe Manse coe. Oe 27% 

INONIOTES Ui... et ee ee oer, ee eee 18% 

WY ESLCLIPELEMIOCK esse scales cu as oseaieet as ss 15% 

ShoresPine vee...) tee can tate. soca ss anes 14% 

Western Hemlock-Red Cedar................ 8% 

Mountain Hemlockt.. +. ame ..c..ttee,... <2: 7% 

Western Hemlock-Alaska Cedar............. 7% 

Channel Type Phases: 

[.] MCim - MUSKEG PHASE is typically a high energy system with muskeg bog and shrub riparian 
vegetation. Fish habitat associated with large woody debris may be less in this phase than is 
typical for MC1 channel types. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: MC1 channels function as sediment transport systems. Moderate gradients and 
flow containment result in moderate stream energy. Material delivered by high gradient, contained 
channels is quickly transported downstream. Inchannel storage of fine sediment (sands and gravels) is 
minor. Stream banks and sideslopes contribute very little to sediment loads in MC1 channels. 
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MODERATE GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP ee 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris .............csc+0000 < 1000 ft?/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Avg = 5% for 24 sites 

Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Avg = 15% for 24 sites 

Indicator Species Ratings 

MISO eee AS Ae ARDY 

Coho’.....s2..s senor aa are eee LOW MOD 

Pink>.; 3.5.3.0. eene eee NEG NEG 

Chums; . 2a) See ee ee NEG NEG 

SOCKey6:........ cease eee NEG NEG 

Chinook. 2, fee eee NEG NEG 

Dolly VardenSeaneree sere: LOW LOW 

Steelhead .-.. \vseeewane Peo ee NEG NEG 

MCI channels are generally not accessible to anadromous species because of downstream barriers. 
Where accessible, spawning habitat is limited, with spawning gravels occurring in patches separated by 
bedrock or boulder substrate. Coho salmon and Dolly Varden char spawn in these channels. While the 
ARA is rated low to moderate, coho and Dolly Varden use the pools (19% of active water) for summer 
rearing. Overwintering habitat is minimal, due to the relatively shallow pools (mean depth = 0.18 meters 
[0.6 feet]). 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

EAEseswOoGy* DebiiSmn. tet aces. LOW 

Sediment Retentionier a2 ee LOW 

Stream Bank Sensitivity ............... LOW 

Sideslope Sensitivity ..............c000 LOW 

Flood Plain Protection Need ......... N/A 

CulvertiHishthassavew eee LOW 

The MC1 channel type is very stable with few water quality, fish habitat, or riparian management 
concerns. These are well contained channels with significant bedrock control for stream banks and stream 
bed. Sediment retention is low due to moderate gradient and limited sediment sources from stable 
sideslopes. 

Upper segments of MC1 channels and most headwater reaches are not accessible to anadromous fish, 
however, anadromous fish passage through culvert crossings can be an important management concern 
in some stream segments (BMP 14.17). 

These are generally classified as Value Class I or II streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer 
is required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sport: HishtPotential eo. s ene aces. N/A 

Enhancement Opportunities .......... N/A 
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CHAPTER 8 MODERATE GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

Moderate Gradient Contained Process Group 
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MODERATE GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

MODERATE WIDTH AND INCISION, CONTAINED CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: MC2 (Formerly B6) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: MC2 channels are associated 
with glacially scoured lowland and low relief 
hillslope landforms. These well contained channels 
are confined by adjacent landforms. MC2 channels 
are typically main tributary or upper valley streams 
with small to moderate sized drainage basins. Bed- 
rock control of channel banks and stream bed is 
prevalent, resulting in a single linear to rectangular 
channel pattern. 

Similar Channel Types: HC4, HC2, MC1 

Channel Structure 

60 ft 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, MC2 

50 

— 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

StredinsGradientaa +. eee 2-6%, mean = 3% 
IncisionsDepth.2er se 4-20 m (13-66 ft), mean = 13 m (43 ft) 
Bankfull,width:2=)-......... ae <20 m (66 ft), mean = 9 m (30 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Cobble to bedrock 

Stream Bank Composition: ....... Bedrock to mixed 

SidéslGne Lengulin sees 4-20 m (13-66 ft), mean = 11m (37 ft) 
SideslopesANPlGie ett eee Mean = 75% (37 degrees) 
Channel:Pattern its eee Single, linear channel 

Drainage Basin Area:.............. 5.2-13 km? (2-5 mi’) 
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CHAPTER 8 MODERATE GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: MC2 

Riparian Vegetation: The dominant riparian plant community is the western hemlock series, with 
western hemlock/blueberry being the most common plant association. The mixed conifer series and the 
Sitka spruce series are also significant riparian vegetation components. Nonforested plant communities 
are important stream edge communities with red alder and muskeg bog being the most dominant. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

Western Hemlock eee mre cn. ater occas ec ees se 40% 

IMGXed COonilen ve mre ones. tey ate Ae vocals 15% 

Sitka SPUUCC me. 0. Meee eee. has os eee oa 14% 

Western Hemlock-Alaska Cedar............. 11% 

INONfOreSt Sess me et ee ct sf esc 6% 

Mountain Hemlocks:-scr,. «ee. cate pe.. one 6% 

Western Hemlock-Red Cedar................ 5% 

Channel Type Phases: N/A 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: MC2 channels are sediment transport systems. Stream energy is high due to 
moderate channel gradient and high flow containment. Asa result, inchannel sediment storage, as gravel 
bars, is low. Fine sediment is easily flushed through these channels. Stream bank erosion is variable 
due to a high degree of bedrock control. Shallow mass wasting of weathered bedrock and poorly 
consolidated glacial till on channel sideslopes, though generally not frequent, is a primary source of 
sediment in MC2 channels. 
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MODERATE GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP eee 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris .............sssses000+ 5700 ft?/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Avg =<1% for 19 sites 
Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Avg = 11% for 19 sites 

Indicator Species Ratings 

Coho es.see? ss ceca eeteereters LOW MOD 

Pink ds.c cee eccrc ee eet eeere LOW NEG 

Chum .22..7%. . cape eee LOW NEG 

SOCKCYE . 2... cae cages NEG NEG 

Chinook .. .cc..aeees ee. eee ae NEG NEG 

Dolly Varden. Bees -2..0-.<- MOD MOD 

Steelhead’... 0.2: comme eee LOW MOD 

MC2 channels are moderately accessible to anadromous species as migration barriers frequently occur 

within these reaches. Coho and Dolly Varden will use isolated pockets of spawning gravel. Coho, 

steelhead, and Dolly Varden will take advantage of the moderate ARA (11%). Most rearing habitat is 

associated with pools (11% of water surface area) that have cover provided by large debris jams and 

boulders. Overwintering habitat is marginal in MC2 channels. Other anadromous species make minimal 

use of available spawning and rearing areas. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Large Woody Debris .................. MOD 

Seamment Retentionged....ccee ata LOW 

Stream Bank Sensitivity ............... LOW 

Sideslope Sensitivity 2. .22...ceee. ter MOD 

Flood Plain Protection................. N/A 

Culvert/FishePassace men, 1. .ceee LOW 

Large woody debris volume is moderately high in MC2 channels, however, much of this debris is 
suspended above the level of normal stream flow stage and along channel banks. Therefore, in many 
stream segments, large woody debris may not contribute significantly to inchannel habitat. Debris 
transport is less than in larger contained channels, such as LC1 and LC2 channel types, due to lower 
flow volume. The limited spawning and rearing habitat available in MC2 stream segments is mostly 
associated with woody debris. Much of this debris is derived from shallow mass wasting and blow down 
along steep (75%) channel sideslopes. Debris jams trap bedload sediment and are important in 
maintaining pool habitat. Therefore, management of large woody debris recruitment is a moderate 
concern (BMP 12.6). 

Shallow organic soils and weathered bedrock along MC2 sideslopes are susceptible to mass wasting. 

Stream sideslope disturbance from road construction (BMPs 14.7, 14.8, 14.12) is a moderate concern. 
These potentially unstable areas should be considered in the location, design, and construction of roads 
within MC2 riparian areas (BMPs 14.2, 14.3). 
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CHAPTER 8 MODERATE GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

Suitable bridge crossing sites can be difficult to find on MC2 channels because of moderate channel 
incision depth and steep channel sideslopes. Culverts are not generally appropriate crossing structures 
in these channels because of high flow volume and debris transport potential. Anadromous fish passage 
is another common concern for crossing structure design and maintenance (BMPs 14.17, 14.20). 

These are generally classified as Value Class I or II streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer 
is required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sport Fish Potential eee 2. LOW 

Enhancement Opportunities .......... Large Wood Placement and Barrier Modification 

Placement of large wood structures can be utilized to improve marginal spawning and rearing habitat. 
Boulder and rock structures can also be used effectively to enhance habiiat in MC2 channel types. Barrier 
modification is viable in some situations where falls are not numerous and sufficient upstream habitat 
exists. 
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MODERATE GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

DEEPLY INCISED CONTAINED CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: MC3 (Formerly B7) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: MC3 streams are exclusively 
associated with the valley bottom gorge landform 
(54). This channel typically cuts through bedrock 
and has very long, steep, sideslope walls. One or 
more major falls are normally present. 

Similar Channel Types: HC3, HC8, LC2 

Channel Structure 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, MC3 

SS ~~ = 84% 

Bfs oe 

ce ai ] 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

StreamsGradicntey neers >4%, mean = 5% 
Incision; Depth 7s ster cess eee >10 m (33 ft), mean = 20 m (66 ft) 
Bankfoll| Width3......-7-. eens <20 m (66 ft), mean = 10 m (32 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Small cobble to bedrock 

Stream Bank Composition: ....... Bedrock 
Sideslope Lene tlie nus eee: >15 m (50 ft), mean = 20 m (66 ft) 
SideslopeyAngle: quae. ee Can be vertical, mean = 84% (40 degrees) 
ChannelePatterns eaeesiceen access: Single, linear channel 
Drainage Basin A reaver 2.6-13 km” (1-5 mi’) 
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CHAPTER 8 MODERATE GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: MC3 

Riparian Vegetation: The western hemlock series is the dominant riparian plant community, with 
western hemlock/blueberry being the most common plant association. The Sitka spruce series and the 
nonforested plant communities are also significant. Nonforested plant communities, dominated by Sitka 
alder and devil’s club shrub communities, occur as a fringe 23 percent of the time. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

WesternsHemlockivs. 2 net 2aiies. eee 54% 

SitkasSprucesrrer. corte: ee tare te ee 12% 

NOMNTOLESC cerrc cae ein cae seen ences cece. 12% 

Mixed (Conitétaces. cs. seats eae sss tecees « 10% 

Western? Hemlock=as er. five eerie. 8% 

Western Hemlock-Alaska Cedar............. 5% 

Channel Type Phases: N/A 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: Regardless of the position of MC3 channels in the watershed network, they 
function as sediment transport systems. High gradient tributary channels route sediment to the MC3 
streams. Bedrock falls, boulder strewn cascades, and steep gradient chutes are common channel features. 
High stream energy results in efficient transport of both coarse bedload sediment and fine sediment 
particles. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Tarpe Woody. Debris c.cd0 2c: -c-- eos: Insufficient data 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Insufficient data 
Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Insufficient data 
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MODERATE GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP ee 

Indicator Species Ratings 

MIS) eS Ase ARA 

Coho. «.....:.. ee eee LOW LOW 

Pink... ......./saueaee eee ee NEG NEG 

Chum 5 ..cs50¢ se eceee ee eee NEG NEG 

Sockeye. 0.3: frepeee eee NEG NEG 

Chinook... )/ec eee NEG NEG 

Dolly Varden myeeeeae eee LOW MOD 

Steelhead (.<- eneseeeemeetres LOW LOW 

These channels have very limited accessibility to anadromous species due to passage barriers within 
them. Typically, MC3 channels may get limited use from spawning steelhead and coho salmon, because 
spawning gravels tend to be scattered in small pockets. Dolly Varden char will also spawn in MC3 
channels. Rearing coho occasionally make minor use of these streams. Dolly Varden and steelhead often 
rear in boulder pool habitats and overwinter in deep scour pools (mean depth 0.49 meters [1.6 feet]). 

Riparian Management Considerations: 

Concerns for Management of: 

Large Woody Debris .................. LOW 

Sediment! Retentioneact- 2-195. .-2.202 LOW 

Stream Bank Sensitivity ............... LOW 

SIGESIOPe SCMSIUVILY eens ane HIGH 

Flood Plain Protection................. N/A 

@ulvertiPish: Passages s-ssset cee N/A 

The large amount of bedrock and boulders create stable stream banks in MC3 channels, however, 
sideslopes are very steep and extremely unstable. Removal of trees along the steep sideslopes further 
reduces stability (BMPs 13.2, 13.5, 13.9). Downstream water quality impact associated with mass 
wasting of MC3 stream sideslopes is a primary management concern. 

Stream crossings are rarely feasible on MC3 segments due to precipitous sideslopes and wide gorges 
(BMPs 14.2, 14.3). 

These are typically classified as Value Class II streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is 
required along both banks of these streams (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 1991). 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sportebish Potential .225.... eee: N/A 

Enhancement Opportunities .......... N/A 

Large waterfalls are common on MC3 channels. Viewing these falls may provide a recreational 
opportunity where safe access can be provided. 
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CHAPTER 8 MODERATE GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

Moderate Gradient Contained Process Group 
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CHAPTER 9 HIGH GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

HIGH GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

This process group includes HC1, HC2, HC3, 
HC4, HC5, and HC6 channel types which are 
shallowly to deeply incised, high gradient (over 
6%), mountainslope streams. High to moderate 
gradient glacial meltwater streams, HC8 and HC9 
channel types, are also included in this process 
group. These first and second order headwater 
channels are characterized as primary sediment 
source zones. Relatively high stream energy en- 
ables these streams to transport large sediment loads 
during spring and fall freshets. The associated 
riparian area generally extends to the upper stream 
bank slope break. 
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HIGH GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

SHALLOWLY INCISED MUSKEG CHANNEL 
Channel Mapping Symbol: HC1 (Formerly A6) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: HC1 streams are mostly re- 
stricted to hill and lowland landforms. The HC1 
channel type consists of narrow, high gradient, 
shallow to moderately incised streams. HC1 streams 
are commonly tributaries to MC1 and MC2 channel 
types. They also occur in conjunction with HC3 
streams, where localized geologic knickpoints influ- 
ence incision depth. Although not deeply incised, 
they are well contained and are usually influenced 
by bedrock control. 

Similar Channel Types: HC2, HC4 

Channel Structure 

40 ft 

30 

20 

0 

10 ft 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

Stream Gradient: 7... .sea...: ese 6-15%, mean = 9% 
Incision Depth: .\.......6.-a.ceer <6 m (20 ft), mean = 4 m (13 ft) 
Banktull: Width: 209... 3.2 .28a.s. tee 1-8 m (3-26 ft), mean = 4 m (13 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Small cobble to bedrock 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Mixed to bedrock 
Sideslope Lengths me te <10 m, mean = 7.3 m (24 ft) 
SideslopesAngletze.32 cnr Mean = 42% (23 degrees) 
Channels Patterns ee Single, linear 

Drainage Basin Area:.............. <2.6 km? (<1 mi’) 
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LANDSCAPE PHOTO: HCl1 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: HC1 
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HIGH GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP __ eameraegty | 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant communities are dominantly mixed conifer series. Other 

common riparian communities include western hemlock series, western hemlock/Alaska cedar series, 

and nonforested muskeg or meadow communities. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

Mixed: Conifercms.. ccc ters teneee cena 44% 

Nonforest:. .2:-Seeencces genet ake eee ne 14% 

Mountain Hemlocksyete--- 20 ee 11% 

Western Hemlock yy..01-cer stesso tea ee 11% 

Western Hemlock-Alaska Cedar............. 9% 

Sitka Spruce-Cottonwo0d .............csceeeee 4% 

Western Hemlock-Red Cedar................ 4% 

Channel Type Phases: N/A 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: HC1 channels are sediment transport systems. They receive material from 
headwater mass wasting and hillslope erosion processes. Stream banks and sideslopes are typically quite 
stable, so only minor amounts of sediment and debris are introduced locally. Steep gradients and 
moderate stream power result in little inchannel sediment storage. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large; Woody, DevrSt sce, ee Insufficient data 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Insufficient data 
Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Insufficient data 

Indicator Species Ratings 

MIS- eee 
Coho vy. ..is.0v eee eee NEG LOW 

Pink. 3, ...::..ceeeenieee eaten NEG NEG 

Chum... .... Saeeeeen eee NEG NEG 

Sockeye ®.... ..teepeeme manera NEG NEG 

Chinook ...:..: 3apitee eee NEG NEG 

Dolly Varden LOW MOD 

Steelhead in. sereenasesee: sore NEG NEG 

HC1 channels have limited fish access due to high stream flow velocities and numerous barriers. These 
channels may get occasional use by anadromous species at their confluence with lower gradient channels. 
Little spawning and rearing habitat is available, however, limited use by resident Dolly Varden char 
can occur. Overwintering habitat is insignificant. As source waters, these channels can affect downstream 
anadromous fish habitat through transport of sediment, large woody debris, nutrients, and aquatic insects. 
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Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Large Woody Debris <...14..-..caee tee LOW 

Sediment Retentiony «55, 0s. LOW 

Stream Bank Sensitivity .................... LOW 

Sideslope Sensitivityerseie-e set ree es LOW 

Flood Plain Protections)... N/A 

Culvert Fish Paskagemevncsmeer eerie es N/A 

Few management concerns are associated with HC1 channels. Stream banks are bedrock controlled and 
relatively stable. Moderate sideslope angles and channel incision contribute to sideslope stability. 

These are classified as Value Class II or III streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is 

occasionally required where significant resident fish populations occur (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 
1991). 

If stream harvest buffers are not required (Class III channels), harvest unit design should account for 
water quality protection requirements for these streams (BMPs 13.2, 13.3). 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sport. bish. Potential. 22 yec: lo. .¥a sed. owen N/A 

Enhancement Opportunities ............... N/A 
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HIGH GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

SHALLOWLY TO MODERATELY INCISED FOOTSLOPE CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: HC2 (Formerly A7) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: The HC2 streams are predom- 
inantly associated with footslope landforms. Hill 
landforms are less frequently found adjacent to these 
channels. The HC2 channel type consists of high 
gradient, footslope streams, well contained by mod- 
erate (less than 10 meters [33 feet]) sideslope devel- 
opment. HC5 and HC6 channels commonly grade 
into an HC2 channel. HC2 channels are often tribu- 
taries to MMI or MM2 streams. Stream bank 
composition is predominantly alluvium, although 
bedrock segments may occur as inclusions. 

Similar Channel Types: AF2, MM2 

Channel Structure 

60 ft 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, HC2 

Stream. Gradient:)..4..--- eee 6-15%, mean = 10% 

Incision: Deptht..gss.s.cseeng. «0 e202 1-10 m (3-33 ft), mean = 3 m (10 ft) 
Bankfullewidth> 23.20 yes. 1-15 m (3-50 ft), mean = 5 m (17 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Coarse gravel to small boulder 

Stream Bank Composition: ....... Alluvium or colluvium 
Sideslope: Length: 2a a <15 m (50 ft), mean = 10 m (33 ft) 
Sideslope Angie): oe <30%, mean = 19% (11 degrees) 
CharneltPattern:e Single, linear 

Drainage Basin Area:.............. <2.6 km” (<1 mi’) 
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CHAPTER 9 HIGH GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: HC2 

ee 

ve ae Sie ae sd aa | 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant communities are dominantly western hemlock series, with 
western hemlock/blueberry the most common plant association. The nonforested communities and Sitka 
spruce series are also well represented. Nonforested salmonberry, Sitka alder, and red alder shrub 
communities occur adjacent to the stream 46 percent of the time. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

IW ES{CrI FLCIILOC Ks wer eerer cen eee sn ats sass 38% 

INOMIOLESt etree erect arc rer cece 27% 

SitKats DUUCC seems a nteen eo: tee ene es 17% 

Mixed: COnilet eset: roe penne te 12% 

SHOTE-EING Seer tiene cee veces starter: 2% 

Channel Type Phases: 

(] HC2s - SHRUB PHASE consists primarily of brush vegetation. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: HC2 channels are sediment transport systems. Sediment is delivered from steep 
mountain headwaters. Since HC2 channels are situated on alluvial/colluvial footslopes, stream bank 
erosion can introduce significant sediment loads to these channels. However, most sediment is rapidly 
transported downstream. Some retention of fine sediment occurs in small pools behind woody debris 
jams. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris .........::cscseseeee 4200 ft?/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Avg = 3% for 12 sites 

Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Avg = 6% for 12 sites 
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HIGH GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP ee 

Indicator Species Ratings 

MIS. SS Aa 
Coho j. . 6... eee LOW LOW 

Pink ....i:.:.. een NEG NEG 
Chum |... 25. Jesomee eens NEG NEG 

SOCKCVE ...... acute eer e NEG NEG 

Chinook :. .2.c.seee tee oe NEG NEG 

Dolly. Varden circ. 2.52. er ee MOD MOD 

Steelhead ay. Save: eee eee NEG NEG 

Due to high streamflow velocities, HC2 channels are only occasionally accessible to anadromous species. 
Lower reaches near the confluence with accessible valley channels have the best fish habitat potential. 

HC2 channels have marginal spawning potential and limited rearing capability. Overwintering capability 

is insignificant. They are used primarily by Dolly Varden char. However, due to their location in 
sediment/water source areas of watersheds, they typically affect downstream fish habitat productivity. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Large Woody, Debris... 2s. suae eee MOD 

Sediment Retention). Aas. sea eee LOW 

Stream Bank Sensitivity .................... MOD 

SIGESLOPE SENSILIVItyass cn -eerecc skye ec tee LOW 

Fiood Plain’ Protection. 2-7-0) - +. 1.5. sas. N/A 

CulvercbishPassace. 2. eee ea eee LOW 

The HC2 channel has relatively high woody debris loading. Maintenance of this large woody debris 
source is important in that the wood traps bedload sediment and forms pool habitat for resident fish 
(BMP 12.6). 

Shallow channel incision and sideslope angle contribute to high channel sideslope stability. However, 
unconsolidated alluvial bank material along some channel segments makes the streams moderately 
susceptible to bank erosion and lateral channel migration (BMPs 13.16, 13.9, 14.17). 

Fish passage through road culverts located near the confluence of HC2 channels with lower gradient 
channels can be a concern (BMP 14.7). 

These are classified as Value Class II or III streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is 

occasionally required where significant resident fish populations occur (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 
1991). 

If stream harvest buffers are not required (Class III channels), harvest unit design should account for 
water quality protection requirements for these streams (BMPs 13.2, 13.3). 
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CHAPTER 9 HIGH GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sport Fish Potential .................... N/A 

Enhancement Opportunities .......... Large Wood Placement 

Stream segments which are tributary to low gradient flood plain channels can provide opportunities for 
large wood placement to create pool habitat for resident or anadromous fish, particularly Dolly Varden 
char, cutthroat, and steelhead trout. 
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HIGH GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

DEEPLY INCISED UPPER VALLEY CHANNEL 
Channel Mapping Symbol: HC3 (Formerly A2) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: The HC3 channels are found 
in steep sided, narrow, V-shaped valleys. Adjacent 
landforms are usually snow avalanche slopes or 
mountainslopes. HC3 channel types are typically 
upper valley tributaries. Valley sideslopes often 
extend immediately to the stream’s edge, but can be 
separated by short, steep, upper bank sideslopes. 
Flow containment is excellent, due to the deep 
incision and close proximity of valley sideslopes. 
Cascades, low vertical falls, and bedrock 
knickpoints are common features. 

The HC3 streams can also be found in association 
with broken hilly or rolling terrain. In these situa- 
tions, the stream is straight, moderate to deeply 
incised, and directly controlled by steep hillslopes 
or bedrock fault lines. 

Similar Channel Types: HC5, HC6 

Channel Structure 
60 ft 

Pe Composite Channel Cross-Section, HC3 

404 |ID= 56 ft Wof= 23 ft 

30 
SS Pare 62% 

20 

10 

0 Soe en REF Per Faas SAAS Fae ara foie eae Paria id late ek ee ee eee eee a ar Bee ee Te ee SS eae! 

10 ft 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

StreamiGradientn 3125 re 6-15%, mean = 10% 
Incision Depth tee. ie cee <50 m (165 ft), mean = 17 m (56 ft) 
Bankfullwidthive es. oe Variable, mean = 7 m (23ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Small cobble to bedrock 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Bedrock and cobble 

Sideslopeicengi;; eee Mean = 21 m (69 ft) 
Sideslope Angele ete Mean = 62% (32 degrees) 
Channel Patterns sae eee Single, linear 

Drainage Basin Area:.............. 2.6-13 km (1-5mi’) 
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CHAPTER 9 HIGH GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: HC3 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant communities are dominantly western hemlock series, and 
nonforested salmonberry and Sitka alder shrub communities. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

IWESLCI Ns LCI OC Keeney sector retes sae veins Oe 46% 

Be INONIOLCS ee eee ence rer ce rc essed 16% 

Sitka: S pruces wssenem: ctesaesm-& o- aiet 13% 

Western Hemlock-Alaska Cedar............. 12% 

Western Hemlock-Red Cedar................ 5% 

Mixed: Contfete 2, nsccn.to.cte ts har eenritaad 4% 

Channel Type Phases: N/A 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: HC3 channels are sediment transport systems. Steep mountainslopes may 
contribute significant amounts of sediment from mass wasting. Steep channel gradients and high stream 
power limit sediment storage, therefore, sediment is rapidly delivered to downstream channels. Stream 
flow responds quickly to intense rainfall events. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris ..........:.ccesceeees 2100 ft?/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Insufficient data 

Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Insufficient data 
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HIGH GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP ee 

Indicator Species Ratings 

Coho...:....: 4. See seeeeeea eee LOW LOW 

Pink ;....<sc0ss. Gebers eaten NEG NEG 

Chum s....d..025 eee ee NEG NEG 

Sockeye <...2i.de. sg asereacss NEG NEG 

Chinook’3.3 eee. eee NEG NEG 

Dolly Varden "eres LOW MOD 

Steelhead 3.:.: -emeceeee sreceaeet NEG NEG 

Due to high stream flow velocity, HC3 channels are generally not accessible to anadromous species. 

These channels contain very little spawning habitat for anadromous fish species, and, where accessible, 

minimal rearing habitat. Resident Dolly Varden char inhabit these streams to some extent. HC3 channels 

typically affect downstream anadromous fish habitat through transport of sediment, large woody debris, 

nutrients, and aquatic insects. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Large Woody DedrS 2. aoa eis MOD 

SCCIMENtRCtENIIONG .... tere eeeeni a LOW 

StreamsBank Sensitivity s-eessce ese MOD 

Sideslope*Sensitivily....-..---+.:.nseestesre MOD TO HIGH 

Flood Plain Protection Need .............. N/A 

Culvert FishiPassapes, cee. eevee LOW 

Maintenance of inchannel large woody debris to trap sediments is a moderate riparian management 
concern (BMP 12.6). 

These channels have moderate stream bank sensitivity, due to reaches with unconsolidated alluvium. 
Measures to protect stream bank sensitivity should be incorporated into riparian timber harvest 
prescriptions (BMPs 13.16, 13.9). 

Steep sideslopes are also frequently associated with the more deeply incised channel segments, therefore, 
road construction and timber yarding activities on these channels may pose a risk for mass erosion (BMPs 
13.5, 13.9, 13.16, 14.2, 14.3, 14.7-14.9). 

High sediment bed loads and debris loads transported by these streams present a significant risk to stream 
crossing structures and downstream fish habitat (BMPs 14.7, 14.20). 

These are classified as Value Class II or III streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is 

occasionally required where significant resident fish populations occur (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 
1991). 

If stream harvest buffers are not required (Class III channels), harvest unit design should account for 
water quality protection requirements for these streams (BMPs 13.2, 13.3). 
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CHAPTER 9 HIGH GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sport Fish Potential 

Enhancement Opportunities ............... Large Wood Placement 

Placement of large wood structures can provide pools for Dolly Varden rearing, and increase ASA. 
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HIGH GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

DEEPLY INCISED MUSKEG CHANNEL 
Channel Mapping Symbol: HC4 (Formerly A5) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: HC4 streams are restricted to 
hill, lowland, and, occasionally, broken 
mountainslope landforms. These channels are gen- 
erally situated along wide valley footslopes or low- 
lands with undulating terrain dominated by muskegs. 
HC4 streams may also occur on muskeg plateaus and 
benchlands. Overall regional landscape slope is less 
than 60 percent. The HC4 channel type consists of 
steep, linear streams, deeply incised into hill and 
lowland muskeg landscapes. Deeply incised HC6 
channels draining steep mountainslopes often change 
into HC4 channel types upon entering sloping, low- 
land landforms. Flow containment is excellent, due 

to bedrock control and long, steep sideslopes (6-20 
m [20-66 ft]). 

Similar Channel Types: HC3, HC6 

Channel Structure 

60 ft — 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, HC4 

50 
oe 

40 

30 

10 ft 7 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

Stream Gradient.2..+-1 sees tees >6%, mean = 9% 
Incision Depth 2, eee. 6-20 m (20-66 ft), mean = 14.5 m (48 ft) 
Bankfull: Width. eee. oe. 4-15 m (13-50 ft), mean = 5.4 m (18 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Small cobble to bedrock 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Bedrock 

Sidesiope Lengthy... tees 6-20 m (20-66 ft), mean = 8.3 m (27.5 ft) 
SidéslOPe;ANS let. er eet Mean = 90% (42 degrees) 
ChannelePattern:tres..- nearer Single, linear 

Drainage Basin Area:.............. <2.6 km” (<1 mi’) 
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CHAPTER 9 HIGH GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: HC4 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant communities are dominantly mixed conifer series. Other 
common riparian plant communities include shore pine, nonforested, and western hemlock/blueberry 
series. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

Mixed Coniler ss ren. ee ae ee nee 40% 

SROTE PING ventana ete oct ee es 15% 

NONIOTESfeeteter tet rn tenance ses 12% 

WV GStET Ts HeOMNOGK toate gon Mi oa ee cee 10% 

Western Hemlock-Red Cedar................ 10% 

Channel Type Phases: N/A 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: HC4 channels function as rapid sediment transport systems. Mass wasting and 
hillslope processes occurring in headwater areas produce the sediment and debris that is quickly 
transported downstream. These are high energy channels that are often scoured to bedrock. Stream 
flow responses to intense rainfall or rain on snow events are usually rapid. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Varee Woody DeDiiSiee ste, cceee anes Insufficient data 

Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Insufficient data 

Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Insufficient data 
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Indicator Species Ratings 

MIS ee A eee 

Coho:...... 0: Sea ee NEG NEG 

Pink ... .....s. cde een NEG NEG 

CHUM ry. oo eee eee: NEG NEG 

Sockeye 3... 2:2. .ceaeeeeeeee NEG NEG 

Chinook... 20.ceeetee eee NEG NEG 

Dolly Varden?at-s- oe LOW MOD 

Steelhead !. 2. seersee epee are NEG NEG 

Fish access to HC4 channels is limited due to high stream flow velocities and numerous barriers. These 

channels may get occasional use by anadromous species at their confluence with accessible channels. 

Limited spawning and rearing areas are used primarily by resident Dolly Varden. The general lack of 
overwintering habitat limits the rearing potential in HC4 channels. Due to their location at source areas 
within watersheds, these channels can affect downstream anadromous fish habitat through their transport 
of sediment, large woody debris, nutrients, and aquatic insects. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Large Woody Debris® :...:..2-.2. sey. e103". LOW 

Sediment Retention .................ss0e000- LOW 

Stream Bank Sensitivity ...................- LOW 

SIGESIOPE: SCISIUVILY sents aren ee ete MOD 

Flood Plain Protection Need .............. N/A 

Culvertikish' Passace.0..-....0-s..e,e ees LOW 

Sideslope erosion is likely to be a concern along some HC4 channel segments where weathered bedrock 
or unconsolidated glacial or volcanic parent materials are found on steep sideslopes. Mass wasting of 
shallow, somewhat poorly drained soils, contributes to relatively high woody debris loading in HC4 
channels. Timber yarding and road construction activity can affect sideslope stability and impact 
downstream water quality if BMPs are not followed (BMPs 13.5, 13.9, 13.16, 14.2, 14.3, 14.7, 14.17). 

High bed load and debris loads carried by these streams present a risk to stream crossing structures 
(BMPs 14.17, 14.20). 

These are classified as Value Class II or III streams. A minimum 100 foot timber harvest buffer is 
occasionally required where significant resident fish populations occur (Tongass Timber Reform Act, 
1991). If stream harvest buffers are not required (Class III channels), harvest unit design should account 
for water quality protection requirements for these streams (BMPs 13.2, 13.3). 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

SDOLGEISNIPOtentiale...).1rsee eee LOW 

Enhancement Opportunities ............... N/A 
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High Gradient Contained Process Group 
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HIGH GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

SHALLOWLY INCISED VERY HIGH GRADIENT CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: HC5 (Formerly A4) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: HC5 streams occur in upper 
headwater regions of glacially scoured valleys. They 
are generally found in alpine, snow avalanche, and 
subalpine mountain landforms. The HCS5 stream is 
occasionally found on hilly and sloping lowland land- 
forms. They are most often an outlet channel to alpine 
lakes, cirque basins, or hanging valleys. They can 
extend from the cirque basin through high relief alpine 
or subalpine sideslopes directly to the main valley floor. 
The HCS5 channel types are shallow to moderately 
incised, very high gradient, mountainslope streams. 
Channel gradient is highly variable in this channel type, 
due to the frequent occurrence of falls and cascades. 
Channel pattern is linear and single, with bedrock 
control predominating. 

Similar Channel Types: HCS5 streams are usually tributary to HC4, AF2, MM2 or MC1 streams. In 
very recently deglaciated, steep sided valleys, HCS streams can be direct tributaries to main trunk flood 
plain channels. 

Channel Structure 

60 ft 

50 Composite Channel Cross-Section, HCS 

Wof= 13 ft 

7 coe = 40m, 
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CHAPTER 9 HIGH GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: HC5 

i a —~ FE e ‘ 

Stream \Gradient::.....-...2. ane > or = 15%, mean = 28% 
Incision’ Depth... ..2,...:.. see <10 m (<33 ft), mean = 4.5 m (15 ft) 
Bankfull Width: .................0.. Variable, mean = 4 m (13 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Large rubble to bedrock 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Bedrock 
Sideslone Leneti: a... ..3..see < 10 m (<33 ft), mean = 7.5 m (25 ft) 
sideslope Angle; -2.:.:......0ee Mean = 42% (23 degrees) 
ChanneliPatternt 2.22... cee Single, linear 
Drainage Basin Area:.............. <2.6 km? (<1 mi’) 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant communities are variable with western hemlock series, Sitka 
spruce series, and mixed conifer series being the most dominant. Nonforested species are also quite 
common, representing 16 percent of the riparian vegetation cover. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

WestemniHemlocke ecco aeeete nee: ot 26% 

Sitka SDLUCG ere eee ers ie enen ee 21% 

MixediConifetwe 2c. r se eee ees 18% 

NORGOLES ee cee Seedenicy cote charac s 16% 

Western Hemlock-Alaska Cedar............. 71% 

Mountain Hemlocki7....2.scetssc.cececa ss sees 6% 

Western Hemlock-Red Cedar................ 6% 

Channel Type Phases: N/A 
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MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: HC5 channels function as sediment transport systems. Surface erosion and 

hillslope mass wasting are the principal sources of stream sediment load. Stream flow responds quickly 

to intense rainfall and rain on snow events. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris ...........ss0cceeeeeee 2700 ft?/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... NEG 
Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... NEG 

Indicator Species Ratings 

CONO 6.6 sons nate cee NEG NEG 

Pink <3: .25.238. eee NEG NEG 

Chum v0.5... :coeesee eee ee NEG NEG 

Sockeye... aera NEG NEG 

Chinook... 223s eee NEG NEG 

Dolly Vatdensce... 1a. NEG NEG 

Sieelhead "2. a ect. anes NEG NEG 

Fish access to these channels is prevented by high velocity stream flows and barriers. No significant 
fish habitat occurs within these channels. However, if resident fish populations (e.g. grayling or rainbow 
trout) are present in the associated alpine lakes, the confluence of the stream and lake may be used for 
spawning. Typically, HC5 channels affect downstream anadromous fish habitat through transport of 
sediment, large woody debris, nutrients, and aquatic insects. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Larges Woody Debris: cea LOW 

Sediment Retention ss0e.= 9s eer LOW 

Stream Bank Sensitivity ............... LOW 

Sideslope Sensitivity .............:...-. MOD 

Flood Plain Protection................. N/A 

Culvert Fish:Passavem.. .-e ne. are N/A 

The significant amount of bedrock influence makes HC5 channels fairly stable. However, the unstable 
shallow soils on steep channel sideslopes present a high risk for mass erosion when disturbed by road 
construction or timber harvesting (BMPs 13.5, 14.2, 14.3). 

These are classified as Value Class III streams. Timber harvest unit design should incorporate water 
quality protection needs for these streams (BMPs 13.2, 13.3). 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sport Fish Potential .................... LOW 

Enhancement Opportunities ......... N/A 
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LANDSCAPE PHOTO: HCS5 
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DEEPLY INCISED MOUNTAINSLOPE CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: HC6 (Formerly A1) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: HC6 channels are most com- 
monly found on mountainslope or hill landforms. 
They occur in large ravines, with a consistent 
sideslope length greater than 10 meters (33 feet). 
They usually initiate as first order streams and 
commonly extend to ridgetops and summits. HC6 
channels can extend from the alpine zone to the 
footslope or valley floor landforms. Snow avalanche 
chutes may be associated with HC6 streams. On 
steep mountainslopes along inlets and straits, chan- 
nels flow directly into saltwater. 

Similar Channel Types: HC3, HC4, HCS 

Channel Structure 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

Channel Gradient:.................. >15%, mean = 27% 
INCISION Depth eters. cc erer et eee Mean = 22 m (73 ft) 

Bankfull Channel Width:.......... < or = 15 m (0 ft), mean = 6 m (20 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Bedrock, boulders, and cobble 

Stream Bank Composition: ....... Bedrock 
Sidesiope Length se > 10 m (>33 ft), mean = 15 m (50 ft) 
SidesloperANS1e. 2 gets: > 100%, mean = 115% (49 degrees) 
ShannelsPateii seer eee. Single, linear 

Drainage Basin Area:.............. <2.6 km” (<1 mi’) 
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CHAPTER 9 HIGH GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: HC6 Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant commu- 
nities are dominated by the western hemlock series. 
Nonforested communities, which occur on dis- 
turbed channel sideslopes, are also common. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

Western Hemlock=, see arsn ee 41% 
INonforestovicee ser em ee 15% 

Western Hemlock-Alaska Cedar............. 12% 

Mixed \Coniferams Sac serie seria sl -s: 12% 

Sitka Spruce: eh. SOO Weare, A 11% 

Western Hemlock-Red Cedar ................ 71% 

Channel Type Phases: N/A 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: HC6 channels are primarily | 
sediment transport systems. Channel sideslopes | 
are often highly unstable, with a high sediment | 
input potential. Landslides entering the channel jig 
may result in debris torrents that scour a significant ”Ay 
length of stream. Steep channel gradients rapidly 
deliver sediment to downstream reaches. Stream 
flow responds quickly to intense rainfall events. 
Short term entrapment of minor volumes of sedi- 
ment is provided by woody debris. These deposits 
rapidly become mobile during high flow events. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris ...........00cceee0e. 4500 ft?/1000 linear ft 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Insufficient data 
Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Insufficient data 

Indicator Species Ratings 

MS See eee AS Ae AR 
CONOMe ee eras NEG NEG 
Pinks teeter eee cre nae ts NEG NEG 

Chit ee eee NEG NEG 

SOCKEYGGr ee ee erases NEG NEG 

CHInNOGOk ene eect oes NEG NEG 

Dolly Varden... .270-..-... NEG NEG 

Steclhead iss, sar ese NEG NEG 

HC6 channels are generally not accessible to anadromous or resident fish species because of high stream 

gradient, high flow velocity, seasonally low water, and migration barriers. These channels contain 

negligible spawning or rearing habitat. 

Riparian Management Considerations 
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Concern for Management of: 

Large: Woody Debtise-:...---.. ss MOD 

Fine Sediment Retention .............. LOW 

Stream Bank Sensitivity ............... MOD 

Sideslope Sensitivity ...............00 HIGH 

Flood Plain Protection ................ N/A 

Culvert/Fish Passage .............ss00 LOW 

Large woody debris is a relatively important factor controlling the routing of sediment through HC6 
channels. Considerable inchannel storage of sediment occurs behind log steps and small debris jams, 
however, retention of fine sediment is low due to high stream flow energy. Woody debris recruitment 
mitigation measures may be necessary on a site specific basis. Excessive amounts of large woody debris 
in these channels can be a factor in the initiation of destructive debris torrents (BMP 12.6). 

Sideslope sensitivity and erosion potential are high in HC6 channels due to over steepened slopes (BMPs 
13.5, 13.9, 13.16, 14.2, 14.3, 14.7-14.9, 14.17). Stream bank and sideslope disturbance associated 
with road cuts and timber yarding may result in mass wasting and significant sediment delivery to 
downstream channels. 

High bed load sediment and debris loads carried in these streams can pose a high risk to stream crossing 
structures and downstream fish habitat (BMPs 14.17, 14.20). 

These are classified as Value Class III streams. Timber harvest unit design should incorporate water 
quality protection needs for these streams (BMPs 13.2, 13.3). 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sport Fish Potential.................... N/A 

Enhancement Opportunities .......... N/A 
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LANDSCAPE PHOTO: HC6 
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HIGH GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

MODERATE/HIGH GRADIENT GLACIAL CASCADE CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: HC8 (Formerly D7) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: The HC8 channel is usually 
Situated in a constricted valley bottom, with steep 
mountain or hillslope landforms immediately adjacent. 
These channels drain small valley glaciers. 

Similar Channel Types: HC3, MC3, HC9 

Channel Structure 

60 ft 

50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

0 

10 ft 

100 ft 0 100 ft 

Stredins Gt agient...csee esses ac seeeee 3-10%, mean = 7% 
Incision) Deptt ssc. ee > 10 m (33 ft), mean = 12 m (40 ft) 

Banktullewidtheeecrsct se cree 15-30 m (50-99 ft), mean = 19 m (64 ft) 
Dominant Substrates +7. ....-)..-1.- Large cobble to bedrock 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Bedrock 
SidesloperLengtls 9st s-ecece Highly variable 
SideslopesAngle:2 a0 e Variable, mean = 58% (30 degrees) 
ChannelsPattern west cree Linear, single channel 

Drainage Basin Area:.............. <13 km? (<5 mi’) 
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CHAPTER 9 HIGH GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

INCHANNEL PHOTO: HC8 
Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant commu- 
nities are dominated by the nonforested salmon- 
berry, willow, and Sitka alder shrub communities. 

Channel Type Phases: N/A 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: Rapid sediment transport is 
typical of HC8 channels. Steep channel gradient, 
large diameter substrate, and well contained flows 
result in high stream power. A high glacial silt load 
is characteristic since glacial channels normally 
precede the HC8 in the watershed network. Sedi- 
ment inputs from slope failures are moderately 
frequent. Bank stability is high due to bedrock 
composition, and inchannel sediment storage is min- 
imal. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debris). ::- eee N/A 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... N/A 
Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... N/A 

Indicator Species Ratings 

CONOR ete er teen NEG NEG 

Pinks ce eee NEG NEG 

Chuman ee ee NEG NEG 

SOCKCVCgeeee ee ee NEG NEG 

Chinooktersese eer en. NEG NEG 

DollysVatden 2-3... NEG NEG 

Steelhead im rar cer saiaa NEG NEG 

These channels have restricted accessibility to anadromous species due to within segment and downstream 
barriers. They may get some use in lower gradient, downstream reaches by spawning chinook salmon, 
chum salmon, or Dolly Varden char which frequent associated glacial GO4 or GO2 channels. Spawning 
success is highly unlikely due to high velocities and high bedload movement. Rearing capability is also 
insignificant. 
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Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Large Woody Debris ................. LOW 

Sediment Retention .................00. LOW 

Stream Bank Sensitivity ............... LOW 

Sideslope Sensitivity ,........ceeees em MOD 

Flood Plain Protection................. N/A 

Culvert Fish) Passage... ....:sss.cseee ee LOW 

Sideslope sensitivity is the primary management concern associated with HC8 channel types. Steep 
sideslopes with shallow soils are sensitive to disturbance. Road construction can initiate sideslope mass 
wasting and deliver large quantities of sediment to the HC8 channels (BMPs 14.2, 14.3). 

Stream crossings are generally not feasible, however, when they are, high bedload transport poses a 
significant risk to stream crossing structures (BMPs 14.17, 14.20). 

These are typically classified as Value Class III streams. 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sporterish Potentials wee. N/A 

Enhancement Opportunities .......... N/A 
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LANDSCAPE PHOTO: HC8 
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HIGH GRADIENT CONTAINED PROCESS GROUP 

HIGH GRADIENT INCISED GLACIAL TORRENT CHANNEL 

Channel Mapping Symbol: HC9 (Formerly D2) 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Geographic Setting: The HC9 channel type occurs 
in upper watershed areas or on mountainslopes. 
The HC9 channel is a very high gradient channel 
emanating from the terminus of a steep valley 
glacier or perched alpine glacier. A high silt and 
sediment load is characteristic, and stream power is 
also quite high. 

Similar Channel Types: HC8, HC6 

Channel Structure 

Composite Channel Cross-Section, HC9 

o> 

Wbf= 56 ft 

[1D=21ft 

| 3K ap 
100 ft 0 100 ft 

SITCAMECITAGICN rere ntee eee >6%, mean = 19% 

Incision Depth... 1-0-3. eae Variable, < 15 m (50 ft), mean = 6.5 m (21 ft) 
Banktullowidth:c,c-meeecsccrssete act Mean = 17 m (56 ft) 
Dominant Substrate: ............... Large cobble to bedrock 
Stream Bank Composition: ....... Bedrock 

Sideslope, Veneta. sare ae <20 m (> 66ft), mean = 18 m (58 ft) 
SIdeslope AUG lCaene res eee Mean = 31% (17 degrees) 
(ShannelsPattetniee. eee eee Single, linear channel 
Drainage Basin Area:.............. < 13 km” (<5 mi?) 
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INCHANNEL PHOTO: HC9 

Riparian Vegetation: The riparian plant communities are dominated by nonforested Sitka alder and 
willow shrub communities. The mountain hemlock series is also significant. 

Plant Association Series % Cover 

Nonforest severed . etennete © 2. on. soe: 62% 

Mountain Hemlock Ay. Sana. WRG 24% 

Sitka Spruce-Cottonwood..............scee00 8% 

IW ESteLneLiCinlOCKs se ee copen ete ene cs 3% 

Channel Type Phases: N/A 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Hydrologic Function: HC9 channels function as sediment transport systems. High channel gradient, 
large size substrate material, and well contained flows result in high stream power. Stream flows are 
largely derived from snow and glacier melt, and carry a high glacial silt load. Peak flows occur during 
the spring/summer melt season and again in the heavy rainfall season. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability 

Large Woody Debrisi i. 2rccr.1.-<--2--> Insufficient data 
Available Spawning Area (ASA)......... Insufficient data 
Available Rearing Area (ARA)........... Insufficient data 
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Indicator Species Ratings 

MIS. EA eer A 

Coho....:..... Seperate ee NEG NEG 

Pink..;...23... seen enna NEG NEG 

Chum 22.3 :1.. eee eee NEG NEG 

Sockeye’......-:sngeeamerec eee NEG NEG 

Chinook. ..t.2aaesteeee ae ae NEG NEG 

Dolly, Varden 2p... vere NEG NEG 

Steelhead 2). :Saes.eeeee ee NEG NEG 

These channels are almost entirely inaccessible to anadromous and resident species due to high 
streamflow velocities and the presence of numerous local and downstream barriers. 

Riparian Management Considerations 

Concern for Management of: 

Large Woody Debrisi2...:.......0. LOW 

Sediment Retentiongs... 1-2 2es-.-.. LOW 

Stream Bank Sensitivity ............... MOD 

Sideslope Sensitivity ...............008 MOD 

Flood Plain Protection Need ......... N/A 

Culvert}hishsPassave apes eee N/A 

Stream bank and sideslope sensitivity are moderate for HC9 stream segments. Sideslope mass wasting 
of glacial till or shallow soils can contribute to sediment loads in HC9 channels, however, sediment 
contributions from glacial meltwater tend to greatly overshadow inchannel sediment sources. 

High bedload sediment transport poses a significant risk to stream crossing structures (BMPs 14.17, 
14.20). 

These are classified as Value Class III streams. 

Riparian Management Opportunities: 

Sport Fish Potential .................... N/A 

Enhancement Opportunities .......... N/A 
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High Gradient Contained Process Group 
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=o entail GLOSSARY 

Anadromous Species: Species of fish, particularly Pacific salmon, trout and char, that ascend rivers and 
streams to breed. 

Alluvial Cone: The material washed down mountain and hill slopes by ephemeral streams and deposited 
at the mouth of gorges or V-notch ravines in the form of a steep conical mass descending equally 
in all directions from the point of issue. (Fairbridge 1968) 

Alluvial Fan: A body of alluvium, with or without debris flow deposits, whose surface forms a segment 
of a cone that radiates downslope from the point where the stream emerges from a narrow valley 
(or V-notch) onto a plain. (Hawley and Parsons, 1980) 

Alluvium: Unconsolidated clastic material, including gravel, sand, silt, and clay, deposited by running 
water. 

Aquatic Habitat Capability: Synopsis of the ability of a channel type to support anadromous fish species 
(provide spawning and rearing habitat). 

ARA (Available Rearing Area - habitat): The place or site in a stream where fish live during their 
growth period. 

ASA (Available Spawning Area - habitat): The place or site in a stream where fish breed and eggs are 
incubated. Available refers to making the assessment of spawning area during a particular stream 
flow stage. 

Backwater: A pool type formed by an eddy along channel margins from obstructions such as bars, root 
wads, and boulders, or resulting from back-flooding upstream from an obstructional blockage. 
The backwater is sometimes separated from the channel by sand/gravel bars. (AFS 1985) 

Bankfull Depth: The mean water depth which occurs during a bankfull stream flow event. 

Bankfull Width: The mean water width which occurs during a bankfull stream flow event. 

Barrier: A vertical falls, steep cascade, or high velocity chute in a stream channel that prevents migration 
of anadromous species. 

Bedrock Control: A section of a stream channel that is composed of bedrock material. Stream bed and 
banks consist of the underlying bedrock. 

Bed Scour: The erosion of the channel bed substrate. 

Boulders: Large stream bed material, 25.4 centimeters to .914 meters (10 inches to 3 feet) in diameter. 

Cascade: A stream flow condition and habitat type characterized by swift current, exposed rock and 
boulders, high gradient, considerable turbulence and surface agitation, and consisting of a stepped 
series of drops. (AFS 1985) 

Channel: A natural waterway of perceptible extent that periodically or continuously contains moving 
water. It has a definite bed and banks which serve to confine the water. (AFS 1985) 

Aggrading channels: Stream channels that are subject to higher than normal sediment loads 
(sediment loads exceed the carrying capacity of the stream). These channels are experiencing 
long term increase in sediment load. 
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Degrading channels: Stream channels that are experiencing a long term decrease in sediment 

load and/or an increase in flow volume and velocity. Bed scour and loss of sediment deposits 

are characteristic. 

Channel Gradient: The angle between the water surface and the horizontal plane, expressed in percent. 

Channel Pattern: The configuration in plan-view of a stream channel. Patterns used in Region 10 are 

braided, multiple, and straight. 

Channel Sideslope: Refers to the lower and upper banks of the stream channel. The sideslope differs 
from the stream bottom in material composition and gradient. Normally the sideslope is the first 
significant slope break from the wetted stream bottom, in the cross sectional profile of the channel. 

Channel Stability: The sensitivity of a channel area to disruptions in its physical structure. Under 
undisturbed conditions, natural channels demonstrate wide variability in withstanding physical 
disruptions without experiencing changes in their ability to pass streamflow, process sediment, 
or provide habitat. Stable channels are capable of withstanding an appreciable amount of 
disruption with little effect on function. In contrast, unstable channels are ones which respond 
readily to significant disruptions. 

Channel Type: Stream segments which have fairly consistent physical characteristics. 

Cirque: A semicircular form found in glaciated mountains. Described as an armchair hollow possessing 
three elements - a steep, nearly vertical headwall, a concave floor meeting the headwall in a sharp 
slope break, and a lip or threshold at the entrance which may be bedrock, glacial moraine, or 
both. (Fairbridge 1968) 

Cobble (rubble): Stream bed material ranging in size from 6.1-25.4 centimeters (2.4-10 inches) in 
diameter. 

Coho Spawning and Rearing Capability: The capacity of habitat in a stream to support the breeding 
(spawning) of adult coho salmon, incubation of their eggs, and the growth (rearing) of immature 
coho salmon. 

Containment: Refers to the degree of rigidity of the stream channel’s banks. A bedrock channel is well 
contained due to the high erosion resistance of its banks. A glacial channel is normally poorly 
contained as its banks consist of alluvial material that is easily eroded by the stream flow. 

Debris Torrent: Mass erosion process which occurs when a debris avalanche enters a high gradient 
stream channel, mixes with water, and continues downstream as a slurry of mud, large woody 
debris, and water. Debris torrents often scour the channel through which they pass, then deposit 
debris and sediment on the footslope or valley floor. 

Downcutting: Fluvial process by which stream flow scours bed material, thereby lowering channel. 

Estuarine (area): The environmental system of an estuary and those transitional areas which are 
consistently influenced or affected by water from an estuary. (Schwarz et.al., 1976) 

Estuary: All or part of the mouth of a river or stream having an open, natural connection with the sea 
and within which sea water is measurably diluted by freshwater runoff (the tide meets with river 
currents or flows). (Schwarz et.al., 1976) 

Fines (fine sized bed material): Bed material less than 4 mm (0.16 in) in diameter. 
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Fish Passage Hazard: This refers to the potential for creating conditions with bridges or culverts that 
would prevent adult or juvenile anadromous fish from moving into areas where they breed or into 
sites that are necessary for their growth or survival. 

Flood Plain: That portion of a stream valley adjacent to the channel which is built by sediments of the 
stream and which is covered with water when the stream overflows its banks at flood stage. Also, 
the nearly level land situated on either side of a channel which is subject to overflow flooding. 
(Schwarz et.al., 1976) 

Flow Containment: The ability of a stream channel to contain large stream flow events within the channel 
area. 

Fluvial: Geomorphic processes associated with running water; of or pertaining to rivers. 

Footslope: The geomorphic component that forms the inner, gently inclined surface at the base of a 
hillslope or mountainslope. (Hawley 1980) 

Foreland: Broad, low relief plain composed primarily of parallel beach ridges, dune chains, and inwardly 
curved spits, subject to wave action. (Fairbridge 1968) 

Glacial Outwash Plain: A broad, low relief landform formed by glacial deposits consisting of washed 
bedload materials (gravel and sand). Normally situated in a flat, glacial valley floor preceding a 
glacier or as a broad, flat foreland cut by braided, glacially fed streams. 

Glide: Very low velocity stream flow creating a calm surface condition with water flowing smoothly and 
gently. 

Hillslope: The steeper part of a hill between its summit and the drainage line, valley flat, or depression 
floor at the base of the hill. A hill is defined as a natural elevation of the land surface rising as 
much as 300 meters (1000 feet) above the surrounding lowlands. Slopes generally exceed 15 
percent. (Hawley 1980) 

Hydrologic Function: The capacity of a stream to move or to store bedload material and suspended 
sediment. Stream gradient, the resultant stream power, and size of material are critical factors. 
Stream power is the rate of doing work or a measure of the energy available for moving rock, 
sediment, or woody debris in the stream channel, as determined by discharge, water surface slope, 
and the specific weight of water. (AFS 1985) 

Incision Depth: The vertical distance between the channel bottom at the thalweg and the first significant 
slope break occurring above the bankfull stage point. Channels adjacent to flood plains typically 
lack any adjacent sideslope, and, by definition, have low incision depths. 

Indicator Species: A species whose presence or absence and abundance are used as indicators of 
environmental conditions. (AFS 1985) 

Knickpoint: Any interruption or break in slope: a point of abrupt inflection in the longitudinal profile 
of a stream or of its valley. (Hawley 1980) 

Landform: Recognizable physical forms of the earth’s surface, having characteristic shapes and produced 
by natural causes. The landforms which typically occur in the Chatham Area have been classified 
and described in the terrestrial portion of the Integrated Resource Inventory: Descriptive I.D. 
Legend Handbook (USDA, 1982 and 1985). 
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Large Woody Debris (LWD): A term used to describe logs, tree boles, rootwads, and limbs that are 
in, on, or near the stream channel. Current usage of the term defines LWD as woody material 
greater than 10.2 centimeters (4 inches) in diameter and equal to or greater than 3.05 meters (10 

feet) in length. (AFS 1985) 

Littoral: The relatively shallow (up to approximately 9.1 meters [30 feet] in depth) area of a lakeshore 
where sunlight can penetrate. 

Lowlands: Usually refers to low elevation and low relief valley bottom landforms. 

Median: The middle of a distribution of values such that 50% of the values are higher and 50% are 
lower. 

Meltwater: Runoff flow produced by a melting mountain glacier, valley glacier, or mountain snowfield. 

Moraine: A glacial landform created by debris deposits during both growth and recession. The moraine 
is an accumulation of drift, with an initial topographic expression of its own. It is built chiefly 
by the direct action of glacial ice. Examples are lateral and terminal moraines, usually composed 
of glacial till. (Hawley 1980) 

Mountainslope: A natural elevation of the land surface, rising more than 300 meters (1000 feet) above 
surrounding lowlands and generally having a steepness of 25% slope or greater. (Hawley 1980) 

Muskeg: A bog, usually sphagnum, frequently with tussocks of deep accumulations of organic material, 
growing in wet, poorly drained, boreal regions, often areas of permafrost. (Hawley 1980) 

Outwash: Stratified detritus (sand and gravel) removed or washed out from a glacier by meltwater streams 
and deposited in front of or beyond the terminal moraine or the margin of an active glacier. 
(Hawley 1980) 

Overwinter Habitat: The place or site in a stream or lake where young, immature fish can survive 
during winter. 

Palustrine: Pertaining to shallow low velocity backwater sloughs, swamps, bogs, and muskeg ponds and 
their outlet streams or any ponded environment. Ponded is a condition in which free water covers 
the soil surface and is removed only by percolation, evaporation, or transpiration. (Hawley 1980) 

Peak Flow Magnitude: The relative size of the annual flood event, represented by the estimated bankfull 
streamflow. Size classes used for describing relative magnitudes are Low (less than 500 cfs), 
Moderate (500 - 1000 cfs), High (1000 - 1750 cfs), and Very High (greater than 1750 cfs). (cfs 
= cubic feet per second and is used to quantify the discharge from a stream or river.) 

Periglacial: The processes, conditions, areas, climates, and topographic features at the immediate 
margins of former and existing glaciers and ice sheets, influenced by the cold temperature of the 
ice. (Hawley 1980) 

Pink Spawning Capability: The capacity of habitat in a stream to support the breeding (spawning) of 
adult pink salmon and the incubation of their eggs. Unlike coho salmon, pink salmon young 
migrate directly to the ocean after they hatch. 

Placid Flow: A very, low velocity stream flow condition in a natural channel. Usually occurs in a deep, 
wide, low gradient segment of a stream channel. 
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Plant Association: A potential natural plant community (climax plants) of definite floristic composition 
and uniform appearance. (Martin et.al., 1985) 

Plant Community: A unit of vegetation that is relatively uniform in structure and floristic composition 
and consists of competing plants of one or more species in a common location. (Martin et.al., 
1985) 

Nonforested Community: A plant community of less than 10% crown cover by trees, less than 
7.6 meters (25 feet) in height. 

Pond: An increase in water surface elevation upstream of a blockage or an obstruction. Ponds are often 
created by beaver dams. Flow velocity approaches laminar flow conditions. 

Rearing Habitat Area: The place or site in a stream where juvenile fish live during their growth period. 
(AFS 1985) 

Resident Spawning and Rearing Capability: The capacity of habitat in a stream to support adult 
breeding (spawning), incubation of their eggs, and growth (rearing) of resident immature trout 
or char. (AFS 1985) 

Resident Species: Species of fish that live in freshwater streams for their entire life cycle. Used in this 
field guide to refer to Dolly Varden char, rainbow trout, and cutthroat trout. 

Riparian: Pertaining to anything connected with or immediately adjacent to the banks of a stream or 
other body of water. (AFS 1985) 

Riparian Vegetation: Vegetation growing on or near the banks of a stream or body of water on soils 
that exhibit some wetness characteristics during some portion of the growing season. (AFS 1985) 

Rootwad: The root mass of the tree, butt end. (AFS 1985) 

Rubble: Stream bed material ranging in size from 6.09-25.4 centimeters (2.4 to 10 inches) in diameter. 

Scrub Timber: Vegetation dominated by shrubs. In the Preliminary Classification for Vegetation of 
Alaska, treeless vegetation (or with less than 10% tree crown cover) and with shrubs comprising 
25% or more of the absolute crown cover. (Gabriel and Talbot, 1984) 

Secondary Channel (side channel): Lateral channel with an axis of flow parallel to the mainstem and 
fed by the main stem. (AFS 1985) 

Sediment: Fragmented material that originates from weathering of rocks and decomposition of organic 
material that is transported by, suspended in, and eventually deposited in the stream bed. (AFS 
1985) 

Sediment deposition: The process of sediment precipitating out of suspension in the water column. 
Heavier particles will drop out first, then the lighter particles. Normally, lower gradient reaches 
will be the zones of deposition as flow velocities are less, allowing for precipitation of particles 
to occur. 
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Sediment routing: Describes the entire process of transporting the sediment from the source area 

to the final zone of deposit (i.e estuary). Particles are routed through the stream network ofa 

watershed. A normal progression would be from the steep mountainslope channels, where mass 

wasting is common, through the moderate gradient transport channels, and finally to the low 

gradient, alluvial or estuary channels. 

Sediment storage: A stream will accumulate sediment in zones of low velocity, low gradient until 

high flow events occur to mobilize the stored deposits of sediment and transport them further 

down the system. 

Sediment transport: The movement of sediment through the stream, from the source area to a 

point of deposition. 

Sideslope: The slope which occurs directly adjacent to, and connected with, the channel lower bank. 
Upper banks, if present, will compose part, but not necessarily all, of this slope. 

Slough: Normally a side channel to a mainstem channel, with low velocity stream flow. Occurs in a 
flood plain, delta, or glacial outwash plain. (Fairbridge 1968) 

Spawning Habitat Area: The place or site in a stream where fish breed and eggs are incubated before 
hatching. (AFS 1985) 

Sport Fish: Fish, shellfish, or other fishery resources taken for personal use, subject to regulations, and 
not for sale or barter. 

Stream: A natural water course containing flowing water, at least part of the year, supporting a 
community of plants and animals within the stream channel and the riparian vegetation zone. 
(AFS 1985) 

Stream Adjacent Roads: Roads, either temporary or permanent, which occur upon the channel’s adjacent 
sideslope. 

Stream Bed: The substrate plane bounded by the stream banks, over which the water column moves. 
Also called stream bottom. (AFS 1985) 

Stream Bank: The portion of the channel cross section that restricts lateral movement of water at normal 
water levels. The bank often has a gradient steeper than 45 degrees and exhibits a distinct break 
in slope from the stream bottom. An obvious change in substrate may be a reliable delineation of 
the bank. (AFS 1985) 

Lower bank: The periodically submerged portion of the channel cross section from the normal 
high water line to the water’s edge during the summer low flow period. 

Upper bank: That portion of the topographic cross section from the break in the general slope 
of the surrounding land to the normal high water line. 

Stream Crossing Site Hazard: The potential for conditions to exist within the active channel which 
would result in aquatic resource damage if bridges or culverts were constructed without special 
design considerations and/or mitigation. 

Stream Reach: Any specified length of stream or a relatively homogeneous section of stream having a 
repetitious sequence of physical characteristics and habitat types. (AFS 1985) 

Substrate: The mineral and/or organic material that forms the bed of the stream. (AFS 1985) 
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Torrent (glacial): Flow condition in high gradient stream channels produced by rapid snowmelt or glacial 

Aerceess by high stream flow velocity, near bankfull discharge, and standing waves. 

Tributary Stream Habitat: Those unmapped channels (unclassified according to channel types) which 
join a larger, unmapped stream channel. In lower gradient landforms, such as flood plains and 
estuaries, these small channels can have important habitat value and management significance. 

Uncontained Stream: Not confined to an entrenched or well defined channel. 

Upper Valley: Described as the higher elevation upper third in the longitudinal profile of a valley floor. 

Underfit Streams: Streams which have undergone drastic reduction of discharge and which are now too 
small for the valleys or channels which they occupy. These channels occur in the Situk River 
basin of the Yakutat Forelands. (Fairbridge 1968) 

Upwelling: The rising of cold, heavy, subsurface water toward the surface. (AFS 1985) 

Value Class I: Streams with anadromous (fish ascending from oceans to breed in fresh water) or adfluvial 
(fish ascending from fresh water lakes to breed in streams) lake and stream habitat. Also included 
is the habitat upstream from migration barriers known to be reasonable enhancement opportunities 
for anadromous fish and habitat with high value resident sport fish populations. (USDA 1985) 

Value Class II: Streams with resident fish populations and generally steep (often 6-15 percent) gradient 
(can also include streams from 0-5 percent gradient where no anadromous fish occur). These 
populations have limited sport fisheries values. These streams generally occur upstream of 
migration barriers or are steep gradient streams with other habitat features that preclude 
anadromous fish use. (USDA 1985) 

Value Class III: Streams with no fish populations but have potential water quality influence on the 
downstream aquatic habitat. (USDA 1985) 

V-notch Ravine: A very steep (greater than 15% gradient), deeply incised stream channel. Usually 
situated on steep mountainslopes or hillslopes. HC6 and HC4 channel types are commonly 
described as V-notches. 

Wash Load: That part of the sediment load in a stream which, because of its fine size, has such a small 
settling velocity that it is held in suspension as colloidal particles. It is composed of exceedingly 
fine particles having vanishingly low rates of settling. (Leopold et.al., 1964) 
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APPENDIX A 
AQUATIC CAPABILITY RATINGS - MANAGEMENT INDICATOR SPECIES 
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APPENDIX B 
RIPARIAN MANAGEMENT CONCERNS 
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APPENDIX C: 
ALASKA REGION CHANNEL TYPE LEGEND 

Estuarine Process Group 

ES lig oete. 2S, ee RD ene Silt Substrate Estuarine Channel or Slough (E4) 

SZ gor ee Rede cae oe ete ie ene eee Narrow Small Substrate Estuarine Channel (E3) 

EES seaeviri asian idee taueehaae trol oemeemee eater Narrow Large Substrate Estuarine Channel (E2) 

4 OI cars ane Bae cx Sa et ih Se eee Large Estuarine Channel (£1) 

ES8 * 28 oe ee ee Broad Braided Glacial Outwash Estuarine Channel (E5) 

IDA Lista aaceetereten centers te dencres we tune tartare Narrow Placid Flow Channel (L1) 

PA 2 Bes on see a slog Res 3 Geen cr ee eee Moderate Width Placid Flow Channel (L2) 

PAS Beare eR ERS Shallow Groundwater Fed Slough (L4) 

gat Sept hy ee Oe RSA rn eb Flood Plain Backwater Slough (L5) 

| fh ARAN epee: AEP eM Bayer «Aart Beaver Dam/Pond Channel (L3) 

Flood Plain Process Group 

EPL AES ome Micicrcone Sate ve ene ere eee Uplifted Beach Channel (C4) 

Nd SP Sete orsty Meera ere eter ee Foreland Uplifted Estuarine Channel (B8, C6) 

| Rh oa) Ae Se A IE ae aR PGS A Se 2 Narrow Low Gradient Flood Plain Channel (B1) 

dl oe ant ee ny py Pde cise riceret errant! Low Gradient Flood Plain Channel (C1) 

PD Pic iar ae ee Wide Low Gradient Flood Plain Channel (C3) 

Glacial Outwash Process Group 

©) 1a Se. Sree c ceo cre ene Mem sean Glacial Outwash Flood Plain Side Channel (D8) 

GOZ Fe aoieta: aden ee ee ee Large Meandering Glacial Outwash Channel (D4) 

GOB ay eae een eee te eee ones ee Large Braided Glacial Outwash Channel (D5) 

CLO re a Ba te yh ee oe apr see Moderate Width Glacial Channel (D3) 

GOS SescarcBeer eee ees eee eret ee ee Cirque Channel (D1) 

Alluvial Fan Process Group 

Fold 39 DRA RAPP RnR te 2 No ctar bet OR eins CoA Re Moderate Gradient Alluvial Fan Channel (B5) 

1g SPAR A EP ARANIES 5 Oe, ROE CR A High Gradient Alluvial Cone Channel (A3) 

(aN DW eRe POPPER ick peers he Pes! Glacial Alluvial Cone Channel (D6) 

Large Contained Process Group 

HCE aio Ranier, ee ie tht Bnnrayae ee Goren Low Gradient Contained Channel (C2) 

1 rer ee ee ee ane ee Moderate Gradient Contained Narrow Valley Channel (C5) 

Moderate Gradient Mixed Control Process Group 

MMI ooo. ice. as J. Re eeee to eee te neat are ee ree Narrow Mixed Control Channel (B2) 
MM 2k oor toccs eee ee eee Moderate Width Mixed Control Channel (B3) 
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Moderate Gradient Contained Process Group 

MCL Ae ecco teeta er oe Narrow Shallow Contained Channel (B4) 

MC) ios RL eee Moderate Width and Incision, Contained Channel (B6) 

MC3 ie ee ts, a ee eae oak Deeply Incised Contained Channel (B7) 

High Gradient Contained Process Group 

OL anaes tos SCT eee eee, Shallowly Incised Muskeg Channel (A6) 

As A OP in Sa pig re RreD Nn 8 ara Shallowly to Moderately Incised Footslope Channel (A7) 

GS Bee ar, aceon ee eae et ee ce ee Deeply Incised Upper Valley Channel (A2) 

| a OF lata RE pie iis alanine nc wanes aint Deeply Incised Muskeg Channel (A5) 

Le Uinta itr en yeah TORRE Lalit Arai ca tai Shallowly Incised Very High Gradient Channel (A4) 

PLC Gy ee et eee ne ee ee Deeply Incised Mountainslope Channel (A1) 

IGS Were, Meee reer nce ea cies os Moderate/High Gradient Glacial Cascade Channel (D7) 

1S Oe) esesiryeh lassie ce Di Bt UAE ie APS ieee High Gradient Incised Glacial Torrent Channel (D2) 

Notes: 

1. Mapping Units for Lacustrine Process Group have not been defined to date. Lakes and large ponds 
are delineated in the GIS watershed cover and denoted with the symbol "L" in the GIS streams cover. 

2. The following Process Groups were/are no longer valid as of 7/91: 

Uncontained Footslope Glacial Process Group 

Moderate Gradient Glacial Outwash Process Group 

Contained Mountainslope Glacial Process Group 

3. Channel Type naming conventions: 

Shallowhy Incised 9220s. «05. = <5 m (16.5 ft) 
Moderately Incisediee st... -. = 5-10 m (16.5-33 ft) 
Dégolly INCiSed =. 2. .asscseecens +2 = >10m (3 ft) 
INGEFOWAWiCtileseree core teeta = <10m (3 ft) 
Modetaterwidth aires sc.-se.s: = 10-20m (33-66 ft) 
Wider. eee ee ise tenet essen = >20 m (66 ft) 
LowiGradientves, ore nsec scenes, = <2% 

Moderate Gradient................. = 2-6% 
Bighy Gradients eer cee. ee = 6-15% , Very High Gradient = > 15% 

4. The old Channel Type mapping symbols are shown in parenthesis (eg (B5)) following each CT name. 
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APPENDIX D: 
FOREST WIDE CHANNEL TYPE SUMMARY 

Individual Channel Types Reported as a Percentage of the Total Mapped Channels 

On the Tongass National Forest 

Estuarine Process Group 

ES lee sess cers ot 0.02% 

NVA tec rye 1.00% 

| a Fs tM a sr a 0.20% 

SAP? eae, ao 1.00% 

ESSint ces arone 0.10% 

Total: 2.32% 

Palustrine Process Group 

PAS eee 3.0% 

PAQ Been 0.3% 

RPABRS? cee 1.0% 

PAA Cerner 0.2% 

PAS 1.0% 

Total: 5.5% 

Flood Plain Process Group 

EP lee craceee 0.2% 

1 Fd PAs Arse 0.1% 

| Se hogs is eee ee 5.0% 

[5d oe Denceeei aR Rear Ss 3.0% 

| Be eS cyan 2.0% 

Total: 10.3% 

Glacial Outwash Process Group 

(CLOD ses a oaoetce <1.0% 

GOZe 1.0% 

GO) oe eee 1.0% 

GO 1.0% 

GOS Te acer 0.2% 

Total: <4.2 % 

Alluvial Fan Process Group 

ALL ee 1.0% 

AQ ee coherence 2.0% 

ALGis. seems 0.3% 

Total: 3.3% 

Large Contained Process Group 

LCi ee 1.0% 

jb OFA nee ferais not 1.0% 

Total: 2.0% 
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FOREST WIDE CHANNEL TYPE SUMMARY 

Moderate Gradient Mixed Control Process Group 

MMe eee ee se 6.0% 

MIM ee ste ac fee 3.0% 

Total: 9.0% 

Moderate Gradient Contained Process Group 

IM LE ee ae ee 4.0% 

MC Peer ts. 2.0% 

Mi Cs cet, 1.0% 

Total: 7.0% 

High Gradient Contained Process Group 

HG errata 4.0% 

Clee ar: 2.0% 

HGS ie capaeee erste 6.0% 

HGCA Sh RO. &, 3.0% 

le (OrPaiaern 14.0% 

HG64_ 24. Belen 25.0% 

TG Qeeeree eee 0.1% 

HGOPe. sane sestyesy 4.0% 

Total: 58.1% 

Total may exceed 100 percent due to rounding. 
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APPENDIX E: 
CHANNEL TYPE PHASES 

L] ES41 - LARGE SUBSTRATE PHASE have larger material, cobble/small boulder size range. 

Available spawning habitat is somewhat less than is typical for this channel type. 

L] ES4d - SAND DUNE PHASE are incised beach or sand dune channels found in coastal foreland 
areas. They are differentiated by the amount of glacial influence. 

L] PAlv - SCRUB FOREST PHASE: Riparian vegetation interspersed with patches of muskeg or 
shrub (Sitka alder and shore pine) plant communities. 

L] FP1f - FORESTED PHASE has a dominant Sitka spruce riparian vegetation component, 
however, willow/alder shrub species predominate along the channel margins. This vegetation 
pattern limits potential large woody debris recruitment to these streams. 

L] FPi1s - SHRUB PHASE has extensive willow/alder shrub communities in the riparian zone. 

L] FP2f - FORESTED PHASE riparian vegetation has co-dominant spruce and nonforest plant 
communities. Inchannel large woody debris recruitment is a significant factor influencing fish 
rearing capability in some channel reaches. 

L] FP2s - NONFOREST PHASE riparian vegetation is dominantly shrub and muskeg bog plant 
communities. 

L) FP3a - VOLCANIC ASH PHASE is primarily restricted to Kruzof Island. Stream bank 
composition is influenced by poorly consolidated volcanic ash and breccias. Stream bank and 
sideslope sensitivity may be higher than is typical for this channel type. 

L] FP3m - MUSKEG VEGETATION/GRAVEL SUBSTRATE PHASE is characterized by mus- 
keg/scrub forest riparian vegetation. Fish spawning and rearing habitat capabilities may be lower 
than is typical for this channel type. 

L] FP3f- FORELAND OUTWASH FORESTED PHASE is influenced significantly by groundwa- 
ter influx from shallow alluvial aquifers. Fish habitat capability may be higher than is typical 
for this channel type due to temperature moderation by groundwater. 

L] FP3s - FORELAND OUTWASH SHRUB PHASE is significantly influenced by groundwater 
inflow. Rearing habitat capability may be less than FP3f (FORELAND OUTWASH FOR- 
ESTED PHASE) due to a lack of large woody debris input, and, as a consequence, less pool 
structure and cover habitat. 

L] FP4a - VOLCANIC ASH PHASE is limited geographically to drainage basins heavily affected 
by geologically recent volcanic deposits. Stream bank and substrate composition is predomi- 
nantly scoria and ash particles deposited by multiple volcanic eruptions. 

L] FP41 - LARGE SUBSTRATE PHASE has greater stream power than a typical FP4 channel, thus 
functioning as a more efficient sediment transporter. Substrate usually is somewhat larger, and 
large woody debris has less influence on channel dynamics. 

L] FP4m - MUSKEG PHASE is typified by low gradient, muskeg or meadow channels. However, 
significant fine gravel, sand, and silt deposition and transport occur in this phase, making these 
channels more similar to the Flood Plain Process Group versus those channels categorized in the 
Palustrine Process Group. 

L) Fp4f - FORELAND, OUTWASH, FORESTED PHASE includes alluvial flood plain channels 
that are set apart by predominant groundwater recharge. This phase is restricted to coastal 
foreland landforms with early successional Sitka spruce riparian stands. 
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CHANNEL TYPE PHASES 

L) Fp4s - FORELAND, OUTWASH, SHRUB PHASE includes foreland groundwater streams with 
shrub or muskeg riparian vegetation. 

L) FP51 - LARGE SUBSTRATE PHASE has greater stream power than the typical FP5 and is a 
more efficient sediment transport system. Substrate has a larger mean diameter than in the typical 
FPS channel. 

CL] FP5m - MUSKEG PHASE includes riparian vegetation consisting of muskeg and meadow 
interspersed with individual trees and some forest. This is an alluvial channel with significantly 
greater sediment transport than Palustrine Process Group channels that often have similar riparian 
plant communities. 

L) FPSf - FORELAND OUTWASH FORESTED PHASE are alluvial channels that are strongly 
influenced by groundwater recharge from shallow aquifers. This phase is restricted to coastal 
foreland landforms. Sitka spruce communities dominate the riparian vegetation. 

L] FPSs - FORELAND OUTWASH SHRUB PHASE are groundwater fed, coastal foreland 
channels, with predominantly nonforested riparian plant communities. 

L] FP5b - BEDROCK INFLUENCE PHASE have mixed bank control associated with occasional 
bedrock outcrops. 

CL] AF2s - SHRUB PHASE consists primarily of brush riparian vegetation. 

L] AF8s - SHRUB PHASE consists primarily of brush riparian vegetation. 

L] LCig - GLIDE PHASE has consistently lower gradient stream reaches than is typical for LC1 
channels. This phase tends to occur where channel base level is controlled by a downstream 
feature such as resistant bedrock outcrops or a lake inlet or outlet. 

L] LCir - MORAINE PHASE has bank control from glacial moraine deposits. Stream substrate 
has a larger boulder component, and sideslope stability may be lower than is typical for LC1 
channels. 

L] MMis - SHRUB PHASE is typically situated in the upper valley reaches of a watershed. Snow 
avalanche slopes are proximal to this channel. Riparian vegetation consists of brush species (Sitka 
alder and willow). Rearing capability for this phase is less than is typical for this channel type 
due to a lack of rearing habitat associated with large wood. 

L] MM2s - SHRUB PHASE is typically adjacent to steep mountainslopes subject to extensive snow 
avalanche activity. Riparian vegetation consists mainly of disturbance vegetation, alder and 
salmonberry. Large woody debris volume is comparatively low in this phase, therefore, fish 
capability may be lower. 

L] MM2m - MUSKEG PHASE is typically associated with glacially scoured lowland landforms. 
Riparian vegetation consists of mixed conifer scrub forest and muskeg bog species. 

[] MC1im - MUSKEG PHASE is typically a high energy system with muskeg bog and shrub riparian 
vegetation. Fish habitat associated with large woody debris may be less in this phase than is 
typical for MC1 channel types. 

[] HC2s - SHRUB PHASE consists primarily of brush vegetation. 
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